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FOREWORD
This work is the result of a cooperative effort by two agencies
of the U.S. Department of the Interior, the National Park Service and
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. It deals with the archeological excavation of the Bertrand, a mid-19th century riverboat discovered near the Missouri River on the DeSoto National Wildlife
Refuge.
This important historic site was found on Federal land in
1968 by two private citizens, Messrs. Jesse Pursell and Sam Corbino of
Omaha, and was excavated under the direction of National Park Service archeologists. The remains of the steamboat and its cargo fall
under the broad protective purview of the 1906 Act for the Preservation of American Antiquities, and subsequent legislation. As custodian of the boat and its cargo, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife makes a significant contribution in protecting one of the Nation's
most outstanding historic properties.

Rogers C.B. Morton
Secretary of the Interior

PREFACE
Late one cold afternoon in February, 1968, two men from
Omaha, in search of treasure that had eluded many others for over a
century, came close to realizing their dreams. Jesse Pursell and Sam
Corbino had found the remains of the riverboat Bertrand, the sunken
steamer that was a legend in many Iowa and Nebraska communities
along the Missouri River. For as long as the oldest residents could
remember, stories were told of the gold, whiskey, and mercury that
awaited those fortunate enough to find the boat that had gone down
in 1865 while enroute to Fort Benton, Montana Territory. But as is
the case with so many dreams and visions of wealth, other men long
ago had salvaged the Bertrand and had taken all but nine containers
of mercury. The gold and kegs of whiskey reported to have been on
board were never found during the 1968-69 excavations.
But the real treasure-that of the riverboat and the cargo in
its holds-has become a part of the heritage of the people of the United States, to be displayed and protected for us by the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife at the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge. Always
important as a resting and feeding place for hundreds of thousands
of our nation's migrating wildfowl, the Refuge has become particularly significant now as one of those sites where American history will be
made more meaningful and vivid for many future generations.
The remains of very few historic sites in the United States
can compare with the diversity and number of cultural objects recovered from the riverboat's holds. Over three years were required to
preserve and stabilize the goods meant to be used by our forebears a
century ago. During those three years, scarcely a day passed at the
laboratories of the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge or of the Midwest
Archeological Center of the National Park Service in Lincoln, Nebraska without the opening of a Bertrand shipping case, and the identification and preservation of still another historic tool or other product used·in Montana Territory in the 1860's.
The remains of a sunken riverboat are valuable for the interpretation of an earlier way of life because of the accidental nature of
their loss, their undisturbed preservation, and their intrinsic interest.
Catastrophes arising from volcanic eruptions, storms at sea, and tur-

bulent rivers often result in instant preservation of significant archeological evidence. The Bertrand is an excellent example of this kind of
preservation.
As will become clear to those who read Mr. Petsche's book,
the Bertrand is not simply a unique historic site investigated by a few
persons for the edification of a small number of archeologists and historians. It is one for which many persons gave of their talents, and
one for which two agencies of the Federal Government-the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, and the National Park Service-marshalled their forces. And it is one for which two determined private
citizens, Messrs. Pursell and Corbino, exercised extraordinary skill in
locating the sunken riverboat and then cooperated with Federal authorities to excavate and thus initiate processes which would result in
the saving of one of America's most meaningful treasures of the past.

Ronald H. Walker, Director
National Park Service
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Figure 2. Artist's interpretation of the Bertrand on the Missouri. This
sketch and other renderings of the ship's lines and reconstructions are
based on scale drawings and photographs of the remains of the boat made
by archeologists and architects during excavation. Supplementary information on appearance of details was derived from early photographs and descriptions of riverboats of the same general class, of similar construction,
and period of use.

GLOSSARY
A specialized vocabulary came into use by rivermen and
boatwrights during the 80 years of steamboat development in the
United States. Many of the terms are borrowings from the language
of seamen and have undergone slight or substantial modifications in
meaning. Others have been in use for centuries by carpenters and
other artisans, but also take on different connotations when used in
reference to riverboats.
Arm A paddlewheel spoke, one end of which is attached to a
flange, and the other to the buckets (paddles).
Ash trough A long metal pan under the grates to catch ashes from the firebox; coursed with firebrick, and extending to
the trapdoor on the guard.
Athwartship Across the ship from side to side.
Beam Breadth of vessel athwartship, measured from inside
planking; also, a horizontal supporting member.
Bitts A pair of vertical posts supporting a horizontal timber
in the bow; used in tying lines and similar'in function to a
kevel.
Boiler deck The deck immediately above the boilers; usually served as the base or floor of the cabin area on packets.
Break The point at which an upper deck ends and from
which there is a drop to a deck on a lower level.
Buckets Planks extending from the arms of the paddle
wheel and forming the paddles.
Bulkhead Any upright partition separating compartments
or holds.
Bull rails Removable rails used on the main deck between
the stationaries to facilitate loading.
Bustle Bulges in the stern rake; a result of building the
stern in such a way that the forward portion of the balance
rudders clear the stern rake with minimal space.
Buttocklines Contours on body plans where a vertical plane
parallel to the centerline intersects the hull.
Cant To turn or angle from the horizontal.
XVII
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Capstan Powered drum mounted on vertical axle; used with
lines to move heavy objects or the boat itself.
Carlines Joists running athwartship supporting boiler and
texas decks; cf. deck beams.
Carvel-built Planks of hull set flush at the seams; as opposed to clinker-built, i.e., planks or strakes overlapping.
Chain plates Thick, wooden plates bolted to the side and
bottom ribs or a keelson, and to which are connected the hog
chains.
Chine The knuckle where the sides of the boat meet the
bottom and form an angle.
Coaming Curbs around the edges of decks.
Cocked hat. A triangular wooden component used to brace
paddle wheel arms, or as a wooden brace for hull framing.
Crank Metal arm connected to the pitman and paddle
whee! shaft; that portion of the assembly which changes linear to circular motion.
Crown A slight lateral curve in the decks athwartship to facilitate drainage of rain water, or decks awash; also referred
to as the camber.
Davit Crane of wood or metal for raising and lowering the
dory or workboat.
Dead flat Transverse section of the vessel with the largest
area, the ends from which sheer upwards in the bow and
stern.
Deadwood See skeg.
Deck beams Joists running athwartship and to which the
main decking is attached; cf. carlines.
Draft That portion of the hull extending into the water;
traditionally measured vertically in feet when light (empty
vessel) and/or heavy (fully loaded vessel).
False transom A vertical surface of the hull aft of the transom and rudders.
Forecastle The forward portion of the vessel, including
superstructure, main decking and appurtenances.
Flanges Paddle wheel hubs attached to the shaft, and to
which the arms are attached.
Grasshoppering A method of levering a vessel over sandbars or other shallow areas with a pair of spars and derrick
rigged in the bow.
Guard A deck outboard of the hull on which cargo was car-
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ried and/or to provide a walkway; originally meant to protect the paddle wheel.
Hog To curve upward amidships, or downward at stern
and stem; used in reference to the conformity of the hull
when unbraced.
Hog chains Iron rods, varying in diameter from about I Y2
to 2\12 inches, used in the trussing system to support the bow
and stern and, often, the sides of the hull.
Hog chain braces Wooden timbers suppo'rting hog chains,
projecting at various angles from keelsons or other major
supporting members of the hull bottom; a part of the trussing system to prevent hogging.
Ice shield Iron sheeting outboard on the bow, extending
above and below the waterline to protect the vessel from ice
and other obstructions.
Keelson A major supporting structural member in the hull
bottom parallel to vessel length.
Kevel A wooden or iron assembly fastened to the deck with
ends projecting beyond the center, and to which lines may
be belayed or fastened for tie-down of the vessel.
Mud drum Hollow cylinder under the boilers; used to collect sediment from the boilers.
Outriggers Horizontal wooden braces supporting the
guards.
Pillow block Supporting members of a shaft bearing; a
mounting for the paddle wheel bearing, countersunk into
the aft extension of the cylinder timber.
Pitman Connecting rod between engine crosshead and the
paddle wheel crank.
Quarter Extreme after part of a vessel's side.
Rake Inclination from a vertical or horizontal direction;
usually in reference to turn of bilge in stern and bow.
Scantling Boards used for framing.
Scarf joint Method of joining side and bottom planking or
strakes to increase sheer strength.
Sheave A roller chock attached to kevel to facilitate easy
.movement of lines and to reduce rope friction.
Sheer Longitudinal upward curve of the deck and lines of
the vessel viewed from the side.
Skeg A fin ahead of the rudders to prevent side slip.
Spar chain straps A ring or chain on the outer bow sides,
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used as a guide and fulcrum for the spars employed in
grasshoppering.
Stanchions Upright members supporting rails, decks, etc.
Stationaries Stanchions supporting the outboard edge of
the boiler deck.
Steam drum Cylinder situated above the boilers; used to
collect and hold steam for transmission to engines.
Stempiece Timber or iron rod running from the hull bottom and curving upward to the deck; the forward most
component of the vessel.
Strake A breadth of planks, either bottom or sides of hull,
forming a continuous strip from stem to stern; also used to
refer to a single plank of the above assembly.
Texas deck The deck above the boiler deck on which a cabin (above the skylight roof) is attached.
Timberhead Wooden or metal posts used for tying lines in
the bow.
Transom The aftermost of the square frames, or the vertical planks at the stern of the hull.
Yoke Heavy supporting beams in the bow of a vessel.
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PART

1

INTRODUCTION
In late February of 1968, two Omaha salvors, Jesse Pursell
anrl Sam Corbino, encountered evidence of a buried steamboat near
the present channel of the Missouri River, approximately 25 miles
upstream from Omaha on the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge. The
remains of the vessel lay below the water table in silt and clay at a
mean depth of 28 feet from the surface (fig. 1). Drawing on information in old maps, early newspaper accounts, and abstracts of land
ownership, supplemented by the use of a flux gate magnetometer, the
salvors encountered the first physical evidence of the boat with a 6inch auger drilled from ground surface through the hull bottom. The
craft was subsequently identified during cargo removal as the Bertrand, principally on the basis of cursive lettering in stenciling ink on
the side of a number of boxes which read "Bertrand Stores."
A steamer of the Upper Ohio class or type, the Bertrand was
known to have sunk in DeSoto Bend on April 1, 1865. Enroute from
St. Louis, Mo., to Fort Benton, Montana Territory, she carried a cargo of foodstuffs, clothing, agricultural and mining supplies, and, according to historic sources, a large amount of mercury for use in the
amalgaming process of gold refining. The successful location and
complete excavation of the cargo in 1968-69 thus ended periodic
searches by others stretching back nearly a century.
The discovery also modified local tradition which held that
the Bertrand contained fabulous wealth, not only in the form of mercury (some sources report 35,000 pounds), but also in the form of
5,000 gallons of whiskey in oaken casks-and even gold. The sum total of the treasure trove, however, was limited to mercury in nine containers. A good deal of evidence encountered in the excavation during the summer of 1969 is indicative of previous salvage attempts, and
the small amount of mercury was recovered in a context that lead the
author to the conclusion that the containers were simply overlooked
in a previous salvage attempt.
In early 1968, the salvors sought and signed a contract! with
1Number GS-00-DP-(S)-80501 and dated January 3. 1968. As a result of the long period of time required to find the boat and complete excavation. the contract was subsequently amended (renewed) on March II and again on July 22. 1968. and January 13,
1969.
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the General Services Administration, a prerequisite to a search and
recovery of treasure trove on Federal land. According to conditions
of the contract, the salvors, if successful, were to receive 60 percent of
the value of the trove, specified as mercury, whiskey, and gold-the
Federal Government to retain 40 percent. The contract further provided, in Article 2, that the salvors be "guided during any excavation
by the advice of the Chief, Midwest Archeological Center, National
Park Service." Furthermore, the contract was made subject to provisions of the Act for the Preservation of American Antiquities, approved June 8, 1906 (24 Stat. 225), and the implementing rules and
regulations. Article 12 of the contract further states that "any artifacts
(to include all man-made objects or parts thereof) or other valuable
historical items that may be recovered, must remain the property of
the United States Government and shall be given into the custody of
the Refuge Manager."
From the outset of the search in 1967, administration of National Park Service responsibilities to assure compliance with the Antiquities Act fell to Wilfred D. Logan, Chief, Midwest Archeological
Center. He was present at the Bertrand site at all times during excavation considered critical for tpe preservation of the sunken riverboat,
and during the fall and early winter of 1968 when the first cargo was
removed from the stern holds. The author was then assigned to initiate the research and supervise the excavation. He was present
throughout the excavation period of 1969, and remained until the
cargo was completely recovered, the well point system removed, and
the water table again allowed to rise, leaving the hulk under 12 feet of
water, silt and sand. Field notes, charts, maps, scale drawings, and
photographs were made under the direction of the author from the
time of initial exposure of the steamer to the backfilling operation.
Authorities on preservation and stabilization, architects, and engineers were consulted from time to time, and, until more permanent
facilities were installed, a tern porary field laboratory was arranged at
the headquarters of the refuge.
The historical significance of the vast amount of cargo may
be considered in one respect as material culture "captured in time,"
precisely dated, and quite representative of the mining technology
and frontier economy of mid-19th century North America. Such potential for the interpretation of American history was immediately
recognized by the Secretary of the Interior's Advisory Board on National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings and Monuments. A memorandum issued by the Board states, in part, that it " ... regards the Bertrand and its contents as a type specimen, exceptionally valuable for
study and illustrative purposes and, therefore, of national historical
significance within the meaning of the Historic Sites Act of 1935." As
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comparative collections, that portion of the cargo which can normally
be expected to survive longest in other historic sites (bottles, buttons,
glass, hardware, etc.) should be of considerable importance to the
archeologist and historian focusing attention on the upper Missouri.
No attempt will or could be made in this book to provide a
detailed description of the Bertrand's contents. In Part IV a gross
identification of the cargo is presented along with information relating to consignees and manufacturers-obtained chiefly through the
field recording of labels and stenciling. Full descriptions, accession,
and stabilization of the material will necessarily continue for years,
providing rare opportunities for further study of frontier technology
as well as the preservation of material exposed to a fresh water environment for over a century. Early estimates made during the summer
excavation period of 1969 place the total volume of the cargo at just
over 10,000 cubic feet. The material which has not already undergone stabilization is wrapped in polyethylene and is stored in a cool,
moist atmosphere at the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge. While individual artifacts may number somewhat short of 2 million, an estimated 300,000 items would appear to warrant stabilization and/or rest<?ration for purposes of future study and museum exhibition. In addition to the foodstuffs, liquor, and patent medicines, these include objects of leather, wood, glass and porcelain, ceramics (stoneware, china, iron (wrought, drawn, cast), hard rubber, shell, textiles (wool, silk,
cotton), ivory, bone, brass, copper, tin, lead, etc.
While it is anticipated that the material recovered will provide abundant data for future descriptive and analytical papers-not
to speak of research directed to preservation-enough field and archival data have been assembled to present this study on the excavation and history of the boat. The purposes of this book, in the main,
are fivefold: ( 1) to relate the history of the Bertrand with reference to
steamboating on the Missouri and the frontier economy of Montana
Territory during the mid-1860's; (2) to describe the techniques used
in the search, location, and subsequent excavation of the riverboat; (3)
to present a graphic reconstruction of the architecture and other descriptive information on the remains and physical condition of the
craft; (4) to present a gross, descriptive account of the cargo and shipping data recorded in the field; and (5) to describe immediate, emergency procedures taken to insure optimum preservation of the cargo
and boat under the prevailing circumstances and facilities of the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge.
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ORIGINS
AND
HISTORY
The Bertrand leaves today on her first trip for St. Louis; she has
6,000 kegs of nails and other freight, making a good load. She is a
nice trim little steamer, neat but not gaudy, and sits upon the water
like a duck. She has a hundred and sixty-two feet [sic] deck!, draws
when light about 18 inches ... Her Captain, Ben Goodwin, is a well
known river man, and Jerry Cochrane goes as Clerk. If the people
down on the lower waters only knew Jerry as well as they do up
here, they'd all want to travel on his boat-that's all. Wheeling Daily
Inrelligencer, Wheeling, West Virginia, November 26, 1864.

Scarcely five months after the item appeared in the newspaper of the Bertrand's port of berth, the steamer that was reported to
have sat on the water like a duck lay swamped under the treacherous
waters of the Missouri. How she came to be a part of the upper Missouri river traffic is not altogether certain, but it cannot be surprising
in view of the economic conditions of the day. The need for "mountain" steamers at the time was pressing, and the entrepreneurs of river transportation in St. Louis were buying every low draft boat they
could obtain. Headed for gold country, the Bertrand was enroute
from St. Louis to Fort Benton, Montana Territory, with passengers
and equipment for the mines and outposts of the frontier (fig. 6). On
April 1, 1865 she struck a snag at a location that was then known as
"Portage La Force" a few thousand yards below DeSoto Landing,
approximately 25 river miles upstream from Omaha. Rumored to
IThe Bertrand was officially enrolled as a 161-foot vessel (measured from th<! tip of
the bow to the transom); Record Group 41, Records of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation, General Services Administration, National Archives and Record
Service, Washington D.C. An earlier steamer on the Missouri, also named Bertrand,
was licensed for the coasting trade by the Port of St. Louis for the years 1857 -58; Bureau of Customs, Record Group 36, Federal Records Center, General Services Administration, Kansas City, Mo.
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Figure 6. The intended route of the Bertrand in 1865, from St. Louis to
Fort Benton, Montana Territory.

have been lost with a cargo of quicksilver, whiskey, and even gold, the
story of her sinking became a legend of remarkable proportions. For a
century she had been the object of many searches, and only until her
remains were discovered in 1968 was the full impact of her role in
early river traffic on the frontier appreciated.

CONSTRUCTION AND ENROLLMENT
Although early historical documentation is scarce, enough
can be pieced together to present a reasonably accurate account of
her construction, initial owners, and movements. According to the
Wheeling newspaper account, the hull was fabricated in the yards of
Dunlevy & Co.; the engines and machinery were built and installed by
the Sweeney iron foundry;2 the cabins were made by Gullef1 of Pittsburgh, and the furnishings supplied by one Mendels (Wheeling Daily
Intelligencer, November 26, 1864). The formal enrollment record
lists her original owners as George Feller and Thomas H. Reed, both
of Wheeling, W.Va., and George Laing, Lewis W. Cochran, and Jeremiah Cochran, of Monroe County, Ohio (Record Group 4), GSA,
National Archives, Washington, D.C.).
2Wheeling records for the period list an A.J. Sweeney & Son as owning an iron works
and boat building establishment. Personal communication, Clifford M. Lewis, S. J.,
Research Analyst, West Virginia Survey of Historic Places for the National Register,
Wheeling College, W.Va.
3 The Gullet mentioned in the news account may have been one Isaac Gullet, listed in
Pittsburgh city directories from 186~ to 1874. He was a carpenter living in Allegheny
City, now the north side of Pittsburgh.
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Roe, a former steamboat captain on the Ohio (fig.7) was a
prominent St. Louis businessman with extensive capital and interests
in insurance, banking, and transportation (Edwards and Hopewell
1860, p. 201). He and his son-in-law, Copelin, seem to have formed
the company with the express purpose of offering through bills of
lading for freight destined for the mining country in Montana Territory (Daily Missouri Republican, March 18, 1865). As organizers of a
wagon freight line and owners of mountain steamers, the men appear
to have attempted a transportation monoply.4 And, in addition to
their interests in transportation, Roe himself was engaged in a wholesaling and retailing establishment in Virginia City (Montana Post,
October 8, 1864). In the process of excavating the Bertrand's cargo, it
was noted that the name J. J. Roe appeared as a consignee in brushed
stenciling ink on containers of foodstuffs and hardware sent from the
east coast. It thus appears that as consignee of merchandise in St.
Louis, and as river and wagon shippers of their own as well as others'
goods, the Roe and Copelin combine appears to have been designed
to corner a large part of the shipping and supply markets on the
northwestern frontier.

DEPARTURE AND SINKING
By mid-March of 1865, preparations were being made by the
Montana and Idaho Transportation Line to sign on a crew, secure
passengers, and to load the freight. Typical of advertisements running as early as February 22, 1865, is the following from the TriWeekly Missouri Democrat:
FORT BENTON PACKET, Idaho and the Gold Mines. The new,
fast and light draught steamer BERTRAND, Ohlman, master, will
leave St. Louis for Fort Benton on the opening of navigation to
Omaha. Shippers and passengers seeking transportation to Fort
Benton, Virginia City, Deer Lodge, and the Bitter Root Valley cannot fail to improve this opportunity.
The steamer Bertrand is of light draught, with good carrying capacity and most excellent cabin accomodations, insuring to
freighters and passengers that speed and safety so essential on a
trip of this kind. Shippers may rely upon this being one of the first
boats to Benton. For freight or passage apply to: Capt. Jas. A. Yore,
Southwest Corner Chesnut and Main Streets. Boyde and Sylvestre,
Agents; 74 Commercial Street.

Despite the mention of an Ohlman as master in the advertisement, the Bertrand left St. Louis on Saturday morning at 10 a.m.
40verland freighting businesses at Ft. Benton in 1865 included J. J. Roe and Co.;
Stuart, King and Gillette; Thomas Ryan and John G. Copelin; and Worden and Co.
(Montana Post, April I, 1865)
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with James A. Yore as captain (Daily Missouri Democrat, March 17,
1865). One of a family of riverboat captains on the Missouri, Mississippi, and Ohio rivers, Yore is listed in several com temporary newspaper accounts and one historical article as an owner of the vessel (McDonald, 1927, p. 229). Other accounts list ownership by "Copelin and
Co. of St. .Louis" (Council Bluffs Non Pareil, April 3, 1865), and the
Montana and Idaho Transportation Line (Daily Missouri Democrat,
March 10, 1865). And while it seems clear that the Bertrand was part
of the mountain fleet of the latter company-the major stockholders
of which were Roe and Copelin-Yore, as master, very likely had an
interest in the boat.
Reports of the Bertrand's departure from the St. Louis levee
are scanty, but following several delays, she seems to have left at 10
a.m., Saturday, March 18th (Daily Missouri Democrat, March 17,
1865). Rivermen, watching for the mid-March rise of the Missouri,
were reporting a rising river and excellent conditions for the mountain run at this time and, in addition to the five packets of the Montana and Idaho Transportation Line, at least three other steamers
were poised for their northern journey." Approximately two weeks
after her departure, news began filtering back to St. Louis and to Virginia City of the loss of the Bertrand and much of her cargo. Typical
of Montana Territory newspaper reports is the following:
STEAMBOAT SUNK-The Steamer Bertrand sunk above Omaha
while on her voyage hither. The passengers among whom were
Mrs. Atchison and Mrs. Millard, with their children are all safe and
sound, but they have lost their baggage. The cargo was nearly all
insured. We hear from Mr. R. Simpson that Gen. Dorris, 0 one of
our pioneer merchants, lost a part of the goods he was bringing to
this city. (Montana Post, April22, 1865).

Information on the sinking of the Bertrand is limited, although the account of one eyewitness on board, and another in a
steamer which passed the Bertrand eight days following the disaster,
provide some information. The account of the former appeared initially in the Davenport Gazette, Davenport, Iowa, Aprill3, 1865:
THE SINKING OF THE STEAMER BERTRAND-Our old
friend W. Burrows, Esq. returned Tuesday evening from the Missouri River, where he was wrecked on the steamer Bertrand, on the
first day of April, being bound for Montana by way of Fort Benton
and having on board his daughter Mrs. Millard, and children, and
5 Included were the St. Johns, U.S. Grant, and Converse. (Daily Missouri Democrat,
March 17, 1865)
6 A portion, if not all of the mercury, was consigned to a G. P. Dorris of Virginia City.
The name "Dorris" appeared in faint red ink on the side of one of the nine containers
of mercury removed from the holds in the summer of 1969.
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several other lady passengers, some from the city. Mr. B says the
Bertrand was snagged about twenty-five miles above Omaha and
sunk in five minutes carrying down a cargo of groceries valued at
$300,000, and becomes a total loss. Most of the effects of the passengers were saved, and the cargo was generally fully insured. No
blame was attached to the pilot, as the snag was entirely out of sight.
The disaster took place in the day time, amid pleasant, warm
weather. About one third of the cargo had been taken out in a
damaged condition when Mr. B. left. (Reprinted in: Tri-Weekly
Missouri Democrat, Aprill6, 1865).

The second eyewitness of the sunken Bertrand, William
Houston Gallaher of St. Charles, Mo., reported his observations in a
journal-kept on his journey up the Missouri on the steamer St.
Johns. His entry for April9, 1865 follows:
Started early in the morning [having lain up for the night 22 miles
above Omaha]. Commenced snowing about 8 Oclock. Geese and
Pelicans and ducks very abundant. At 10 l/2 Oclock reached the
wreck of 'Bertrand' Badly sunk to cabin floor, total loss except light
freight from upper deck which was all taken ashore, and built into
shanties for the protection of the crew. Passengers all up at 'DeSoto'
eight miles above. While laying at the 'Bertrand' Fannie & Annie
CampbelJ7 came down to the wreck. Very much surprised to see us.
They had all arrangements made for going on the 'Genl Grant.' 'St.
Johns' left 'Bertrand' at half past eleven; ran onto a sand bar but
sparred over in about an hour & a half. The balance of the day we
made good headway. Laid up for night at wood yard. (Moss ed.,
1963,p.l63).

In addition to W. Burrows, the mesdames Atchison, Millard
and their children, and the Campbell sisters, the names of a number
of other passengers, and possibly the name of two crew members in
addition to Captain Yore, appear in the Herndon House Register.x
The Herndon House, Omaha's largest and most prestigious hotel
during the period, catered to both passengers and crews of steamers
laying over. The initial entry for persons on the Bertrand was that of
Captain Yore on the evening of Friday, March 31st, 1865, the day
before the sinking. With Yore spending the evening in Omaha, it
would appear that the boat lay tied up during the night and that the
Bertrand had made almost 25 miles from dawn to 3 p.m. the following day, the time of its sinking.
While it is not possible to reconstruct conditions of the river
at the time and place of the Bertrand disaster with precision, informa7Fannie and Annie Campbell were going to Montana to join their father, Major J. B.
Campbell. who hac! settled near Gallatin.
8
0n permanent loan to the Greater Omaha Historical Society from Mrs. Alvin H.
Goeser of Omaha.
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tion in the diary of Abel Vanmeter gives some impression of the problems which Captain Yore must have faced on April 1. Vanmeter, enroute to Montana Territory in the steamer Deer Lodge, running
ahead of the Bertrand less than two days, noted in his diary of March
28 that the steamer had laid up 5 miles above the Boyer River in a
snag infested stretch of the river (Hamilton, 1972, p. 14). This would
have placed them in or very near DeSoto Bend. The following day the
Deer Lodge "proceeded up a short distance," and broke a flange on
the paddle wheel. The same day a rudder broke, also the result of
snags. On the 31st a snag caught the hog chain on the boiler deck and
carried the chain off. On April 1st they struck still another snag and
broke still another rudder (ibid., pp. 14, 15).
Sometime in the afternoon of Sunday, April 2, several Bertrand passengers stranded at DeSoto Landing found transportation
to Omaha. In addition to Captain Yore, those persons checking into
the Herndon House, and specifically identifying themselves as having
come from the Bertrand, were Thomas Owens, H. E. Bixby and lady
and servant, Albert Rowe and J. C. Burns. Of the group, Owens and
Burns appear likely to have been crew members rather than passengers, inasmuch as both checked into the hotel again the following
weekend (Friday, April 7) along with Captain Yore, but this time listing St. Louis as their address. That they were engaged in salvage activity on the Bertrand during the intervening week seems plausible.
Early accounts of the total loss and nature of the cargo vary,
with some sources citing a figure of $100,000 (Council Bluffs Non
Pareil, April 3, 1865), and others as much as $300,000 (Davenport
Gazette, April 13, 1865). St. Louis interests were informed in one of
their daily newspapers as follows:
A telegraphic dispatch from Omaha dated April 2d, announces the
sinking of the fine steamer Bertrand, Captain James A. Yore, master, on the afternoon of Saturday, April I st, at three o'clock.
The dispatch states that the boat is a total loss. No lives lost. The
boat was owned by Captain James A. Yore & Brother, and John G.
Copelin, and was valued at $50,000. Her freight was very valuable
-consigned to parties in the mining district. The boat was partially
insured. (Daily Missouri Democrat, April4, 1865)

CONSIGNEES
Among the consignees of Bertrand cargo who were significant in the history of Montana Territory during the 1860's were Francis (Frank) L. Worden and Granville Stuart. The names of their companies and four others recorded during excavation of the holds appeared on readable shipping stencils on the outsides of wooden cases,
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and cHit' .11 (;,,11.11111 Cit\, lUiltempo•amouo;h tnii\ITUttt•d. 'H'Il'
the onl 'mwm mill, for .1 Jon~ time opcr.ttecl in ~fontana .•tncf
thC\ "ere nf H'T\ gre,ll \ahtt•to the farme1' and Collh 'Cil}er' O(lhe
Territon . (S<tncft>r,, I '96, p 3h~)

Another of 1he better kno" n wmignet·s. ( .r.tn\'ille Stu at 1
(fig. II). operated .1 nwrc.mtile bll'.ine" .md outfiucd mining e,t,tbli.,hments at Deer l.odgt• during th<: HlbO\•. With interc~b in gold
mint:,, ~eneral mcrdwndi,in~. and a' an earh lc~i-.latm of the Territor , he"' ould l.ttt r become kno"' n f01 hi' contribution" to the hi,tor
of the Bitter Root V.tllc\ and em;iron, . Hi' earh 'ketche~ became
collc:oor,· item' .mel Jrc .tmong the fir,t graphic H'pre,entation-. of
Fort Benton and tht• '"'rotmding area (fig. 5) B) M.uch of 1865 he
wa' advertising in local nc'~'paper' .1 dcaler,hip in cln goods. boot,,
cutler • clothing. ho<',, h.ll\, groceries. and h.u cl \\ ollt'-all item' recmercd with hi' n.unc •'' con'i~nee on Benr.md an~o (Mont.m.l
Po,l , ~l arch 2'l. I 65).
The ~tu.trt . including (;ranvillc\ brother .mel father. left
lm'•' for the Cthforni.t ~old field:-. in 1~32. When ,uHering from
mount:tin fe\'er in l 1 t.rh in 185 i, (;r.tm illc made tlw .lttJuaintance of
Rene \nder-.on .md ,, tr<tder, Jake ~feck , who took Cram ille and hi'
brother Jame' to tht· Bt'<l\ erhead Valle\ in the '' intct of 185 . Het c
tht.· men 'et up a u.uling panner,hip and. after ,Juicing gold on Brm•t,ee Creek for 1\Hl H',tr,, the) beg,m ,, mining .md f.trming operation in the Deer Lod!.:t' V.tllev. Here the brothel' bt·<-.tme cattle barom. v. ith interc'h in ~old mi~ing and general mcrch.mcJi,ing (fletcher, 196 I. pp. ~2-2i1).
\t lea't .t portion, if not all. of the mercun orir:inalh intended for the gold mine ''•'' to ha' e gone to one ( ' · P. (< .cneral) Dorri,
of Vi~inia Cit\. I lw name- Oorri' v.a' v. rinen on tlw 'ide of one cont.tinc:r of mercun \\ith a red 'ub,tann• th.u appe.trt.•cl to be ordin.tn

fi~u rt• 12. \ ugm1;1 (II) m I (i(, dunn the ..old n••h (Phow C<
the Momana I hstunoil Soctt"l\ II dena)

uriC\\

ol

firrt" 13. Murph\ and :\:ttl \..o 1 fon 1\c.-mon. nm••~nt"t" of 1 ~uiNan·
11011 ;~moum of btll< u on lx rd tl I' Rrnr;md lne "'ore" 'hm• n •mmt"di;Jlr·
h It the II ht f the bull II Ill (Photo COUfll."\\ of the -..:orth"t"'l Itt pru·
grapluc' rchl\e\ Udt n Mom )

Figure 14. Thr. 10hart aa fon Bemon m tht· lllbO', \te\<f'tl horth alu~r
the unlo;HiillJ;:OI a fl\t"tbo.. t Front \trec:t tiiiH'\.tlnn~o: tht• "·llt·rlront in thr.
uppt•r 1.-h hancl roruer nf the pl.·•t• ~' •;th (Photu <OUflt• \of th~ H.-tom:.d
Soctel\ nf Mnntana lldena I

p.tint. Unf01 tun.tteh. upon expo,urt~ . tlw Jette• ing di,.tppeared in
time, but "a' lt'<C>rdccl in field note' when !Itt• mercun ''a' reCO\ercd. ln ,tddition toot her mining 'upplic,, Dmtt' Ji,tecl ,t, ha' ing
in 'tod. clothing exp1c•"h made [or the mining incfu,tn (Ed~. HNon of Montana . HHG. p II).
John T . \flu pin •.tiiUI her or till' comi~nt·c,, \\·"engaged in
tlw hanking. HH.'H<tlllilt• and lteighting husint•s,t.•s .u f·on Benton.
Vii ginia Cit\ (hg. 12). and llck•n,L A lOllsidt.·r .thlt• qu.mtit) of the hitlt't' .tnd othet alwholit heH't,t~e' on ho;u <I 1ht.• huat appe.u ed to ht.
dt•,tincd for hi' p.trtn('t,hip at l'ort Bt•tllon, tht• Mut ph\ and "\cd
Co. (fig. 13). lh' I ~li, Mut pln had mergt·d ,,·illt Fr.mk l.. \\orden
and the two opt•twd ,, meH.mtile hu,int'" :u Mi .... oul.t (< okman. \h ..
p. ~) . \furpln "·''burn in :\fi"outi in 1, 42 .111d mmt•dto Colorado"'
a \nung man. li e .uliH•d in\ itginia Cit\ in I~IH ''ith a wagonload nf
~uod-.and 'etup ,, 'mall tr.tdingand merc:mtile hu,ine". \her mO\ing his bu,inc" to llclt•na in 1:6!1. he cxp.tndt.·d hi, imere~" to indudl' freighting from Fort Benton totlw mining <.tmp' ln Lner 'ear'
~lurph' expanclt-tl .t~.tin .mel \H'Ill into liH'\to(k, h.ml..m~ and real
t'\l.ttt· ''hich m.tdt• him .t fmtune ( \nnit.t~t'. 1961. p. 66).
While it ,Jllluld not be 'urpri,in!.,!. one ol the more 'trikinl:!
:t'pe• ''of the tran,portation and merch.mdi ...im:: hu,int•,, m the c.trh
hi,tot \ nf Montan,t lt•tt ilm' durin~ tht• ~old nt,h, j, the number o[
indi' idu.tl' .md mmwpoli,t ic hrm' th,u "ere t·n~agt'cl in hoth acti' i-
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ties. In 1865, no less than four overland freighting businesses were
transporting their own and others' goods from the teeming docks at
Fort Benton (fig. 14) to the mining camps and villages of the Territory. All four had some interest in the Bertrand or its cargo. They include John J. Roe and Co., as part owner of the boat through shares
in the Montana and Idaho Transportation Line; Stuart, King and Gillette, the former partner as a consignee; Thomas Ryan and John G.
Copelin, the latter partner as part owner of the boat; and Worden
a:nd Co., a consignee of merchandise (Montana Post, April!, 1865).
In the earlier accounts, the cargo is usually referred to as groceries, supplies for the mines, etc., but not until 1896 does a clear picture emerge of the much sought treasure trove. An Omaha newspaper article of July 22, 1896, relates the activities of four men who attempted to locate the wreckage of the Bertrand, ostensibly for the
purpose of recovering 35,000 pounds of mercury and an unspecified
amount of whiskey (Omaha Weekly Bee, July 22, 1896). The principal salvor of that attempt, F. M. McNeelyY of Norfolk, Nebraska, was
a young man of 17 who was present at the wreck site when an insurance firm sent a company of divers to recover the more valuable portion of the cargo. According to MeNeely, a brother of one of the divers, a part of the cargo had been removed from the Bertrand when
the salvors were ordered to the site of the wrecked Cora II, upstream
several thousand yards from the Bertrand (ibid.). The Cora II was
also headed for Fort Benton, struck a snag near Fort Calhoun on May
4, 1865, and was swamped in 6 feet of water (McDonald, 1927, p. 236;
Nebraska Advertizer, May 11, 1865). According to the Omaha Weekly Bee account, by the time the insurer's salvors had finished their task
with the Cora II, the Bertrand had disappeared, presumably below
the silt.
Still another account mentions the presence of mercury
aboard the Bertrand. Hiram Chittenden, in his annual report of the
Missouri River Commission in 1897, listed the boat and cargo as a total loss, the latter part of which was reported to have consisted of "a
large amount of quicksilver" (Chittenden, 1897, p. 3874). While a
search of local newspapers following the 1896 attempt at salvaging
the Bertrand failed to yield information on success or failure of the
McNeely party, as late as 1936 stories were still being told locally of
buried treasure aboard the boat. In an attempt to stabilize the channel
in the DeSoto Bend area during that year, the U.S. Corps of Engineers hired a work force of from 300 to 400 men, some of whom ap9 0thers engaged in the search with McNeely were F. Hollingsworth and C. E.
Daughty of Norfolk, Nebr., and B. F. Madison of Chadron, Nebr. The group engaged
the services of A. J. Grover, civil engineer, of Omaha.
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parently anticipated encountering the boat in the process of their
earth moving. A Sunday supplement newspaper article briefly relates
the activities of the Corps, and mentions the names of two men using
"electric finders" in an attempt to locate the boat the previous yea rio
(Sunday Journal and Star, April 12, 1936). According to that report,
attempts at finding the boat were made nearly annually since the
1890s and that, in addition to the "earthenware carboys" of mercury,
searchers anticipated finding 5,000 gallons of whiskey in oaken casks.
It is worth noting that during excavation of the riverboat, no evidence
of whiskey in oaken casks was found. Furthermore, the nine containers of mercury removed from the holds during excavation were of
wrought iron, containing the present standard 76 pounds of mercury
each.

10

Norman Tilden, Washington County surveyor, and James Stewart, both of Blair.
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DISCOVERY

AND
EXCAVATION
While the general location of the Bertrand was a matter of
common knowledge in communities near DeSoto Bend, early newspaper and other published accounts contain very little information on
its specific position of sinking. Assertions were made in these articles
that the boat had been lost somewhere in DeSoto or Bertrand Bend,
earlier known as Portage La Force. Other accounts contained such
vague mention as a point 25 river miles north of Omaha City, or, near
Council Bluffs, or, downstream from DeSoto Landing (cf. McDonald,
1927, p. 229; Moss ed., 1963, p. 163). At the turn of the century it was
also common knowledge that the river had moved to the east of the
village of DeSoto (Carr, 1903, p. 29), the remains of which can still be
seen approximately 3 miles west of the Bertrand site near the nuclear
facility of the Omaha Public Power District.
DeSoto, the old steamboat town on the Omaha-Decatur
freighting road, was the Washington County seat from 1858 to 1866.
It was depicted prominently on early maps, including the 1867 U.S.
Corps of Engineers' sketch of the DeSoto Bend area made from the
pilothouse of the s.teamer Mineri. The salvors, obtaining this map
(fig. 16), approximated on it section lines, basing the configuration of
these lines on the map scale, and the distance between and relative
positions of the site of the village of DeSoto and the community of
Fort Calhoun, the latter also depicted on the Corps' sketch. Assuming
that the sketch map was reasonably accurate, and that the course of
the river had not changed significantly between the time of the sinking
of the Bertrand in 1865 and the mapping in 1866-67, the salvors were
1Entitled "Sketch of the Missouri River from the Mouth of the Platte River to Fort
Benton, Made Under the Direction of Colonel John N. Macomb, Corps of Engineers,
U.S.A." Original sketches on file: General Services Administration, National Archives
and Records Service, Washington D.C.
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Figure 16. Colon~! Macomb's 1867 sketch of the Missouri in the vicinity of
De Soto, rendered from the steamer Miner. The corners of Section 23 were
approximated on the map by the salvors. Note the heavy concentration of
snags (x marks) noteq by Col. Macomb, and the soundings of 8 and 7 1/2
feet of water in the channel directly north of the snags, the area in which the
Bertrand was lost. (Phqtostat of Macomb's original sketch, courtesy of the
U.S. National Archives, Washington D.C.)

thl!s alerted to those sections of the bend once cut by the channel of
the river, information provi~ing means of narrowing the area of their
search.
·

SEARCH PARTY OF 1896
Following several weeks of archival research-directeq principally at detecting clues as to the specific location of the boat-th~
salvors located the Omaha Weekly Bee article cited earlier in which
the activities of the McNeely search and salvage party of 1896 were
described. Appearing in the issue of July 22 of that year, the article
reads as follows:
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UNDER THE RIVER'S SANDS
WORK OF A HIDDEN TREASURE
WELL UNDERWAY
From the earliest recorded history, searching for buried treasure
has had a fascination for the seekers after wealth. Thousands of
men have spent their entire lives and millions of money have been
invested in enterprises of this kind. Fortunes of many millions have
gone down with ships and in many instances recovered after years
have passed away. No one form of search for lost treasure probably
has absorbed so much attention as this. For the amount of traffic
that has been carried upon it, no stretch of water on the globe has
swallowed up as much wealth as the Missouri river. Its shifting
sands and numerous snags have sent many a boat to the bottom,
and once located there, it is generally the work of but a short time
for the wrecks to disappear from view and the approximate location
of them is, in many instances, unknown. Of late years, since the
advent of the railroads, steamboat traffic on the stream has practically ceased, owing to its dangerous character. In the old days,
however, it was, with the exception of freighters' wagons, the only
means of transportation for freight destined for the far northwest.
From the mouth of the river to the head of navigation the bed of
the stream is strewn with these wrecks. In most instances the cargoes were removed at the time, in others portions were unearthed
after years, and in still others the boats and cargoes are still buried
beneath the quicksands of the treacherous river. The search for
these is revived every once in a while but in most instances the location is so little known as to render the chances of success very slim.
The largest boat that ever attempted the ascent of the river was
the Bertrand, which started in the spring of 1865 with a cargo of
mining supplies for points in Montana. The boat got along all right
until opposite the present village of DeSoto, in Washington county.
There it struck a snag with the inevitable result. This accident happened in April, 1865. The bend in the river where it occurred was
thereafter known as Bertrand bend.
Another Boat Around the Bend
On board the boat was a miscellaneous assortment of miner's supplies, the most valuable of which was 35,000 pounds of quicksilver.
In addition there was a considerable amount of that other necessity
in a mining camp-whisky. The insurance company which carried
the risk on the cargo was notified and sent a force of men to recover
it. They commenced the work and by the aid of divers removed a
s.mall portion of it, when another boat, the Cora, on which the same
company carried the risk, was wrecked a few miles above where the
Bertrand lay. For some reason they abandoned the Bertrand and
went to work on the Cora. When they had completed their task
there, the Bertrand had disappeared in the sand, and the wreckers
gave it up as a bad job.
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The affair was the talk of the neighborhood for some time and
then gradually dropped out of mind. One man had not forgotten it
and has ever since cherished the hope of recovering the valuable
cargo. That man is F.M. McNeely, now a resident of Norfolk. At
the time of the sinking of the boat he was 17 years of age and assisted his brother in the work of recovering the portion of the cargo
that was saved, his brother being one of the divers, brought out by
the insurance company. Lately he has secured the co-operation of
F. Hollingsworth and C. E. Doughty of Norfolk and B. F. Madison
of Chadron and they have employed A. J. Grover, a civil engineer
of this city, to assist them in prosecuting the search for the boat.
Since the time of the accident the river has changed its course, as
the Missouri river has a habit of doing, and the place which was
then the channel is now two and a half miles from the river in one
direction and a mile in the other, the river being to the north and
east, the land being the property of J. E. Markel of this city. The
first step was to secure the permission of Mr. Markel to prosecute
the search, which was readily obtained. Next they sent to the department at Washington to secure accurate maps showing the
course of the river at the time of the accident. In this they were
more fortunate than they had expected. The chief of engineers of
the army sent a map showing the meander of the river and the location of the wreck approximately, the records of the department
being incomplete as to its exact location. He also sent a map made
ten years later, which was guaranteed to be the exact location of the
river at that time, but there was nothing to show that the stream
had not changed in the intervening time and no mention was made
in the field notes of the wreck or its location. The first map was
made by Colonel J. N. Macomb of the engineers corps of the army.
Boring Holes in the Earth
From the incomplete field notes and the older map the location of
the wreck can be established to within 300 feet in one direction and
I ,000 feet in the other. The formation of the surface of the land at
present, showing what has evidently been the bank of the river in
times past, serves to bring its position down nearer to a certainty
than the maps and field notes would indicate.
The four men who are prosecuting the enterprise are now on the
ground, working under the direction of Mr. Grover. Various methods have been and will be resorted to in prosecuting the search.
One of them has been the use of the dip needle. The quicksilver
was put in lead casks, but there was a considerable an:ount of iron
in the cargo and in the boat itself. The needle has shown some variations, but not enough to give Mr. Grover any assurance that the
variation was caused by the proximity of the metal in the sunken
boat, but he has not abandoned hope of locating it by this means,
and a more delicate instrument than the one now in his possession
will be procured and tried.
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In addition to this the whole territory within the radius of variation from absolute accuracy in the old map and field notes is being
bored full of holes to the depth of about thirty feet. These holes are
being bored close enough together to be sure of striking the hull of
the boat if the calculations as to its location are not very much at
fault. From levels taken at present and from the old field notes Mr.
Grover estimates that the hull of the boat is now in all probability
about twenty feet below the present surface of the ground.
The promoters of the enterprise do not propose to give it up until they succeed or have exhausted every known means of locating
the hidden treasure, which amounts to a snug fortune, if it can be
secured. Mr. McNeely, from his own knowledge in working upon
the wreck at the time the original efforts were made to recover the
cargo, is positive that only a small portion of it was ever taken from
the hull of the wrecked boat and is also positive as to the nature and
quantity of it. Ever since that time he has cherished the hope of
some day being in a position to prosecute the search in which he
and his companions are now engaged and is very enthusiastic over
the prospects of success. That he and his companions have given
up their everyday employment and arc devoting their time and
spending money for its prosecution is evidence that they do not believe they are following up any chimerial story which has no foundation except in the imagination of some old-timer who gets it as a
legend of the community in which he lives. The records in the departments at Washington also bear out their statements. That the
Bertrand was wrecked near that point in April, 1865, is a certainty
and it is also certain that the river has changed so that the location
of the wreck is now far from the present channel of the river.
They hold that the original owners of the goods on the boat parted title when they accepted pay from the insurance company and
that the insurance company has allowed its title to lapse by neglecting to make any effort to recover the property during all of these
years, and if they can only uncover the hull of the old river steamer
they have a small fortune in sight. They say they have faith enough
in it to put a year's time and spend some money in securing the
services of expert engineering assistance.

THE SEARCH OF 1967
That portion of the article which immediately attracted the
attention of salvors Pursell and Corbino in 1968 involved the name of
the owner of the land near that point on the river where the Bertrand
was reported to have been lost. In reference to the sinking, the subsequent movement of the river, and the owner of the adjacent land, the
article reads:
Since the time of the accident, the river has changed its course, as
the Missouri has a habit of doing, and the place which was then the
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Figure 17. Present course of the Missouri in the DeSoto Bend area. Note
new channel cut by U.S. Corps of Engineers to stabilize river (lower left).
The Bertrand was found under the first terrace a few hundred feet to the
east of the old channel.

channel is now two and a half miles from the river in one direction
and a mile to the other, the river being to the north and east, the
land being the property of J.E. Markel of this city [Omaha]." (Omaha Weekly Bee, July 22, 1896)

The salvors, assuming that McNeely, as the brother of one of
the insuror's divers, was accurately informed as to the approximate
position where the Bertrand went down, searched for legal description of Markel's property. This was found in the form of a warranty
deed from Ford W. Grey and wife to Jacob E. Markel, and dated
November 20, 1890. The deed described the boundaries of several
parcels of land in Washington County, most of which were far
enough away from the present course of the river that they could be
eliminated as having minimal possibilities of bounding the Bertrand
site. However, several parcels in Section 23 described by the deed, any
one of which could have been cut by the river in the past 100 years,
appeared to the salvors as having considerable potential in terms of
the Bertrand's location:
.. .the south east quarter of the south east quarter of section 23,
and lot 3 in fractional north east quarter of the south east quarter
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of section 23, and lot 2 in the fractional south half of the north east
quarter of section 23. . . .2

Referring to the Corps' sketch on which section lines had
eariier been approximated (fig. 16), it was evident to the salvors that
section 23 was not only cut by the river, but that the river in that particular area was shown in 1867 to have had a substantial accumulation
of snags·, depicted by small x marks on the Corps' sketch map. Furthermore, the salvors noted that when the course of the river in the
1960s (fig. 17) was approximated on the early sketch map, the movement of the river appeared to have been to the north and east as described by the account of the McNeely search party of 1896. (Omaha
Weekly Bee, July 22, 1896)
A number of other clues given by the early newspaper account, and a foot traverse and aerial survey of the area, enabled the
salvors to further pinpoint the location of sinking. According to the
McNeely account, the Bertrand was described as having gone down
". . . opposite the present village of DeSoto, iri Washington
County . . . ." Noting also that another boat, the Cora\ was being
salvaged by the same company that carried the risk on the Bertrand a
few days after the latter had sl!Jlk, the salvors searched out the location of the old viliage and found it almost due west of the general area
of that portion of Section 23 that seemed most promising.
A traverse of the DeSoto Bend area, with attention to terrace
formation, along with inspection of the early Corps' map and air photos, made it abundantly clear to the salvors that the river had undergone a number of channel changes in the past 100 years. Prior to the
time the U.S. Corps of Engineers dredged a new channel to finally
stabilize the river in the area, at least three and possibly four distinct
shifts could be detected on early maps4 and recent air photos. It was
with considerable relief that the salvors noted that the river did not
appear to have cut through that portion of Section 23 described in
the warranty deed transferring the property adjacent to the channel
where the Bertrand was reported to have swamped.
2 0n

file: Register of Deeds, Washington County, Blair, Nebr.
account is in reference to the Cora II, listed by McDonald (1927, p. 236) as follows: "Stern-wheel, two engines, 15" by 5', two boilers, allowing working pressure of
144 lbs. Sunk by snag near Calhoun, Neb., about 30 miles above Omaha, in 1865, and
became a total loss except the boilers and machinery, which were salvaged." Yet another riverboat was known to have gone down in or near DeSoto Bend, i.e., the Stannard
on May 13, 1865. (Omaha Nebraskian, May 18, 1865). See also listings for the Bertrand
and Cora II in Chittenden, 1897, pp. 3874, 3877.
4
ln addition to the early, unpublished Corps' map, others that trace the course of the
Missouri in the area include the following in the Nebraska State Historical Society archives: M 78-299, 1915; F 95, Maps, Location of DeSoto and Fort Calhoun.
3The
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THE DISCOVERY
With the search area thus narrowed to small portions of Section 23 in Washington County, the salvors next began a traverse of
those areas with a flux gate magnetometer in hopes that ferrous materials associated with the boat would cause the instrument to react significantly and thus reveal its location. The use of flux gate magnetometers and gradiometers as remote sensing devices in archeological
surveying is described by Aitken (1961) and Alldred (1964). In brief,
the devices measure small differences in the magnetic .field with readouts expressed in gammas, the standard unit measure of magnetic
intensitys. In essence, the devices can be used to detect anomalies in
magnetic intensity, i.e., differences between the normal intensity of
the earth's magnetic field in a given area and any object or objects
which, within the area, affect such background intensity. Following
several weeks of inconclusive results, the salvors finally hit upon the
area directly over the buried riverboat, at which location significant
differences of as much as 80 gammas were recorded between the
areas surrounding the boat and the area immediately above the remains of what would subsequently be identified as those of the Bertrand.
At this juncture, the salvors established a 5-foot square grid
system, taking a flux gate reading at intersecting points, and covering
an area of approximately 190 by 60 feet. The resulting grid readouts
were later tied into the datum established prior to excavation and
removal of ship's decking (fig. 18). Upon excavation of the holds, it
was found that the two areas of greatest magnetic anomaly corresponded roughly with those areas in the holds containing large iron
plows and howitzer ammunition in the stern and large amounts of
steel bar stock and kegs of nails near the bow.
With the flux gate indicating the presence of ferrous masses
under the surface, the salvors proceeded to test the area with an auger, drilling a line of holes approximately 15 feet apart to depths
ranging from 25 to 35 feet to intersect the two areas in which the flux
gate recorded the heaviest concentration of ferrous materials (fig. 19).
As the holds of the Bertrand were later excavated, it was noted that
this row of tests had very nearly been placed along the centerline of
the boat. Samples of cultural material recovered included boat wood,
fragments of green glass, brandied cherries, brick, crating, leather
boot fragments, lead bars and shot, a substance that appeared to be
5The device used by the salvors is the "Jaylander," manufactured by the Geophysical
Instrument and Supply Company. Specifications incl'tde an oil dampened flux gate
capable of detecting and attendant equipment which will record anomalies in a range
from 10 to 250,000 gammas.
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Figure 18. The surface anomaly readout of the flux gate magnetometer
depicted relative to the periphery of the Bertrand, below surface. The area
strength patterns are based on the flux gate readings taken at 5-foot intervals. The areas indicating the heaviest concentration of ferrous material
(lowest readouts) correspond roughly to those areas in the holds where
most of the iron and steel was found.

tallow, tarpaper, and broken bitters bottles. With such evidence in
hand, the salvors submitted a plan of excavation to the Chief, Midwest
Archeological Center, National Park Service, before proceeding to
uncover the boat.
The location of the Bertrand, in legal terms, is in the northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 23, T 1HN, R 12£,
Washington County, Nebraska. Its position, in relation to the present
course. of the river, is within the loop of DeSoto Bend, approximately
300 feet east of the left leg of the bend and 3,500 feet northeast of the
present channel of the Missouri which was cut by the U.S. Corps of
Engineers during the 1960's in a rna jor stabilization project (figs. 17,
20, 21 ). At the time of initial excavation, the boat lay below the water
table and under from 20 to 28 feet of topsoil, silt, clay, cottonwood
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The initial attempt to excavate the Bertrand in March of
1968 was made with a dragline, used to remove the silt, clay and loam
soils to a depth of approximately 15 feet directly over the boat. This
operation resulted in immediate bank slumping or collapse when the
water table was encountered 10 feet from the surface. The removal of
the overburden, composed largely of sand and scattered layers of
gravel and fine, silty clay (representing the backwater deposits of relatively recent floods) was accompanied by a movement of water to water table level, quickly filling excavated areas below the 10-foot level.
The salvors then used an 18-foot water pipe jet as a probe in
an attempt to determine the actual depth of the boat, and to define its
periphery. Contact was made with the decking at approximately 13
feet below the water table, and at this point the salvors used the dragline to remove silt from an area over the stern of the boat large
enough to float a 6-inch dredging pump.
The dredging operation, conducted on a platform supported by pontoons, involved the pumping of water from the lake (left leg
of DeSoto Bend) several hundred feet west of the excavation into the
excavation itself to loosen the silt, whereupon the water suspended silt
was pumped from the excavation (fig. 22). The dredge flow was discharged through a l/2-inch screened hopper in an unsuccessful attempt to recover cultural material (fig. 23). Early in April of 1968 the
excavation was enlarged to an area approximately 100 by .r)O feet,
approximately 20 feet in depth. The salvors then engaged the services
of two divers equipped with SCUBA in hopes that they might get far
enough below the water table to make physical contact with the boat.
Limited visibility and the remaining layer of silt hampered this exploration phase of the operation, and continual bank slumping, the high
water table, periodic rains, and clogging of the dredging tubes and
discharge system during the summer forced the salvors to use a series
of wells in an attempt to lower the water table to the level of the boat.
By August of 1968 the salvors had installed 30 well points
around the stern and starboard side of the boat, the pumps exhausting the underground flow to the west into the lake. A 15-foot probing
rod (3/8ths inch in diameter) was first used to determine the periphery and the standard hydraulic method was used to insert the
wells. This involved the use of a 25-foot "stinger," an iron casing one
foot in diameter, capped on one end and forced by its own weight and
water pressure to depths ranging from 15 to 20 feet below the boat.
The end of the stinger was then uncapped, the well point inserted,
and the casing filled with gravel. The stinger was then removed, leaving the well point in a matrix of gravel. Flexible couplings were used
to attach the tops of all wells to a system of header pipes leading to the
pumps. Following insertion of the wells, the sides of the excavation

Figure 22. Initial sumptng oper.uion conducted on pontoom in the exra\<llion Immediate!) O\er ~unken boat So1l~ .mel \ill m th~ first phase of the
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Figure 23. The I 2-inch ..creened hopper at right was u~ed in an attempt
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were shaped by a bulldozer and dragline to minimize bank slumping.
Ultimately, the well point system was designed to lower the water table to approximately 15 feet below surface in a large work area west of
the boat where the crane, bulldozer, pump, and other heavy equipment could be used in close proximity to the boat. The series of wells
immediately adjacent to the gunwales were set to lower the water table to a level equal to the lowest portion of the bottom hull. While this
in fact was never quite accomplished, the table was ultimately lowered
during the summer of 1969 to a point several inches above the lowest
portion of the hull bottom where the cargo in the holds could be excavated.
By November of \968 the water table was lowered to a point
near the stern where the decking was encountered by the crane bucket used to remove overburden. Attempts were made to hose away the
last few inches of silt and clay, although a good deal of hand shoveling
was necessary to expose a small area of deck and the stern hatches
(figs. 24, 27).

BERTRAND IDENTIFICATION
The first artifacts recovered from the holds through the
hatches in the stern included several cases of Hostetter's bitters, boots,
canned tomatoes, a plow, wine, black powder and primers, and a case
which had once contained soap with cursive lettering in stenciling ink
on one side which read "Bertrand Stores" (fig. 25). This appeared to
be the first clear-cut evidence that the boat excavated was, indeed, the
Bertrand. Further historical research and excavation would confirm
the identification.
Perhaps one of the most telling bits of evidence that the salvors were actually excavating the Bertrand involved the recovery of a
small chalk board (possibly meant for school) with the name "Fannie"
engraved on the wooden frame. The object was found among other
personal effects of a family (fig. 26). Fannie and Annie Campbell,
daughters of Major J.B. Campbell, were on board the boat (Moss ed.,
1963, p. 163). Furthermore, the name Atchison was noted by the author on one lot of personal possessions. A Mrs. Atchison, with children, were also known to have been passengers (Montana Post, April
22, 1865). In addition to this evidence, the remarkable similarity of
the measurements of the boat to the registered dimensions of the Bertrand, the relationship of the sunken boat to the old village of DeSoto,
and the position of the wreck site in relation to the land of previous
owners recorded on the old transfer of property, combine to constitute substantial proof that the salvors had indeed found the Bertrand.
In addition to the items recovered in the early stages of exca-
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vation mentioned above were a number of blacksmith's (engineer's)
tools including a pitch cup, fire tongs, fragments of coal, brick, and
the high pressure and cut-oft' cams of the port engine (figs. 24, 31 ). It
is not known whether the latter were spare parts or had been removed from the shaft of the paddle wheel by the early salvors. However, even during the early stages of excavation during the fall of
1968 it was obvious that the Bertrand had been salvaged long before
the 1968-69 attempt. It is known that an early eyewitness account of
the swamped boat told of immediate salvaging activity. Portions of the
superstructure were removed on the very day of sinking to provide
temporary shelter for the crew (the passengers having been housed at
the community of DeSoto). And within a few days the insurer had
sent a boat with divers to salvage both the Bertrand and the Cora II
(Moss, ed., 1963, p. 163; Omaha Weekly Bee, 1896). At any rate, during excavation it was abundantly evident that most of the driving
mechanism, including the pistons, paddle wheel, and steam fittings
(not to speak of the superstructure) had been salvaged long before
the 1968-69 attempt.
With cold weather approaching during the fall and early
winter of 1968, the salvors constructed a plastic covered A-frame as a
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Figure 28. Periphery of Bertrand and limits of excavation in relation to
datum. The isolines are drawn at 2-foot-deep intervals from datum. The
figure also depicts the final positions of header pipes, well points, and
pumps used to evacuate ground water.
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Figure 29. Surface of the Bertrand before removal of decking and the
remains of the driving mechanism, superstructure, and hull: a. pillow block,
b. inner cylinder timber, c. rudder articulating arm, d. master (balance)
rudder, e. false transom, f. transom, g. guard, h. kevel, i. outer cylinder
timber, j. cylinder cradles, k. cylinder timber braces, I. stanchion locations,
m. hog chain brace locations, n. bilge hatch, o. stern hatches, p. guard periphery, q. forward port hatch edges, r. ash trap door, s. ash trough, t. fire
brick on ash trough, u. ash pan, v. mud drum, w. steam drum, x. boiler
flooring, y. paddle wheel flanges, z. hog chain grommets, aa. hand pump,
bb. quarter-round moulding, cc. sharpening wheels (cargo), dd. scantling
and hatch cover, ee. spare buckets(?), ff. stern posts, gg. wing rudders.

Paddle Wheel Flanges

Figure 30. Spare paddle wheel flanges found on deck near the boiler area.
The parts show evidence that the Bertrand stern wheel consisted of 13 arms
and buckets. End view at top, left; view to outside of flange, left; to inside of
flange, right.

canopy to cover the stern of the boat in hopes of working through the
winter months of 1968-69. However, the cold temperatures and
equipment problems forced the men to discontinue their operations
until the spring of 1969.
By late spring and early summer, excavation procedures
were considerably modified. Approximately 150 well points were inserted at from three to five foot intervals around the boat (figs. 1, 27)
lowering the water table to such an extent that the stern and bow portions were well above water. Ultimately, 210 such wells were inserted
and an additional header pipe system and pump were installed (fig.
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Figure 31. Full stroke (left) and exhaust cams found near the stern during excavation. The eccentrics were constructed in halves, just as depicted,
for easy adjustment and replacement.

28). At peak efficiency, the pumps were evacuating water at the rate of
4,100 gallons per minute, 24 hours a day, and had stabilized the table
at approximately 18 feet below its normal, 10-foot level. By June of
1969 almost the entire surface of the main deck had been cleared of
silt and clay and preparations were made to remove decking, mud
and steam drums, hog chains, stanchions and, following these, the
cargo (fig. 29).

FIELD CONTROLS
At approximately this time we established a datum on high
ground 62 feet to the east of the starboard gunwale from a point
slightly to the stern of amidships. The datum, a 4-foot pipe driven
perpendicularly into the ground, can be found approximately 5 feet
inside the west fence enclosing the public observation area. Its tip. was
painted orange and selected elevations of ship's periphery, area of
excavation, positions of prominent deck features, etc., were recorded
from this point with the aid of a standard Gurley transit, and a rough
field map was made with alidade and plane table. From datum, the
positions and elevation of selected ship's features were recorded as
follows:
Bearing6 and distance: to tip of bow (stempiece), 149.5 feet
at 33°; to midpoint of transom in stern, 84.5 feet at 341°.
Elevations: turn of bilge, stern, -33.24 feet; turn of bilge,
bow, -29.53 feet; nadir of center keelson (at a point 99 feet to the
rear of stem piece) -36.73 feet; zenith of center keelson (at a point 21
feet to the rear of stem piece) -27 feet; top of stem piece, -24.53 feet;
highest point of upper rudder assembly (starboard master rudder)
-21.14 feet.
61'-:o attempt was made to declinate; all bearings are magnetic. Heavy rains in late
summer of 1969 resulted in considerable bank slumping near the original datum. For
fear the original might be lost, another was located in the field east of the boat. Its position from the original datum is 182 feet at 107°.
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Upon removal of all overburden to the surface of the main
deck, accomplished with crane bucket and hand digging, the remaining hardware, ship's fittings, and a small amount of deck cargo were
mapped and removed. This included the mud and steam drums,
spare paddle wheel hubs or flanges (fig. 30), hand pump for boiler
filling7, the full stroke and cut-off engine cams (fig. 31 ), firebox foundation, firebrick, ash trough, quarter rounds for cabins, hog chains, a
single paddle wheel arm (fig. 32), a spare paddle wheel bucket, grinding stones, building brick, and the aforementioned mechanic's tools.
Following these, the decking, remains of stanchions, and hatch framing were removed to allow access to the cargo.
While it may prove of questionable value to place all decking
boards precisely in their original positions in the event a decision is
made to reconstruct the wreck exactly as found, a recording system
was devised to accomplish this. All decking was mapped s after individual boards were identified with plastic tape stapled to their upper
surfaces. Identification letters and numbers for decking removed
during the summer of 1969 were assigned as follows: The prefix letter "A" was given to all deck boards at the extreme port side with accompanying numbers in series beginning with 1 for the sternmost
deck board. Thus, the first row of deck boards, end to end, farthest to
the port (beginning with the sternmost board) were assigned numbers
as follows: A-1, A-2, A-3, etc. The row of boards immediately ad jacent to the A series, the second series of boards inward from the port
gunwale, was assigned the prefix letter B, the third row of boards, the
letter prefix C, etc. Following the prefix letter designation Z the letters
AA, BB, CC, etc. were assigned. Hatch framing, the remains of stanchions and stringers supporting decking were also mapped as they
were removed, and were assigned field numbers.
In general, removal of cargo in the holds was made following
a standardized procedure (see Part IV). Ninety percent of the cargo
was surrounded by a blue clay, decomposed Pierre shale, which was
removed by shovel, trowel, and by high pressure water spray. Field lot
numbers were assigned to the cargo prior to its removal to a storage
area, and studies of the boat's buoyancy and wood drying rates were
initiated (see Appendices C, D). Final photographs and scale drawings
of ship's timbers were made following complete removal of cargo.
The weight or density study was undertaken primarily to
obtain at least minimal information on the amount of time of exposure to the atmosphere the hull would require before it would float as
7Not to be confused with the "doctor," the main pump used when the boat was moving under steam. The hand pump recovered was used when the boilers were fired up
but the boat was stationary. The "doctor" and most of the driving mechanism had been
removed several days after the sinking by the early salvors.
Bfield decking maps and charts, Midwest Archeological Center, National Park Service, Lincoln, Nebr.

Paddle Wheel Arm

Figure 32. Paddle wheel arm found on deck near stern. With spare
flanges (fig. 30) the part allows a reasonably accurate reconstruction of the
paddle wheel.

a single unit, and to give engineers a rough indication of its weight
should attempts be made to raise the boat in the future (Appendix C).
Following a volume study, wood core samples of selected components
were taken with a Swedish increment bore, and, with the aid of analytical balances and a computer it was determined that the mean density
of the hull after approximately 4 months exposure to the air was 49.3
pounds per cubic foot, well below the density of water. Rates of
drying the various components varied considerably. although it was
found that when the water weight of most components fell to 39 percent of the total, they would achieve buoyancy.
The drying study clearly indicates that reduction of water
weight to 20 percent of the total, thereby assuring minimal activity of
fungi and bacteria, will require means other than simple exposure to
the normal atmospheric conditions at DeSoto Bend (Appendix D).
By the time the cargo was removed, plans were made to protect the remains of the hulk in event that it might, in the future, be
raised or exhibited in position. The holds were backfilled with silt to a
level approximately one foot above the gunwales. A single layer of
black polyethylene was then spread over the entire hulk, followed by
six more inches of silt. A course of portable steel aircraft landing strip
was placed over this layer of silt in the event that heavy equipment
would be used to excavate in the future. The well point system, header pipes and pumps were then removed in stages, allowing the water
table to rise slowly to its normal level. Several months after abandonment, the site appeared to be a small pond between two hills of backdirt at the bow and stern.
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THE
CARGO
The enormous volume of the cargo recovered from the
holds of the Bertrand during the summer of 1969, estimated at just
over 10,000 cubic feet, necessitated the handling of all material in lots.
Attempts were made at all times to retain the integrity of the contents
of the containers and the containers themselves-removing them
whole, with contents enclosed (fig. 34). Unfortunately, nearly 50 percent of the cargo (by bulk) was so badly crushed, particularly in the
middle sections of the boat, that it was frequently necessary to separate the contents from the containers, and to assign both the same
field number in the event a later cross check of material, and manufacturers' and consignees' stenciling seemed advisable.
The cargo, with the exception of that in the most extreme
portion of the bow, was enclosed in a matrix of decomposed Pierre
shale of varying consistency. This consistency depended largely on
the amount of time the area of excavation had been exposed to the
sun following the removal of decking, and the level of seeping ground
water which, at certain points, escaped the suction of the surrounding
well point system. In certain areas the clay was so resistant that it
could only be peeled away from the cargo in thin sections with a
square, sharpened spade or trowel. At other points it could be removed easily with the bare hands, or Hushed away with water from a
garden hose.
In the early stq.ges of cargo recovery, systematic note-taking
of the names of manufacturers and consignees was not made, it being
anticipated that this information could be obtained at a later time.
However, it was observed that the stenciling of certain lots of cargo
exposed to the atmosphere for a few days began to deteriorate, becoming less and less legible. At this point, the decision was made to
read and record all container labeling before the lots were wrapped in
polyethylene. An estimated 40 percent of the stenciling on cases, kegs,
and other containers was illegible despite attempts at removing the
tightly adhering clay with soft brushes, brooms, cotton swabs and
43
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cloth. After a number of such unsuccessful experiments, it was found
that a jet spray similar to those used in coin operated car washes removed the clay with the least damage to the names of consignees,
manufacturers and wholesalers (fig. 35). Optimum results were obtained when the nozzle of the jet spray was held approximately 3 feet
from the surface of the container, and the water directed at a 90-degree angle to those surfaces.
From the beginning of the period of cargo removal in the
summer of 1969, it was apparent that a system of artifact recovery
and field recording, quite unlike that established for most archeological sites, would have to be devised. In view of the rapid deterioration
of certain artifacts when exposed to the air, and in anticipation of the
need of preservators for a reasonably accurate account of the sequence and time of removal of the cargo to the open atmosphere, a
field numbering system was devised to relay such temporal information (Table l ). Furthermore, it was hoped that a charting of the toeaTABLE I. Summary of field numbers assigned to cargo lots; general locations and
dates of removal from the holds.
Assigned
Field Numbers

General
Location

Period of
Removal ( 1969)

1-7 00000000000000
1-2190000000000
1-38 000000000000
1-140 0000000000
1-90
sssc 1-224 0000000000
PSFC 1-177 0000000000
SSFC 1-261 ......... .
SSMC 1-363

Deck cargo, starboard side
Midship cargo, port side
Stern cargo, port side
Bow cargo, starboard side
Bow cargo, port side
Stern Cargo, starboard side
Forward cargo, port side
Forward cargo, starboard side
Midship cargo, starboard side

6/27 to 6/29
6/30 to 7/4
7/5 to 7/15
7!16 to 7/22
7/23 to 7/28
7/29 to R/5
8/8 to 8/17
8/18 to 8/23
8/24 to 8/30

STDC
PSMC
PSSC
SSBC
PSBC

oooooooooo,

oooooooo.

tion of the lots would provide insight into the methods or practices of
loading a riverboat. The system finally established imolved the assignment of a series of letter prefixes followed by a number to each lot
of cargo as it was removed. The letter prefix, e.g. SSSC, refers to the
general location of the lot, i.e. stern cargo, starboard side. Its location
was recorded on graph paper. The following number, 107, indicates
that the lot was the I 07th to be removed in that particular section of
the hold. In those instances where many cases or boxes of an identical
product were found together, and were removed together within a
few hours, the same lot number was assigned to all.
The following inventory and gross description of cargowith accompanying data on consignees, manufacturers and wholesalers-must be considered both tentative and approximate. Years of
descriptive work remain before all the material will be of substantial
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They appeared in stencils, or cursive and free hand lettering in
brushed shippers' ink on the containers as follows:
-"Vivian & Simpson, Virginia City, M.T.," or, alternately,
"V. & S, Virginia City, M.T."
-"Stuart & Co., Deer Lodge, M.T."
-"J. Murphy, Ft. Benton, M.T."
-"G. P. Dorris, Virginia City, M.T."
-"Worden & Co., Hell Gate, M.T." or, alternately, "Worden, Hell Gate, M.T."
-"M. Kingman & Co., Virginia City, M.T."
Although descriptions of classes of objects has scarcely be-·
gun, information on certain objects has been or is in the process of
being published. This research is primarily the work of Ronald R.
Switzer, former museum specialist with the Midwest Archeological
Center. Where possible in the brief descriptions of materials below, a
summary of his findings is included-specifically the bottles, howitzer
ammunition, selected tableware (britannia), and the Maynard cartridges and primers. Within the next year or two several other reports
on the textiles, buttons, ironstone "china," and tools will appear in selected archeological journals. Students of 19th-century glass bottles
will find a thorough description and classification of bottles found in
the Bertrand in Switzer's report, "The Bertrand Bottles: A Study of
19th-Century Glass and Ceramic Containers" (1974), National Park
Service, Washington, D. C.

SYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS
The following list is a summary of all material observed and
recorded in field notes as the cases, barrels and kegs were removed
from the holds during the summer of 1969. Following this listing is
another in which more detailed information on selected products and
their manufacturers, shippers, and consignees is given.

Foodstuffs, Liquor, and Patent Medicines:

ale, almonds, bitters, "Bourbon Whiskey Cock-tail," brandy,
"Brandy Cock-tail," butter, candy, catsup, cherries (brandied), cherries (canned), chow chow, cod fish, cod liver oil,
coffee, cream of tartar, currants, flour, "Gin Cock-tail," ginger, gooseberries, grain, grapes, hazelnuts, honey, horseradish, jelly and preserves, lard, lemon extract, lemon sugar,
lemon syrup, lemonade (concentrate), "London Club
Sauce," mackerel, meat (dried and salted and pickled, mutton, beef and pork), mustard (dried and bottled), oysters,
peaches, peanuts, pecans, pepper, pepper sauce, pickles,

The Cargo
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pineapple, prunes, saleratus (baking powder), sardines,
schnapps, soda crackers, spices, strawberries, sug-ar, syrup~
tamarinds, tomatoe~. wine and champagne, "Worcestershire Sauce," and yeast powder.

Textiles, Wearing Apparel, Sewing Supplies: bags
(woven), bandannas, beads, belts, blankets, bolts of wool and
silk, braid, buckles, burlap bags,. buttons, capes, coats, dresses, dusters, gloves, hats, jackets, jute rolls, lace, leggings,
muffs, needles, netting, pins, piping, plackets, ribbons, rugs,
shawls, shirts, shoelaces, shoes, slickers, slippers, snaps,
snoods, socks, suits, sweatbands, sweaters, table cloths, tassels, thimbles, thread, ties, trousers, umbrella covers, underwear, vests, yarn.

Household Goods: almanacs, book clasps, brooms,
brushes, candles, candle molds, candlesticks, china (ironstone), churns (butter), clocks and parts, combs (ivory, hard
rubber), cooking kits, cooking utensils, cups, cutlery, dye
(indigo), glass goblets, griddles, hearth tools, ink, lamps and
parts, matches, mirrors, pen holders and points, pencils, pie
plates, pots and pans, soap, spice grinders, starch, stoves and
parts, tallow, teakettles, teaspoons, waffie irons, washboards,
washtubs and buckets, water tumblers, whiskey glasses.
Mining Supplies: blasting powder, detonating devices,
mercury mortars and pestles, pickaxes, shovels.

Hardware, Tools, and Building Supplies: anvils, auger bits, axe handles and heads, barrel cocks, bellows (forge),
block and tackle, bucksaws, carpenter's braces and squares,
doorknobs, door locks and parts, dowels, draw knives, drill
bits, files, froes (shingle splitters), hacksaws, hammers, hand
saws, hatchets, keyhole facings, keyhole saws, keys, lead bar
stock, lead seals, l'ead shot, levels, lock assemblies, mallets,
mauls, nails, nuts ahd bolts, oil cans, padlocks, pipe and fittings, pipe wrenches, planes, powder flasks, rivets, rod
(threaded), rulers, sash weights, saw blades, scales, screw
hooks, screwdrivers, screws, sharpening stones, shot flasks,
shot molds, sleighbells, spoke shaves, steel bar stock, tacks,
tape measures, tar paper, thumb latches, tool handles, vises,
white lead, window frames.

Miscellaneous Cargo: bullwhips, cartridges, cigars, coal,
day books, gunpowder, howitzer ammunition, ledgers, paper primers, percussion caps, personal possessions, pipes
(clay and briar), shoe repair supplies, tobacco.
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TI1c Stl·.unho:n 1\t:rtrand

F 0 0 D S T U F F S. L I Q U 0 R A N D
PATENT M E DI C INES

Figurl' !J6. Cc·ra rn j,
hoult 1\hu h tnll·
t.lllll'tl ,e cloeunt u

,,It "''"''·'' l,lllt'lll''
ulthe·••

11

hnl·

tflt <l\\ II , '·' h ·l(f.II('(J

" ' rl\ '" rt recltlltlu•
hohh

" ' " 11

Ale: E'idenct.• nf ,e,er.ll \aric1ic' "l'tc fnunn. Two broken
cer.unic honle' nf one t) pe .tppe.tr In h,l\e been inrn...he
in<Nlltt< h ,,., their ned.-. were found outboard ol the gunwale, , and their hod ie' l.tv on the de< k un,ts.,odated with .111,
other c.trgo . That the~ could h.J\t.' ht.•en opened .111d d i,<.trcled h\ tht.• t•.trh ,,,1\or' working on the 'e"el .•ppe.tred quite
P'"'lhte. 'I he other \arietie' wt.·n.· <le.trh ,, pan of the <.trgo,
and wetc shipped in c.t'e' ol 12 boule' e.trh (fig'. :~11. :~i)
Con,ignt•t• : Vi,ian and SilllJNIIl , Vir~ini<t Cit~. Bottler,·
,tentiling. I) "LOOPER & ( .01':< .ER. ST. l.O l ' IS \ U .
BREWER\'," ~) "A~ I STER D .\M H)(:K I ~<. WY~.\~D."
Swittcr (I ~li I) de . . rribe' the Cooper .111d Conger .tie hou le'
a' blown in two-piece motel, w irh \t.lll d.trd coll.t r-and-ring.
br,mdv t\'pt• nt'< k hnishe-. l ie d i,tingui,he' bet,,·een ,ix 'ubt)pe' of wheel-t hrown. '>ilh-gl.ll<'d bottle' n>ntaining ale.
1 he lmH'l' hndic' of .tllthe 'uht pe' .tre l ream wlored: the
,}llluldc·t' .uul llt'< k' ,u t' p.tk to d.u k H'llm, odwr (ihici.).
The A lll\lt't d.un spt:cimt·m .u t' '' ht•c•l-t liiiWd, hrm' n to
rcddio,h-hnm n. unglated stnllt' \\,ll t', wdl known to tolkctor... .111d
spcciali1ing i 19t h-l cnt u n hon lt·s.

""''t'lllll'

11

\ number of 'ariellt'' w·cn.· recovered. llmtener'
predom in.11rt; I;~ loh total (fig. :Hi). P.t< ked in ..awcfu,t. 12
qu.rrts to the< ,,,e. \ppro,im.ttel\ HII pen ent o l 1he lot<; w<.>re
Birters:

rel O\ en·d unbroken. contenh int.t< t. Comignee': Stuart .md

Co .. Dt•t•r I odge: Yi,·ian .mel SilllJNlll. \ 'ir ginia Cit\·: <:. P

Figurr :.7.
lmpoeJt·cl ,th·
holtlt ltn111 \m,lt'l ·
11 cl<lt~h

•i.un llu

he "" 11 , "hcd1111 nt'd

rontamrr'
"rill no" n to
n•lltc1••r.ol ! 11th
cl'ellur\ {t'ramtc
ltolllt '

.tn·

Dorri,, \'ir~ i nia Cit\ . \ f.mul.t< turer,· 'ten< iling: I)
"SCIIROFDF R'S STOM.\C II B IT r FRS. Loui,,ille. K, ... ~)
"DR \K ~ 'I., Pl. \:\T-\TJO:\ RJ'lTF RS"(fig . :~!1). :~)"DR . I
IIOS I~ I I ERS CEL£BR \ I ED s n nt \C II BriT ERS.
JI(}S nITER & S\fi TII. Pithhur~h. Pa." I) "1- II
SC HRO ED ER'S COC K-T \ II . BIT r F RS. l.oui" ille. Kv." :i)
" 1\. El.I .Y'S O I. D LOC C \ BI 'J HrJTF RS Dt>pnt' l':rw York.
St. l.o ui," (hg. I I ). So exten'i'e is the Bert ra nd wllenion or
H mtt·Ltet \ hitter' that Swit1er h,,, wun ted I q I. 12 h<mle
c:t'e' .111d di~ringui,he' three , ,,riet it•, of bottle' 1 nnt.tining
th.tl hrrn\ produn ( l9i t) . Both the well known ~2- .md r.trcr ~~- .md :l2-ounce bottle' .nt• reprc,ented. The ,m.tller
four-,idcd spcl imen' he ... t known to wllenor' were blo\\ n in
t\,·o-pit•tc mold' .md haH' ,)anting coll,tr neck fini,he, .uHI
flat h,,,e, '' ith di,h-,hapcd rlepre"ion' .tt lhe (elller' (ibid.).
The S< lu occlt·r·, bottJe, , known ,,, 'Tren('h quare.," arc nl-
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he green .md ''ere hlo\\ n in t\\o-piet t' rnolck The l>r,tke',
l'l.uu.nion bittt·r" hnttfc, are cabin ,IJ,tped .111d •• mlwr-c olorecl. Lhc front .111d re\ er'e ,i<fe, of "hid1 h,l\ e ,ix relief
lo~o; .tbm e pl.tin p.utef, 'I he Kelh \Old C.thin hiner' bottle'
:tre the ''ell knn\\ n . lo\{ cabin ,h.tped ,pecimen' .•nut the
Sduoede1 \ Spice spec-imen' art knm, n In collector' and
mu~cum cur.Hor" a" "kg bottle, ."
Bourbon Whiskt'y Cock-t•il: Houle d in ~:l-ounu· holllc,, 21

the c,,,e . Cnn,ignet <.,tum .uul ( o Deer 1 odgc.
ICluren.' 'tt•milim: BOL RHO~ \\'I II <;I-.F\' < OCK-

<JU<ll h to

~ l anuf

1 \ II f RO\f
RIC H \RDo.., ".-.un·r(llJ-l t!t,cribe the
.unher :nd i.ul.: ~reen h01rle' ''I r\lllg hecn b)m,n in tlucepiec t' mulch • ·•d exhibit in!.! ,),uning mllar-.md-ring nee 1.:
fini,ht•,
Brand} Cock- Tail: P.tt l.:c•d 12 qu.u h to I hl' t l ' t Cou,igtH t•:
\tu.trt .tnd Co Deer I wl~e Bolllc.'r', stenuhng I) 12 cl"·
BR \'\DY COCK-1'\ ll fRO\ l C. \ . RICII\RI>..., II
\\ \\ II I~CTO~ s 1'.. 1\0...,TO'\

Buttu: P.H kt•d in :ill-pound ke~' : contt'llh h.tdh clc•t cliiiP'"ecl. The l..t,::" \\Crt' h.mdecl ,,ith \\lloclen ,uip, , h.rlf
I OUI1d in tfO\\-\('(llOil, cllld \\Crt' 'II ~OftCtlCd th,lltht.' '1.1\e\
h td I llen.tp:rrt "pt·c imcn ulcontt'lll' t:l ken lor l.th .( nll'rgn-

figur~

t

3 . 1\ottlt<
ont.nnmg llr I

lln•lt

llt'f•, \10111a<

h

1\111<'1' ( IJI<

hurulrt·ti

111.! 11111<1\-

tlu•
prod un "crt< IX'mr.:

orH t.t•t·' "'
•lnpp~tl

to tlu

t 1111

•tZON"'• 111 \lutlt.Uia

fernwn

cc': <.. P. Dorn' Virt:ini.t Cit\: Stu.rn and Co.• Deer
I c )(l~e \ f rnuf:tcHucr\ ... ren<ilin~ : I) "Bl TI FR. llORl'\ IU..., '\ \ .. ( 1 he narnt•s ..C. P PP\"'. nd "C. Rf.F.Il .. ''ere
hurned m to tl t' top' ol ,e,eral l..c~') l·our ke~' bore the
hru,hed lenenr11.~ "Stort·, Benrancl " in -.rera iling ink.
C.nd• : ~ \er,d \.llic:rin

\H'It' rccotclc•cl: .all <OIItenh h:td
lt·.rdted ,1\\,1\ \\ith rhc t.'Meprion or .I le\\ fr.tgmenb or llllh
vohi h ,Uf\1\e 111 the bottom' of \\oodcn <••'e': '!i lot' lcHal.
Comi~nee' \tu 1r1 ancl ( o., Deer Lodge: \ h ian ancl Simpon. Vir~tm.t ( II\ : (. P llorn' \ u ~ini.t Cit\. M.muf.tctur,.,, 'ten(ih ng NFW \ 1 \PlE \l (,\R < \:'\DY-Wl...,flR'\ ( \ '\D\ l \( rOR\ " \ \'hnfe,.tler,· 'tenulintt I)"<.,
II B\ IU\.\\110(£<.,\LF.<.O:\IF< 1 10'\ER..._ ...,. l.ouh
110\RHOC'\Il
2)
F. W\L'llR \\HOl l ...,\IE
< 0 '\1 H fiO'\ER COR'\1-R \ll R 11 f .\: 3RD "I \I.
1 OL I<., F'\TR \ ...,1 ICK ( -\ '\ D\ '\et '!I tb,:· ,\) I \ '\( Y
( \ '\ DY IRO\f ..., II B\II£\ \\HO I F...,\LF CO'\HC.1 10 '\ ER ST I Ol I<., I) "50 Jh, I 0 " ,\TIC h. < \ '\ J)\
I RO \ t. H. B \ Il l'\ \\HO i E~ \ I F CO'\~£( 1 10'\ FR...,
<., 1 l OC I ~"

Figur~

39. lh.r~t \

l'l.lnl;Jllllll

1\rllt u

houle I'ht< eft tmn
I .tbm haJII tl (Oil
ramen. rcr.unt'd
fraRmcnts •f pap r
lahchnl.!

Frgurl' 4 0. \r ll~t'~ II'C'OIIM r muon uf adH·ru•nnt'lll .rc~ornp.rn\lng "''"' c•l
Ill tLr'' l'bnt.tllllll Jirllc·r~ (l'hntnnl n!lglllal art.lullt ll'\\ ul tht Smrtlr'<llll•
.til

Jn\IIIIIIIUII)

h t' hotlln to I ht• t a't'. \l.ttlld .u lltt t'l ,· 'lt'llt il·
ing I) l '\llFR\\'OOD ,-.;.:CO .. ' J"O~f \I 0 KE'I C lll P. Iii

C.ahup: hH

figur~ 41. lkmlr
contammg 1\dl s
Old <.abm lirUrD
Thr 23 ouncr hot-

tlr\ arc (a\Ontr

amon mllroon

BRO \ ll "'I RI l I . !"1. Loui,, \fo .. ~) "Wc,tct n Spttt: \fiJI,
I Cl:\1 \I 0 C: \I Sl ' P St Loui,, \fo Orw llo1ell "''mer
(I IIi 4) identiht·~ 1hrcc 1' pe' of ho11le, t ont.tining tot t 1 cat'up I ht• tYoO l ndcn\OOd 'pecimen' are f.tceted. wntainin~
22 .mel 2.~ oumes (fig l~) .• nd tht> third \aiiet\, containing
'l I 2 ounceo;, j, n lindrilA I ancl.1qua colored
Olurit's, Brandit'd: \ french produ t hottlt•d in ~la ' jar':
p.td:~cl I~ to the Gl'c Con ignee: I ~furph\ , Ft Benton .
M.mufa turer'<i tenciling: 1) "CFR ISFS L'-E \ -DE-VIE.
ll
. .E "1 he cher rie, v. ere bottled in tr.m,parem .• qua
colored gl.tss v. itlt:r ( l9i ) <fe,c:ribe' the bottle- a- ha\ in~
been bJov;n in tv.o-piece mold ; their ide' exp.111d out from
the ba'e tn gcntl rounded 'houlder' I'he ned.' lermin,ue
in ligh1h rolled collar,.
Churit's, C.nnt'd: Packed in <<lll,,t,,o do1cn per ca e. \Ictal
c:.u1' lwlh decompo,ed . Con'i~nee : J. \furph\. ~I . Remon .
Cho,.· Chow: \ tahll' wndirnt•lll, p.H kt•d one do~t·n pim hottit• to chr <.t t' . ( on,ignt•t•: J. :\lm pln. l·t. Henton. Manufacturer's cendlin~ : I) "I clo1. pinh CIIOICE \ \H RIC\~
<.110\\' < 110\\ I"R0\1 Al.DRI< H ,-.;.: \' f.IHd"' Pill L·\Dl I Pill \."
Cod Fi,h: Th< \t'rh bra and hn" of cod, po ,jhh driecl .uul
,,,ltcd. ·1 he IJ,h \\ere packed in "hat appe.ued to be 30pound hoxt''> Con,i~net• : C . P. Dorri,, \JJ~Ullt ( tt\ . P.tcker\" 'tcmiling: l)"B \\'} NDYCOil H\111 "'nn\\"

Figurt' 42. \rnM'• l<"l'On,rrucnon l>f Kt II)\ Old Cabm Rrllcr o~<henr,c·
mt•nr (Piroro of orrgrn.tl.rrl.l<>llllt'S\ of dll' Smnh,oni.m Jn,IIIUilon)

P.H kt•d in hH· g.tllon tim•. Comignn· C P
Dorri,, Virgini.t Ci1) . \\'ho[e,,tler' \Lenliling I) Pf I I R f
BlOW. WliOI.FS \LE DRt.:< ,(,JI.,T. f)fl & h1 '\ \ I \1'\ \I
\ I LOUIS, ~1 0."
Cod liver Oil:

Coffee: I h H't' 1 pt ' \\ et e 1 C< o\t'rt,d : one a' a h nch gr ouncl
'ub,tante in ,m.tll e<tn' laheled e"ence of coffee. another a'
a r n.rr,t• grind in how' 1ha1 appeared to h,t\e ,,eighed .tppro,imateh ~5 l)(llllltt.., .uul the thirrt. a ~round 'ariet' . in
:\2-ount e c Hl\. C011'ignee' : C P. Dorri,, \'irginia Cit\ : Vi\ i•Ul .mel \tntJNHl. Virgini.t Cit\ . P.tcler' 'tenolm~ I) "2 dot
c:tn' '\2 nt J \ V \ < OH EE" 2) "----~10'\D~ f\\E'\CE 0 1
C 0-l EE.''

f igure 1:!1. Rottlt'
• nnt.IIIIIIIS C:.IISU(I

1111'

(l('(lffic m

"~rc blo" n mt"n·
pu~cc lungro mold
an d • X lubu I n•••
r~cct• around th~rr
bod res

Cream o f Tartar: l'.tt kt•d in ~0-pound tim. erght 1111' to tlw
c.he. Con'i~nee : Worden .111d Co Hell (;,,le \ 1,tnui.H turer\ , ten< iling- "P l 1RE CROU~D CRE \ \f T \Rl \R ."
Currants: Dried : pctl ked in 2-1-pound bo'e'. £\ldeme of
,J.;.in' and 'tern' remained .
Flour: Pad.:ed in 50 pound ke~': all comem' h;ul leached
a"' a\. \ll ke~' had collap,ed and are badh rra~mented
Con'i~nee: M. Kingman .md Co., Virt,rinia Cit . \filler\
, tentilinp;: "C \LUME l' \ ti Ll ~ B. C \RROI.l & CO.
CHO I CE XXX f I 0 R, Cl. \Rh..5\ ILL£. ~10 ."
Gin Cocktail ; P.t( ked 12-quart bou)equ theGN~: 2 lol\. Cnn'ignee' ~tu.trt and Co .• Deer Loch~e Worden mel Co • Hell
G.ne \fanuf.H turer\ 't enohn~ FRO\f C. \ RI CH \RD"
OF\\ \I)Hl'\( . TO'\ '\T BOSTO'\.(.m Cod.-t.ul'

Figu rt' H . l rrnch
mal llo11le. "11 h
pl'('scnpuun hp
conta nun,R r ''CIH c
nf gmgt r

Fip~ 45. Papt·r label affi,cd 10 can (OOI:unmg lemon 'ugar. an carh \Cr'ion or 10'1301 kmnnadc.

Ginger: Six doll'n small bottles of c'\sence of ginget Switzer
(l9H) describe'> these boule~ a. . ··french mals," contaaning

\\'illiam Brown\ "Highly Concentrated E...-.ence of Cinger"
(fig. --11). The necks of the.,e transparent, aqua bottles end in
a pre,cription type collar slighlly flared <tt the ba,e. Consignee: Worden and Co., Hell Gate.
Goose~rries: Packed in 2-pound cans. 2 dozen cans per
case (badly deteriorated) . Consignee· Stu<lfl and Co . Deer
Lodge. ~fanufacturer\ ,tenciling "GOOSEBERRIES. WM.
H. T HOMAS OYSTERS & FRU ITS, BALTIMORE"
Grape~. Dried. While: Pat kt.·d 111 \II- pound hclXt'\. 011h tht.·
'tern,, 'eecl' .tnd ,km' ,,·ere ob,er"able \.tmple t.tl-.cn for
lab. Cothignee': J. !\1urphy. Ft. Benton. \·i,i.tn and l..iimp'on. Ytrgini.t (it\ P.tcker' 'temiling. I) 'JOIL\ ( L.E\1E:\T\ I\ YER\. 2) ·· \ '\ T0'\10 DEC-\ \fPOS- \1 AC .-\.
S . .\RI \S ." .md '\)"Adolph Prie.,t & Co. 1\ HI u;..:<, \"
HoneJ: Parked iu g)a,, j.u ' · two do~t•n tiJ tht· ca't ~'' llter
(19i t) iclt·ntifit·' the <ntllaint.•r, a-. (,othic in '" lc. ''nul.tr tn
the many \ilfict ie~ of pickle boull'' u~ed hv the Aid ril h .mel
Yerke, firm of Philadelphia. Con'i~nee Vi' i.m ~md \imp'on Vir~inia Cll\ :\Lmuf.tcmrer', 'tenciling : ""2 00/ '\ET
\\'HITE CLO\ FR 110\lf\" from \Ll}RICH & \'FRJ....E~.
PHILADELPI II \ ."
Horseradish: P<~cked in gJa,, jar'. two doten pr' to the e<t'e
witter ( 19H) cJe,cribe' the bottle' a' h~n in~ been hln" n in
two-pie'e motet... wilh t)lindric.<tl boclie' ancl 'hon necb with
'harp-edged ··oJm\ mer" fini,he, . Manufacturer·, 'tencilin~ ""21111:~ Si,th ~treet . Cin . 0 .''

The Cargo
Assorted varieties, usually packed two
dozen jars or cans to the case. Consignee: Vivian and Simpson, Virginia City; Worden and Co., Hell Gate; J. Murphy,
Ft. Benton; Stuart and Co., Deer Lodge. Packers' stenciling:
1) "NUMSEN, CARROLL & CO., 18 LIGHT ST., BALTIMORE," 2) "24 CANS PEACH MARMALADE FROM
ALDRICH & YERKES, PHILADA.," and 3) "2 doz. qts.
ASSORTED PRESERVES FROM M. UNDERWOOD &
CO., BOSTON." Glass containers containing jellies or preserves are described by Switzer (1974) as 1/2 pint in volume;
cylindrical jars with wide mouths, slightly flaring necks and
thin rolled collars. Varieties of jellies include currant, apple,
strawberry, raspberry, and quince.

Jelly and Preserves:

Packed in tin containets, approximately 50 pounds
each. Several were recovered intact, contents enclosed.

Lard:

Lemon Extract: Packed 24 bottles to the case. Consignee:
Worden & Co .. Hell Gate. Manufacturer's stenciling: "BURNETT OF BOSTON."

Packed 12 small cans to the case. All contents
had leached away. A small vial of lemon extract was enclosed
in each can of sugar. Labeling on cans describes method of
making lemonade (fig. 45). Consignee: J. Murphy, Ft. Benton.
Lemon Sugar:

Lemon Syrup: Packed 12 bottles to the case. Consignee:
Vivian and Simpson, Virginia City. Manufacturer's stenciling: "LEMON SYRUP MANUFACTURED BY MEYER &
MUNSTER, ST. LOUIS, MO."
London Club Sauce: Packed two dozen bottles to the case.
Wholesaler's stenciling: "2 Doz. PARKER BROS LONDON
CLUB SAUCE, J. PARKER N.Y. AGENT FOR THE U.S."
The bottles are described by Switzer (197 4) as containing 12
ounces of syrup. tall, cylindrical containers with long tapered necks and slanted collar neck finishes. The bottles, of
pale, aqua-colored, bubbly glass, were blown in three-piece
molds.
Mackerel: Packed in small barrels; apparently salted and
dried. Vertebrae and fins survived. Consignee: Vivian and
Simpson, Virginia City, Packer's stenciling: "G. 0. PARKER
DEP. INS. No. 1 BOSTON, MASS."
Meat: A good deal of badly decomposed meat was recovered. Some appeared to be dried beef and tallow in barrels; some was encountered with no evidence of containers.
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111t: tt:amboat Be nr.md

Sc\cral keg of butcherecl beef .nul pork bone "ere alw
t.tken from the holclo; \ o;pe imen of me.n. t.tllov;. rind. etc
\\.t' remo\ecl to the lab and
ub.,equenth qui k frozen for
future tud\ .tmple of this \ariel\ of me.ll \\Cre examined
n tlae \nucd I nne' Jn,titute of P.uholog\ (Otthopedil and
\oft ri"tlt'' l'.uholog Bramh). ~lit tmwpil l':>.:.nninatinn
,,!)red 111 the remati\e identihcation of mullon \nti-o,ine
'<:nun produced .1 precipitin reaction indicating that the
peCJmen uhrmtted came from an arumal of the O\ inc 'J>C·
<ic . \n \gargddiffu ton te t confirmed the erum identifi<.nion Stt:n< iling on coruo~iner~ "a not lc~iblc
Mu\tard : h\O \allelic \\ere Jecmeted . One \\3 packed 111
m.tll . ba~rel-sh .tped J·•r . t\\0 d01cn to rhc Gtsc. of fremh
on~in 1 he other ''as pa ked in pim jotrs "it h '' icle ned....
Most of the contt 111., of boll1 hMIIc.tchcd .ma\ ( orht~r t !>
j. Mtll pin . l·t lkntnn; W111 den ,uul ( o .. Hdl C.llt Stu,ut
.111cl ( o .. lk<•J I cul~e . \(,lllui.H lUll' I\ 'lt'lltiling- "PL RRi Y
.'\.: H \IR:"\f.S Ill \10 I \RDL IH>RilF \l " I he bottle
cont.tining !Itt: french producr ''ere blmn1 in l\\ o-piece
mold . the onhce' \\ere fini,hed \\ith "mall r.ti ed band
,J,mtin" im\,tni to the mouth
sl'\l t.ll \,trietie' rel 0\ e1 eel indud ing pc.muh cont.tint•cl in burlap h.tt:' .mel boxe,. pel.tll'. ncl almotHI- in barrek c he~mut., .111d lt.ttelnut' in boxe' ( on ignce': ( •. P
Doni,, \'itgini.t Cit\, \' hi.m .mel simp,on . \ir•inia (it\ ,
\\ ordcn .It lei ( II • lit.: II (.are Stene iling or gt ower' OJ
p.H 1-.d, " \llOI I 0 PRII S , · ( 0 . :-\1.\\' YORK PF \:-.; l I "
Oint- 011. P.tcl-ed in t.tll (ca. •l-in h) bouJe, of approximateh
ounces. I rench ori!!in. 21 boule' to theca e (fig 46). ( on,. •nee \\onlen and Co. llell (.,ue M.lllufacturer·, ten ilmg POSSf.l I II H II D'Ol 1\ f ~~ \RSf.ll 1 E. Sl R1 I~l .. Ita highh di,tituli\C oliH oil hnllle oiiC free blo\\11
\\ith deep <onical kick-up' fhc m.trh olinclric.tl bodie~
t.tper 10 •• 'llll.lller di.unelt'l 0111 the ~huuldct (4 I t I a'e
I he nt'ck, tenninare m 'moot h. tl.u-lippcd colla1 "'' 1 ter.
(tli4).
Suh:

r.

fit:ur~ 46. 8< nit
com;;u nmg mporttd
oh\eotl from h ;moe

0Htt-r~: St\cJal \ari<llt' \H'It f((O\t'fl'<l. P.tchcl in till
c.;ns. 12. 21 .mel I c.m, to the c,,,e tin' .tre badh decompo ed ( ono,tgnce
tu.tr1 .mel C.o Deer Lodge . \ j, i.m ancl
unp on . \ trguu.t Cit\ M Kingm Ill .o . \ rr~i
'
P.tekcrs ,tenllhn~ I) " \ HFI n Sl f. \Mf.ll C \"I l R
P \ K 20<1 \\ I omb.tnl. ~F\\ \ ORK . . 2) "2 clo1
m

Tlw Cargo

!li

CHF.S \PF \Kl <n·~ 11:-.H.s . ~l \hE'\ C.\RROL x CO .. Is
l i~lu St . B.thimore." ancl :~) '
~ I>. can' W. \ .
WE~ 17 & < <>. fRFSJI CO\'£ 0\'STf.R'-, B.\LTI\IORE."
P~ach~ : Packed in 2-pound can' (bat... ~ · roded). 2 I c.an'
to the ca'e: I~ lot . Con tgnee' : ~ IUan and Co.. Det•r Lod~t·:
]. ~~ UJ ph'. Ft. B\: nton; \1. Km~man. \ 'i g
Cit\ . \lanufacwn·• ,· 'tencili ng : I) "2 DOZ 2 l.B CA '\ f e'h Peaclu'
£rom 1\RI:--: Kl F.\ & RFF\'E.' i J. \L Tl\IORE.
\\' m .
C~LH R\\OOllc · < 0 . S1 I Ol I" .~) ..JOHI'\ l ~ll \ ER
,·BROS (h,tcr~.·FIIlit,,U\lll\IORE~JD . i\e•' I &I:,
Watt r St
P~aches , Brandird: Pete kt•d unc tlntt·n btml1•, to Ihe lcl'e' .
Con'i~net• I \Ill! pin . lt . Ber 101 \lanuf.tctUier', ,rene ilin~ : "O~E llOZI-:.~ (ll ' \RT) \R" BR \1\:Dlf.D PE \CIIES.
W. K. U .\\ I!->

I~R( )S .,

BOs I

0~

figure- 47. (.of Inc,
P.H k.tge•d in ,m,tll can,, 14<1 can' to tht· c.N.'. F1.1~· lt·urr
pandr.l pc-pprr
ment-. ol p.tpN l.thdin~ 'u" heel. ~I nuf ICIUrer·, ''cndlint:: Y ll• ,, bonlc:o
''.\t.U::-\ \111.1-s . 1\1. \CK PFPPER '\£\\' YORK .' \\he le·
,aJer·, ''t'nc iling : "B . S . C:R.\l\T ~ ( 0 .. WHOll-" \IF
CROCER S1 l.ouk''
Peppu Sauu: Packl'd in cat hecll allxmle'. 24 boll I<·, to the•
GN' (fig. I i). lcit·ntifiablc comenh indude It'd pcpp<'t '·
numl'rnu' ,,.,.,J-. spic
t ·e . Con,igucc<;: Stuart and ( o •
Deer I.od re: Vi,ian .11 d S P'on , Virginia Ct': J. \hupln .
Ft fi, • · n. \lanufan 1 ' ' ' • { ng: l Sl PERIOR PEPPt R ~ \l'CE fOR F \i\111 \ l "'~ \\'ARRE'\ & C 0 B \I.T.
\ID
d 2} "SCJlf RIOR kl ) BIRD PEPPFR S\l' L[,- - :\'E\\' YORK"
Pickl~ s: P.trkt·cl in gla" jar . 12 ja" to the ca't '->t ,. tal
'arietic' \H'tt' lt't o\t'l eel : 2:1 lot' (tlg . t~). Con,it:nee' \ 1\ i.111
.llld SilllJNJil. Viq,:ini.r Lil\ : j. \(urpln Ft Benton. M.lllll·
latturu , · ''t'llt iling: I) " C: II ERKI '\\ f RO~I c;rn H::'\S.
Rf'\~ \ \IFR ,,. <.O.. Ill I \ \\' \RF \1 \RkET Dfl \ \\' \RF
Rl\'r R PICK I.E & PRI sl RVE \\ ORk"'' .md 2) \S'-IOR 1· Figurf' 4R. ( oul111r
p•c ~It· hun It• Y.llh 1111'
FD PIC kLI:S" (I1n111 C.lllttn'· Rt•,,,uner.etc.).
tuhp nwuf
Pie Fruits: l'.u kc·cl in 1 .rn,, :tpJH o'imatelv '\o 10 in ~itt', 1\,·o
cllllcn tn dw <.N'. Con,ignt·e, '-ltu.m ancl Co I >eet l.oclgt•:
J. \lut pll\ , It lknton : \\'mdt:n .rnd Co. Hell ~·lit \f lllll·
l.ltlurtt\ 'lttHiling: "2 llOZ ( \'\S IRESH PIF. IRLIT
I· RO~I RIIOllFS .S.: Wil li \\l'-1. IRL IT\ ~ PIC kl.l :
\\',\RliiOl "iL 1117 !-io. \\'\'II R "I PHil \DH .Plll \ ."
Pineapple: Pat la•d t '' o dnzt•n 1 ,w, pt 1 (a'e Cnntai ne•t' h.ul-

Pepper:

Figure 49. Artist's partial reconstruction of paper label on one variety of
French champagne.

ly corroded. Consi!{nee: J. Murphy, Ft. Benton. Manufacturer's stencilin!{: "FROM ALDRICH & YERKES. PHILADELPHIA 2 doz. 2lb. CANS FRESH PINEAPPLE."
Prunes: Found in a crushed barrel. Only the pits survived.
Saleratus: Baking soda, packed 12 bottles to the case; two
lots total. Consignee: J. Murphy, Ft. Benton. Manufacturer's
stenciling: "B. T. BABBITS PURE SALERATUS, Washington St., New York."
Sardines: Packed in small flat cans (approximately I 00 tins
to the case); badly decomposed. Consi!{nees: G. P. Dorris,
Virginia City; Stuart and Co .. Deer Lodge. Packer's stenciling: "BOITES 100 l/4 PLUMETTE ET HOSTIN BREVETES, SARDINES A I 'HUILE. ETEL Par. Auray MORBIHAN." Wholesaler's stenciling: "SCOTT & PERKINS, ST.
LOUIS S. P. EXPS "
Schnapps: Bottled in pints, 12 pints to the case. Consignee:
Stuart and Co., Deer Lodge. Bottler's stenciling: "WOLFE'S
CELEBRATED SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS. UDOLPHOWOLFE'S SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS." Switzer (1974) desc;ribes the schnapps bottles as "French squares," containing
about 14 ounces. green in color, with slanting collars.
Soda Cr~ckers: Most contents had leached away; packed in
what appear to be 25-pounrl boxes. Consignee: M. Kingman, Virginia City.
Packed in 2-pound cans, 24 cans to the case.
Approximately 95 percent of the cans were so corroded that
the contents had leached out; 9 lots. Consignees: M. King-

Strawberries:

The Cargo

man and Co., Virginia City; J. Murphy, Ft. Benton. Manufacturers' stenciling: 1) "NUMSEN, CARROLL & CO., lH
Light St., BALTIMORE; and 2) "2 doz. cans FRESH
STRAWBERRIES FROM FITHIAN & POGUE, BRIDGETON, N.J."
Sugar: Contained in 50-pound kegs. All contents had
leached away, and most kegs had collapsed. Consignees:
Worden and Co., Hell Gate; Stuart and Co., Deer Lodge.
Manufacturer's stenciling: "CLARIFIED SUGAR FROM
CHAS. S. KINTZING, ST. LOUIS, NO. 54 LEVEE."
Syrup: Packed in H)-gallon kegs; all contents had leached
away and all containers were collapsed. Consignees: Vivian
and Simpson, Virginia City; J. Murphy, Ft·. Benton. Manufacturer's stenciling: "GOLDEN SYRUP 10 GALLS
BELCHERS SUGAR REFINING COMPANY."
Tamarinds: Packed 12 pint bottles to the case. Consignee:
Worden and Co., Hell Gate. Manufauurer's stenciling:
"ONE DOZ. PINTS TAMARINDS FROM W .. K. LEWIS &
BROS., BOSTON."
Tomatoes: Packed in 2-pound cans, 2 dozen cans per case.
The cans were badly corroded, although a few may be restorable. Consignees: Stuart and Co., Deer Lodge; M. Kingman and Co., Virginia City. Manufacturer's stenciling: "2
DOZ CANS FRESH TOMATOES FROM BRINKLEY &
REEVES, BALTIMORE."
Wine and Champagne: Packed in wicker baskets, wooden cases and barrels. Approximately 70 percent of the bottles was
recovered unbroken although most paper labeling had disintegrated (fig. 49). Very little data on bottlers survived. Several varieties of white and red wine were bottled in pints and
quarts; one variety of red was bottled in 2-gallon bottles encased in a wicker carrier. Consignees: Vivian and Simpson,
Virginia City; J. Murphy. Ft. Benton. Bottlers' stenciling: 1)
"GREEN SEAL," 2) "HEIDSIECK AND RIEMS CO.," ;))
"PRINCE IMPERIAL---E. V. H.," 4) "VEP & CO, 76," 5)
"AMERICAN WINE. SPARKLING CATAWBA, St. Louis,
Mo.," and 6) "1 doz. qts. CHAMPAGNE, J. W. B., N. Y.
CIDER. ~EPOT 92 & 94 CEDAR ST." Several types of subtypes of wine and champagne bottles have been classified by
Switzer (197 4). The thick green bottles are of the blown-inmold type and were rotated in the molds while the glass was
still molten. In addition to demijohns, several odd-sized
specimens such as "splits" were recovered. These smaller, 12
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1 ~-ounu: hottJe, '' Cll' .tJ,o hlcl\\ n-in-mold will1 hi~h kick-

"P' in their ha'e' ·
~orustenhire Sauce: Packt."d I dOICll })C)tl)e, to the ca'c.
Con,ignt:e "-,tu,ut .md Co .. llccr 1 odt:.:e \ l.uwlactUicr\
,tcrllilin~ ··t do1 houJe, WOR( F\ TFR\ I IIRF \\l'CE
FRO\! E. 1- . DIXIE. ~- \'." 1 he h..t!lc:' .tn: ·' tr.tn,p.trrnt .
.ul'ta-wlmt.'<l l)pe will1 l\lindrit.tl hoclie,. Tht.'\ ''ere m.ule
intwo-piet.e moJd, .111<1 were hni.. hed with .1 triple rin~ wll.tr
be.1rim.: .t 11.11 lip. R.ti,ed leueri11~ ••n the top' of the ~'·'"
,1opprr' re.td,: "L[ \ ,\: PF.RR I:\<.., 1s,, ttl cr. I!li4).
Yeut Powder: Parkt.·cl in Jar gt.• hJJJt.•J,. ap pr o:ximatel) ~llO
,m.tll c:;m, 10 the lot. I ragmen!~ of p.•per bbl'lin~ 'un iH•d
Con,ignee': ( •. P. llmTi'. \'ir~ini.t (it\ <..,IU.nt and Co .. lkcr
Lodge. ~l.tnuf.trturer', ,tem ilin~ : 'I'\ I \Ll.IB LE \'E \ST
PO\\'DFR"

TEXT IL ES

A ~ ()

Boots and Shoes:

W E ARI ="C A PPAR t: l.

\ppro..;im.lll'l\' illll p.tir' nl hooh .11111
'hoc' '' en• H'rn\t~u·cl from tlw hnh": mo't ''ere p.teked I 2
or 21 p.tir' lO the (oN' . I ndmlrd .trt' hohnailerlmining hooh .
l:t\,tln \)Cml\. eire" 'hoe' .tnd hoot\ for men .mel women.
rhildr~n\ ,111d h.1lw ,hoe' (fig,, 311-51). ~ro . . l ''ere made on
Ia''" which allowed the 'hoe' 10 he \\'Orn on eilht•r foot. ~lo<.t
\H'TC 'e\\"n "ith lirwn 1hre.ul '' hil h h.tcl d i, i ntt'{-\1 .tted Con..,jgnce-. : Wnrclen .mel Co .. H t'll Calc \ 'hian and Simp,on.
Virginia Cily: C.P. Dorris, Virgima City. M:mu£actun·ro;·
'teJHiling·l)"~lp" IDAHOM I N I '\;(,800 1....,12 0 "1le
Oil Treed F~mn '\,tik" 2) "l)ll pr' DO:\E l SO'-/ BOO I S
~RO\f M. C. Dl/lR ~CO .. WEY~ f OL"TH. \l \SS ... :\)"I
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Figurf' 51.

<luldrcn\ d10c' "uh cxp.tndm~ top'

Figure 5,. Mc:n'• drl'" shoes ... uh
c:\p.tndmg top• (Com:rcss g.utl'r~)

Figurl' 54.

\I mel s IMxlt "uh kru'f' protector top

fipr~
h011

55. f ample: of mt>n\ fdt drr-~
found m l4ilrgn (pl.mt~r ~''It')

Firr~ 56. Clrnc up' •t·~ of ~oc,Jc:n
f3brK from mm<'r\ ,Jun

DOZ. PRS \H\'-. ~1 \lLHTER l\001\ IRO\f W \
B \ TC liE I IH· R. HOLLl\TO!"\. \1 \ "'\: I) "\1 E"\S ID \HO ~ri 1"(; BOOT\ I·ROM L Alli'\J COBLRN M.\SS."
.'l) 12 PR\ Ll ~ TS H :\ F C.-\ L1 BOO f\ I ~ \\ ELTr ()
fRO~f \I I>E:\ , · HO\\ \RD. R \NDOL PH \1 \S .· t1)
"12 PR\ OUR BF"iT 80\ \ h.IP BOO I"'' P \1 \ \ FR0\1
GEO C W \ll"'' BO"''TO\ .. and ;, BOOT\ IRO~I ~
WAl h.ER, · ( 0 BO~TO\ Wholt.·,,tlen. 'tenohn1-r I) 'j
R. 110\BFRCER & ( 0 \0 it M \1'\ \ I REET Sl
lOll'-. .. ..!) "I!! P\IR\ \lf\'~ JIOB\ \ll BOOT\ FRO\f
Will I\ \f L NORTH 7<1 \I AI\ S'l \T LOL IS." 3) "21
P \IR\ L-\I>IF.S l\001 \I RO\f Willi \ME ~ORT H . 79
MAit\SI "'I LOt:lS"-t)·'fROM J ~ SCIIIErERS.\DDliR't \\,l> LE\TIIER \\>HOll~\LE HOUSE. flO
~i\1\~I
"''I.LOLI\ ,nd:"l)"I2PR\ 11'\EC:\LF
DRf '-.\ BOO Is \\ FL r I R0\1 Willi\ \I F \ORTH. 79
M.111 \I Sl I Ol 1"'1

r ir n57.
\icn's \\ookn trouM"r•

Hats, F~lt: Sc.·\er:tl \,tnetie, and ,jll'' rt.'cmered . :\fo,l were
bl,u k or d.u k g• C\ . with wide britm .tnd le.ll her '''eat band'
(fu~ . ;,,:i) Cothi~nee : C. P. Dorri' Vir ~ini.1 Cit\ \l.mufacturen 'tenuling: "lrom h.l\IBROU<ars 11\T~ CAP\'\ \ f I~.\ <.0 . ST. LOLl\'
Tntil~s:

\pprm:im.nel 1.20!1 cuhi< feet of textile:- ''ere
re<mered . ~fu< h of it''"' remO\ed in .tpparenth e'cellen1
t.nudition. hut a ~ood de.tl \\,l' 'o clec ompo,ecl th.tl ll fell
<~p.trt .u the sligllte't touc.h . \II lot "'ere \Happed in poheth' lene .md "'e11c placed under refrigeration at 40° F. \nimal
prodtllb. in Judin~ \\'OO) and ,jJk . ctppeared to 'unhe the
he't (fag,, 5h-h:\) . Wh.11 appearecl 10 he <olton .tncl burl.tp

1 he Cargo

around peanut\ and ... hm eb '' ,,, b.tdh de com pmecl. Little
attempt'',,, m.ule m the lleld to iclentih the re:-..tiJe,. Cmhignee': \'i' i.m ancl ~imp,on. \ ir!.(inia Cit\: (, P Dorri.... Vir~in i.t Cit'. \\.ho)e..,aler,· .mel m.mufacturer' 'tennling: I)
''\ 11 ~. b, YOL '\(~ & CO \ I l.OL I'i." 2) "B \S-1 & POLlOCK l>RY (,QQDc; '\o 1111 \l.tin \t. 5L. Loui'. \) "WILLI \~f YOl ~(. ~ CO. "'>o lllh \!.tin t ~~ Lnui,, t)
"WILLI \\f \ORTII & (0. IIIII \I \I:'\ ~T .. 'iT LOLl~ ...
uul i) "( \\IPBELL~ DRY c;OOD\-1\Dl \'\ (,OODS.
'-11. l oui,, Mo.'' The lht ol textile' . mel ''earing .tpp.uel pre'entecl in the ,, ll<lP''' or (OIUCilh \\ ·'' •• b,tractecl II om •• report prep.trecl .tt the \lich' e't \n heolo0(.~tl Center. ~ .ttiunal P.trJ... '-lenite. folio\\ in~ t\w \C.tr' of work on tlte rn.11erial.
\ppro,im neh ~.000 complete item' of clothing .tncl 0\ er
:l.Oilll fr.t~menh ''ere prme,,ecl in the labor,ttory.
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Figur~

58.

Men·~ ~oolcn

Figur~ 59.

Woolen anlle-len~th 'tcl< l..m~'

HO USE HOLD GOODS

figure 60.

~kn''

Brooms: '\one recmer.thle int.t(t: ne.tr tomplete di,intigration . \pe< tmen .. ol handle' .md 'tr.n' t.tJ...en for l.th \pp.trcnth ,Jtipped 12 to .t hurl.tp '' r.tpped bunclle
r.andlf' Molds and Accessories: ~<.'' er'allots comaining I.'Cj\1 ipment lot c.andlem.tk i n~ ''ere. rec mered .. \!though the mold
tul>e, , '-10\C' .•mel pot' .tnd p.m, \\ere bacH~ corrorlecl, ,e,er.tl ,houlcl he re-.torahle Cnn,igrwt>· ( '· P. Dorri,, Virgini.t
Cit\ \l.muf.tnurer\ 'tentiling: " lH R'\S J I-DE \l i N ."
Candles: P.~rJ...ecl one grch' 10 the ct'e \pprO\:im.tteh ~ll
penent "·'' remo,ecl in excclleut wnclition ..tltho\l~h ,,·jd,,
h.ul di,integratecl. \lno.,t 'PC< imen' ''ere bad I~ clccnmpo,ed.
('on,igneeo., \ 'i, ian .tncl "'lll(Nill. \ trginia Cit): .J \lurpln .
Ft. Remon . \I Kingm.tn .mel Co \ irhrini.l Cit\ \I muf.~t
tttn'r' ,terH iling I)''(;()()!)\\ 1'\ \ \ D -\ :-\DFR'-10'\ ~ 1 \ R

lined raincoat

,fun

Figure 62.

\\"nm,m\ lnu 'nood

1\llh

l<t,,eJ

( \ '\ m E\ "lt LOU I\ \ln.:· ~) .. , ~(' H \F HER s.: ( ()
~ r \R C \ '\ Dl E\. \t. l.oui-.. \In:· .tnd \) .. \01 \R \PER\1
C \\Dl F\ \(H \FIIFR,\.CO \T l.Ol'l~. \10 "
Clocks and Clock Parts: One clock ,,ac; found in the per~ona l
po"e"wrh of the \tdti,on l.unih .mother ,hrpmem .tppe.treclto be dock po~n' .mel .•mother. 'i' dot k, iti one <a'e
~f.mui.H t urer\ "'enciling. "l '\ 10'\ Ll I DE----"
Combs: ~ucr.tl \arietie' retmerecl. ~l.neriaJ., in< Jude i\!1n .
"nod ..mel h.trd rubber \l.m\ \\eJ e p.tt ked "illt te,tile-..
Cooking Kits: Four ...et' of wok in~ kih. e.t< h of ''h ie h indude,,, kl'ttll. (()flee pot, tea pot. soup pot and ltd' Con\l~lll"t': C P Dotrl\. \ trginia Cit\.
Cooking Utensils:
\\,tJ

Pat ked '' ith othe. goods. including hard-

e .111d tron,tnne. The uten,,J, mduclc: lollee grinder' .md

p.tn,. '' ine pre''· wpper burket iron cauldron. p.tn' ll.n iron' .111cl ,killeh teal-.ettJe,. rollee poh .mel baking p.tn'

Figure 63.
Boh of bl .•d; ''II..

Illl' <.m go
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IJOt"tc'nt•. Packt'cl 111 h.ureJ, ainu"''' ' tl other dttt·
nen,,tll'. ,jiH'I\\.tlt:. l.unp,, \\,tlt't gla"l'', <I'll '· t•tc. '1 he
<ontenh inducle platt''· <up . pitdwr,, c Hilt' i< J.;,, compote'. and bo'' I (fig. 64).
Churn s, Burter: Wooden . '' ith .llt.t< hetl mcrcun thermometer (lig. li.) ) Rc.•,oldng, h.uul-< r.ml.; \,lflt'l\ .
Cutlery: P.. c kt
with h.uch,,tre. ' lilt' includt• 'P«)(IIh.
knhc'. fork' .md ,cj,,or
China:

Dye: One \,II it't\ of incli~o ''a' on bo.tnl. The cont.tiner'
were ,t.uned .1 deep blue .lllcl 1he m.tteri.tl h.td le.t< heel
''' '' C.otbigm:e: \'i,i.tn .mcl'-.unpMm , Virgini.t Cit\ . ~Lmutner·, 'ttllilin~: " D0\11"11(
1:"\()l(,() 10 lb,
"rROIH Rl BE:-.: & ( <> . St. l '"' "1 l I £ ."
Class {;(Jblet s: P.lCkccl It< to the l·l'•t. B.ulh dam.tged: le.,,
I h.tn ~II pen t'lll 'lin iH•cl tnl:ltl.
Ink: "I '' o 1' p<'' reulH't ed . •t ~~ een kdger ink import eel
from l ondnn. and a hlut-11 tl.. \,triet\ for u'e in '< huol
de'l..'. Cnn,ign<'<. \'j, i 111 .mel '-.mlp,on \'it "'mi.t (It\ \{ tnuf.tctu rcr,· 'tendltn~: I) "~I Pl '\T LRE£:'\ \R'\0 11)'<;
I'\ h R & I \1 nolcl. london · ·mel ~) I DOZ. BOTI L.F ~
1'\h R B "\0\\ \1 I OL I ~.o,. \ 10 ." "11 t: dome,ti< ink''·''
UltH.tincclrn 'Ill til I I 1-oumc. c~~: I.Jgon.tl , lran,p<Uent ~Ia''
holllc' The l onclon '·" iel\ ''·'' conl.tin<.'d in l \Iindt it.tl,
'' heel-thrcm n 'tone'' .ue hoi tie' cnnt.tining .tboul I I num e,.
I he'c "ere IH o\' n ,,,It ~l.tted '' ith 11.11. ungl<~~ed h,,,e,
(5'' llll'l. Hl7 I).

Figure 65.

Bullt•r chum, rt'\nh 111~ paddle' ancl\
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llte . teamhoat Bertrand

Lamp Bases: Badh ~hattt'J cd; approximate~\- 10 percent
recm ered II II all (h~ . fi(i) . Se' er.tl l) pe' and color' of ~'·'"
repre,entc·<l ~lo't "ere found in l.tr~e h.trreJ, ''ith wick,,,_
'>emblie' .111d llue, .
Lamp Flue : Approximatd~ 25 pern·rH recO\ctt·cl unbroken. The gl.t~' nue' ran~ed in hei~ht from 1\ to 12 inche,,
and were 'hipped either in t:a'e' of 111. i2. or "it It mher
m.tteriat.... induclin~ l.tm p h,,,e,, "it k :t"emblie,. and ironlOne china. Con-.i~nee' : Vi' ian and .Simp,on, Virginia Cit} ;
Stuart and Co .. Deer Lodge: C . P. Dorri,, Vir~inia Cit\ .
M tnuftlturt··,· ,tenciling: I) Nl2 do '\c· I XX CHD.i
NFY(). :\'\'\F.Al.ED FR0\1 f D0'\·\1 SO'\ (0 .," and 2)
"6 do1. '\o 2 EXC. CHI \1'\ F\ 5. -\ '\ '\ f -\1 f D FR0~1 E.
00:-.:ALSO~

CO."

ll ardware gcnerall}
packed with lamp Auc·s. ha'c"· and wick assemhlit•s.

Lamp Reflectors and Wall BracJcets:

Lamp Wick Assemblies: Packed "ith lamp Aucs and bases.
Ahtcbes: Boxes of approximate!} 500, packed tS boxes to
the Gt'e (fig. Iii). ~1cN lot' were badh uu,hed .llld it wa'

"'"'~ titi.

l.llmp rc.~con uuct~l from
pan~ found an cargo

ll'll•lll~ l!ClC"·II \ lO ~cp.ll.l(l" lOillt:llh £10111 (,1\C!\

J() )ol\.

Con,ignee-.: Stuart and Co .. Deer Lodge: Vi' ian .nul <;imp.;on. Virginia Cit\: \\'orden and Cu.. Hell Gate: C . P Dorrk
Vir~inia Cit . (\lanuf,tt turer' 'tent ihng : "TEU'(;R \Pll
\f\TCHES. \ . ElCHF.lF C..,l lOllC..,
Mirrors: founcl both in ptr,nnal effet h. and in ~hipmem'
of 'ix to the c:t-.e. The mirror,, -.et in \\OIHien fr.une,, ''ere
It ·•~men ted .

' J iw Cargo
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&..-ing Suppli~~:

Founcl "ith pcr,onal po,'e"ion of the
\ tc hi,on l.unih. '11te 'upplit•, inclucle thre.ul. hunan,,
br.tid. pirh. neeclle,, ,md ribbon.

Ill urc ul.u lin'; appt nximateh 3110 tin'
to the t .l'e. Cmhignet· ~tu.tn .111d Co .. lker Locl~t·.

Shoe polish: P.td:ed

f:, iderHe of '~\trc~l \'arictie' recm erect: all coment'
lc.tched ,t\\a\; 16 lob total. Con,ignee': Vhian and
Simp,on. Virginia Cit~ : \\'onkn .md Co l lell C.ttc. Manul:ttturt•r,· 'temilin~ : I)"---\( II & CO 1\t Loui,, ~1 o .. lill
B \R~ hO l.BS CF.R~t \\ <..,() \P." ~~ .,,, B \RS PAL.\f
"'() \P \ . • h.teHer . · <.0 .. St I oui<' :~) " '' B \RS t)O LBS
~ ""lueller & ( 0 • 01 F I ~E 0\ IDE SO \ P c;,t l.oui .... " .mel
I) .. Is lh, ( \~I Ill "'0 \P. :'\ <..,(II \EI ~ER ,~;,: < 0 .. St.
L.oui, ,"
Soap:
J~.~d

Starch: \pp.trenth p.H keel in 1:1 pound hn'e' \II wntenl\
lt.ul lc.tchecl .t\\,1\ . \f,muf.Hturer,· 'tcrtolin~ I) "-N
ERI-.H\ BRH Ill- R RH l~FI> PF \Rl. s I \RC I I. Cin . 0 .."
.md ~) "W \1 1 ~ I \R( II \\OR!-.~ lndtt·mrl.tl Pure Pearl
St.tnh ."
Sto.-~s and Sto n~ Parts:

P.tdecl '' ith other !.!Oock including
h.tnh, .11 e .llld (linncn' .tre. The par!'> include iron fining'
,tncl 'IIIH'pipe.
Tallow: One lot ,hipped in I ~-inc.lt ..,, ht·ck" t lu t't' inc he'
thid. : III ''heel" tn tltt• c.t,e. and .mother lot in a ,m,tll (:t~
!!·•llon) h.trrel.
Wasbboud 'i: ~fo,t ''ere re<mcrccl in fragmented condition:
met.tl tuhhing 'urf.ttt' dett'rioratecl . ~ l mt lnh .,ppe.tred to
h;l\ c been lied or" tapped in htiiHile' nf
Con,ignee-. 1
\ I urpln . rt . Benton: Vi' ian ,mel '"n pson \'IT ~ini.t Cin
\l.tnuf.nturer,' 'temilin!!: I) " IO'fPII \\ \\ \ \'~ F ...,.,1,
Propuunr \f.muf:utun•r of 0
RJ< I-"' 1:\IPRO\'FD
\\"\<..,IJBO\RD P\ I E~TEil OCT. Ill <u1 0 ." .md ~)
"\\ \<..,111\l R\ ,\. <.0 CHIC \CO. ll.l..''

,i,.

Wasbtubs and Buck~ts: '->c\ era I 'i'e' ret O\ ered . u,u,tlh tele'cnpecl thrt•e or t\,eh< to lnt The exterior' of tht• oa~en
but kct~ "ere p.tintecl !,!Teen. blue .md rc<l. fhe ma jorit\ ".ts
h.tnclc:cl ''ith \\'rou~ht iron . :\l am \\ere tecmered \\ith ''in•
hail'
Warer Tumbl~rs: Packt•d 24 gJ.t,.,es to tlw ca<;e; appro:ximateh 50 perct'lll\\a~ n.•co,ercd intact.
1

Whis k~.Y Class~s: P;u kt·cl 14 t to the e<t,c•: ~0 pt•t t t'lll broken: ra. 6 oume. ( nn,rgnee: Worden and Co., lldl Gatt'.
Wholt•,alcr\ -.tt·nciling - C.trne.t- ~ Cn . ST. L< H I<.., ..

Fipn N . One of thC'
mne contamen of menun found mthe forward
hnlch ul tlw lk 111 .wcl
l11e "rought •ron ves!IC'Is
comamcd the st;md.nd i6
pou nds of mercun O<h
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Writing Supplie5: l nduded \\ il11 other objech \Ut:h a., billfold, , eH . Pendk pen poinh, pen holder'. book< la,ps. led~
er, , cl.l\ hook.,, .md lt::rt her book tm er,.
:\I I -., I '\ G S lJ P P L I E S

Black Powder: Rt:Ul\ered in ,m.tll keg-. with ''ire .mel wooden hails . These lots weighed appr oxirnatel} I 0 pnundo; w hell
dn ~ l mh of the powder had le.tthed :m'd\ . C:t tde' ~ to
I· I I·. Cnn-.ignee : ( :. P Dorri-.. \ ' in.:inia Cit\ \l.multnurer'
'tetHIIrn~

' l \I'Ll~ ~\flTII & BO ll . \\U{.ERI IF \
'1-\\ H>Rh"
Mercury: ( om.tincd in nine ''rough! iron < dindrical wnt.tint•r' '' ith 'tre'' <.trrier rap (hg . liS) . The wnt.tiner.... "itlr
endched <on ten h . r.rn~ecl in ''eight I rom ~ .-~ to ~10 pound-..
<..,r.rm ped die of rnnt.uner ''eight \ 1.,ible. Eight of the <ont.tiner' " 'ere rerm cn:d in a .'l- In I 0-foot '<Jll:rre are.r .tppro,im.tteh l:l feet to the rear of the 'ternpiete. Fi\t'
<ont.tirwr-. were rec mt•red from~ to 'i inchc' .rhme the hold
pi.111J...iug. 'urroundcd In 'and . Thr et were Inunc! clrrenh on
the hold pl;mking underne.nh approximate!\ llll!l pound-. ol
'teel b:tr 'tock One ront.tiner ''·'' found in the hack dir•
.tpp.trt·nth e,c,l\,tted lrom the hold b) the (r,rne burket
''hen remo\'ing , ,uul. Cnn'1~nee : One wnt.tiner bore the
n.une "C . P. Dorri," wriuen in red p.tint along the cylinder
.,ide
Mortars and Pestles: hmr 'eh in one ca,e . C.t,l iton weit.\lt
about :m pound' each. The'e .tppe.tr to be ·•"·1\er,· pe,tJe,
and mort.tP•. Con,ignee : C . P. Dorri,. \'irt_rini.t Cit) .
Pickaxes: Packed in lot:. of~ I or IX to the Cd\C (fig. 69) .
Pick Handles: Packt·d -l~ to the t<he or burl.tp bundle.
Sbo ve/5 :
cm Cl ed .
co\'erecl
\\Tapped

Both D-la.mdle .md 'tr.tigln handlt- \,trietie' re1\ ppro\im.tteh ~0 pen em of .til 'hO\ e), were reintact. The 'pecimen., <~ppeared Lo h<l\e been
in burl.tp I~ ,hmeJ, to th<. hunole.

A GRI CU L TL RE SL' PPLI ES

Axle Grease: Packed in n lind neal tins. approxtmateh 5
pou nds each. Constgnee: ~tuan and Co.. Deer Lodge
W h ole~aler's stennhng "FR0\1 l.. Z-."
Forks. Garden and Hay: Se\ era I 'arictie' and stzes reCO\'ercd, including long handled ha~ forks and four-uned
garden (potato) forks, shipped 12 to a bundle.

Figur~ 70.

Plo'' manul.tcturell b1 Blundcn "•H:"llll: .\Co of') Lou•'

Harness: \ppear'> to be le.nher h.mte-., for a horse: in fragmemed cunei iuon.
Hoes, Garden: Shipped 12 to a bundle: the Kood handles
\\ere badh decomposed
Plow and Cultintor Frames: St H:ral 'at ietic~ and sizes reW\ t:t t>cl : m.tl1) ''ere badh trthht·d .. tlthough re,wr.uion of
the m.qorll\ 'hould be pm.,tble \I 111UII<turer' '1enciling·
l)"j (,\R:'\E'T I &CO .. SI. LOlli~ . \10 .. "al1d 2)"TOBEY
& \ '\ IH R. PF:ORI \. II L."
Plows and Plow Blade Assemblies: c.;l \l'ral lat ge (ca. 18-inch
bl.ult•) plm1' '' ith ton~ue' .lll.lt hed mel a nurnher ol 'maller
pJm, hl.ulc ·'"cmblie, 1hg. Ill) . \ number ''ere recO\ered
'ddt .11 t.tt hed rti,c ,odnmer,, \l.mul,u turer' 'tencilin~ on
1he tnngue': "BLL '\DE"\, KO f.'\H. & CO. o..,T LOL'IO..,.
\10"
Scyth es: I ,,·o-h.tnded. 1-loc>t bl.ulc \a rit>l\ .
BLILDI!\G SVPPLIES

A~e Handles: Packed 12. 2·1 and 18 tn the bundle (burlap
'' r.tppt•d) or '' ooden ct,e . Comigrwn: \'i' i.tn .11 cl \imp,on.
Vit ~ini.t Ci \ \\'urden and Co . II ell C.tte.
Axe Heads: O..,(upped I 2 .md 21 tn the t ,,,e. Con'i~nee'
«..;tu.trt .utd C.n .. Deer Lodge~ Worden and Co. H ell (,,lie.
\l,llluLit'lltrer' 'tentilint?;: "L. BI.OOI)''-1 t..,TEEL \ '\ES.
'\ \ '\ h Fl P \ T fl:.R:'\ .. \\'hoJeqJu \ 'ttn<ilin~: '"\E\\'1 \ '\ D \f \ '\ l E'\ II \RDW \Rl-.. Pllll \ ."
Hard'+are and Tools: Mi,cellancnu'> h.IT<h\all' packed apprn"im.tteh l:lo pound-. to the ho, . ~[thl lot' lOnt.tined .1
'.11 ict\ of ... m.tllwoh .md build in~ m.ttl·ri.th O..,ner .tlloh m.t\
h.nl· hecn ,hipmenb from m.1il ordt"J huu'e'. Con'i{{nee':
t..,llJ.II t ,tnd Co . Deer L.odl.{e: C . P. Doni,, Yir!-,rinia CiLy:
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Worden .uul Co , II ell (.ate Whole,,tlcr ' .,lendlin'l: 1)
~I R< lM :\F\\'1 \~ D M \ t"\ LEY II \ RD\\' \ RE. P ill I.\ ..'' 2)
"\. I . Sll \Pl.EI<.IJ ~ <.O .• llE LI:RS 1:'>: H \RI>W \R£
:-\1> CL'"J U RY. s r . I OL I S.'' .md 3) "PR \TI ~: I OX.
I~II'ORTFRs. DE LERs 1>: II \Ril\\' \RE \Nil Cl2Tl FRY. Sl'. I Ol 1~ ." The Ji,tino..: of harcl'' are in the ~' nop'i'
of contenb "·''made from field note' .uul j, limitt•<l to that
''hie h '' :-1'> oiN?n .thle ''hilt' the l.tr~o w,,, he in~ remm eel.
lad Bar Stock: One-eighth pound bar,, packecl 1 14 har' to
the c,,,c. Cnrbig1:n \\on len ,n,! ( o .. li d I <-: .• tt \Ltllll t .tl"tuH:r' ,tendlin~
\1 I.Ol' l '-1 o.., HOT TOWER CO '-1 f
I <>l J<.., \ 10 ."
uad. White: J>arJ...ed in ~5 pound J...cg... ContCIU\ gc•nerall)

lt'lll.tined int.H t. Cmhignt:e: Worden .mel Co . ll t:ll l•.IIC

M.111ufac llllcr\ .,ten< iling : ( O l l.H R ( .0~ 1 P \ '\ \ Pl RE
\\' lll TE l F \I>, IH.EAC H ED ...,, l .oui' '
Mauls: o..,j, to eight pound m.wJ.,. p.tt ked I~ ru thl' ,,,,e.
Con,t;.;nee Vi, i.m .uHI O..,tmp,on. Vir~ini.t Cit,.
Nails: \ ''ide \ ,u icl\ of length' and m.mu l.lnun• ol nll
n.tiJ, ''ere tcw\cred: :~ .-, loh total (It~. 7~). "J ht.'\ \\Cre
l..ed in kt·g ... applo,imatch 100 pound' e.tch . The ,pecifJom Ollt." ill(h in Jcll~th lo 'pike, of llC,ti"J\ rnur
in< ht•,, 'I h<.· ke~' ''ere t''\trenwh dillat uh to lt'lii\CI int.ttt,
and it ""•'' g(•neralh nete"·'n to' 'ep.tr.ttt• the contenh from
J>.l(

nwn,r:tn~c

The Cargo

the kegs. Consignees: Worden and Co., Hell Gate; Stuart
and Co., Deer Lodge. Manufacturer's stenciling: "GRUFF
BENN--- & CO., CLINTON, OHIO."
Steel Bar Stock: Recovered in the bow: ranging in length

from fi to I 0 feet. The round stock is approximately l/2 inch
in diameter: the square and rectangular stock from l/2 to I
inch along a side. Weight approximately fiOO pounds.
Tar Paper: Approximately 500 pounds of tar paper was
encountered in the clay. It appeared to be shipped in 5- by 6foot sheets, but was not recoverabie intact. Specimens were
· taken for the lab.
PERSONAL POSSESSIONS

Robert Campbell: A box containing girls' clothing, spools of

thread, hair brushes, bolts of cloth, two leather book covers,
a chalk board, shoes, and handkerchiefs. Consignee: "TO
ROBT. CAMPBELL, FT. BENTON."
Atchison Family: A box containing womens' shoes, children's
gloves, picture frames, mirrors, wicker sewing basket, a blue
dressing gown, almonds, wall lamps. curtains, toys, including small blocks and horse-pulled cart. Consignee: "TO
ATCHISON, VIRGINIA CITY, M.T."
Unidentified: A box containing woman's clothing, slippers, a
small box of almonds and what appeared to be watermelon
seeds, and a Chinese dress in a small, lacquered box with
Chinese characters brushed on the lid. Consignee: unknown.
MISCELLANEOUS CARGO

Bull Whips: Fragments of leather bull whips packed with
hardware.
Coal: Bituminous; recovered on deck, extreme starboard
stern (at transom) near the engineer's or blacksmith's working area. Approximately 500 pounds of the material appeared to be on board at the time of sinking.
Gunpowder: Contained in 1-pound cans, 24 cans to the
case. Consignee: Vivian and Simpson, Virginia City.
Howitzer Ammunition: Cannon shot (two types); one contained cannister, the other a 12-pound, exploding ball with
timing fuse (fig. 7:)). Arsenal's stenciling: "CANNON
SHELLS FOR MOUNTAIN HOWITZER, I doz. SHELLS
FIXED FEBR. 1865, 18 FRICTION PRIMERS FROM ST.

",1
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LOllS \RSE:'\ \1. " I he 'phencal Gt'e projectile' contain
lead llJU'lct ball , .69 inche' in diameter, ,u)phur. and a
bur,ter chat ~e of I I 2 ounce' of ~o . 2 mu,ket powder. The
projectih ,,·a, fixed ''ith a Borman time fu,t' and each loacled ( 1'c j, 'tT.tpped to .t conical wooden ,,tbot . \(n>rdin~ to
s,,iuer P"-) tht· ammumuon confo11m to the ,pccificatiom
set forth in the UniC«·cl Scare' Or<irwnn· .\fanua/ of 1862.
The othc1 l\ pe of mountam ho\\ iller ammunition, cannister
shot, coliform' clo~eh to the Ordnal)(t' ,\ /,mu:JI <.pecification:-. for the ..,hrapncl'' 'ariety. The 'hcet tin n Iinder wa'
filled \\ ith four tier' of r.: u'\ket ball-. . .1)9 in( he' in diameter.
packed in 'a'' du<.t . Fricuon prime·•' packed in t•ach case of
ammunition are ~tandard for the pt•riod (ibid., p . 7).
Lead Shot: \ppro,im.ttch :~.-~ pound, ol hint ,(lOt (:tppro,im.llth :\o i in ,j,t·) \H'Il: tt>lCI\l'H'cl 1111 !Itt• lt~tllllunr. ~o
C\ idt:IH l ol l OJHaitH'l ' ·

~2

Pipes. Smoking: '-It•\ u ·.d t \ pe' .mel 'itt.'' 1t't m cJt.•d : hn.tr' .tncl
tl,t\ OIH lot 111< ludt:d l Ia\ 00\1 J, C'l Ju,iH•l\ olllCI\ (01\·

''t'lll' and hmd'

Cmhi!.,!nee: \ ' i, i.tn and \unp,on. Vir"TIIf (II f BR \TF.D
\'IR<.I"I \POll\ I\" (CL \Y). J. R. IR \"hl I"~ CO ..

t.tinecl

~ini; <II\
~Oll

\l,mul.tttmer·,,temiliu~ :

\<.E:-..J'-1 I<>R THE ~~\~ll \( llRIR...,.
Pl"' '-1 llEPO I . \PPO~I \TfOX < OUI':T\', \' \

P\~1-

73

Figure 7S. lim, illt·r .1mmun11aon , 12-pnuntlc;-r, -1. i~ incht'' in thamt·tcr;
fi,t"<l ~ouh Borma n fu-..:

Rope: -\ number ol rope f ra~menb and e' ide nee of ,J tp\
line''' t:re encoumered on de< k .md in the hold-. ~ro-.t were
b.ulh dt>terior.tted .•tlld onh are,, -.pecimen ... (wilecl bun< he ... ) "et e ret m ·e• ed

Shoe Repair Supplie.~: Shippl'd in one box. Included are
shoe tops. "hot nail<.. ht·els, awl<.. hit-., tin plate. tape mea~ut e.
Tobacco: \ .mou' t\ pe' 'hipped indudin~ tig.tr:-.. plug <ut .
,Jueddecl ground , .111 gro~n1d \,trietic' ''ere contained in
ram~. mitered hm.e' ol ".tlnut Cnn'll.~nee-. · ~tu.trt and Co ..
Deet l0<h.:e \'i,i.tn .md <;imp,on Virgint.t Citv: Worden
and Co. llell l •• ne \f.tnul.l(ttller' -...tenuling : I) "L \DY
F-----< !GARS" 2) "KIL LH KI'\G 0..,\I OKP\(, rOB~C
CO I·RO~ I ---Kf:-\~ & ('(). I \~IL <; •'1:\ hH \\I. ~T
L OL'I~ P \Chf D \f.\RCH hh) .. '\} ·"~fOK I '\(, TOB \C( 0 I lb b;tb. :\1 ~ . \fEFH.\~ 1 BRO!'l. ~T LOL' I S." -!}
"( 1(,

\R\

J L D \ 11 \B \ '\ \ · .md

\ fl '.SOL'R l WEED . Park-.,·ille. ;\In ..

.i) 'F\. TR \ I 1'\E

Interpretation: Cutaway Views
of the Steamboat Bertrand
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Ca. 16 Feet Aft of Stem piece

Ca. 40 Feet Aft of Stemplece

99
aa

Ca. 75 Feet Aft of Stemplece

Ca. 163 Feet Aft of Stempiece

Figure 7 4. Interpretive sectional views of the Bertrand at selected distances aft of the stempiece. a. ice shield, b. outriggers, c. guard, d. main
deck, e. deck beams. f. stanchions. g. bulkheads, h. side planking, i. knuckle,
j. cocked hat (futtock), k. top wale strake (clamp), I. bilge keelson, m. main
(central) keelson, n. floor strake, o. ash trap door, p. ash trough and fire
brick, q. firebox and boilers, r. stairway to boiler deck, s. heat jacket, t.
stacks, u. hog chain brace, v. rails, w. stationaries, x. berths, y. dining area
ancl kitchen, z. pilot house, aa. tiolets, bb. boiler deck, cc. main deck, dd. cylinder timbers, ee. engine room ventilators, ff. bulkheads, gg. cabin roof, hh.
engine room, ii. carlines.

PART

5

ARCHITECTURE
AND GRAPHIC
RECONSTRUCTION
Photographs of the Bertrand have not been found, and
builders of her day did not work from prepared sets of plans. Nevertheless, a reasonably accurate interpretation of the ship's lines, at least
to the top of the boiler deck, can be approximated (figs. 74, 75). In
general, the Bertrand can be characterized as an upper Ohio River
stern wheeler, a packet built for shallow water and constructed for the
express purpose of negotiating up-river environments.
Careful recording of the position of stationaries and stanchions, some remains of which were observed protruding through the
·main deck, suggests the extent of the boiler deck which supported the
passengers' and officers' cabins. The presence or absence of a texas
deck may never be known and, lacking such evidence, none is included in graphic interpretations. On the other hand, the system of hog
chaining depicted on the drawings rests l.lpon reasonably firm evidence. In several cases the chain ends and butt ends of the hog chain
braces or struts were charted in position and recovered, and their
angles of cant were measured and recorded. Positions of the stacks
and boilers, all removed by early day salvors, were based upon the
location of the ash trough, hand pump, and mud and steam drums.
Depiction of the location and size of the pilot house, toilets in the
stern, and yawl and steam fittings were all based upon photographs of
boats similar to those of the Bertrand's class and manufacture.

THE HULL
With the exception of the bow sides and forecastle, which
had been chopped away by early salvors (fig. 1), the hull was found
virtually intact, although badly contorted. The major structural
members, including the sides and bottom planking, keelsons, ribs,
75

Chine Detail
Starboard Side
View To Bow
0
I

2

Feet

d

a

Figure 76. Section of chine, starboard side, approximately H feet forward
of transom; view to bow; a. knuckle, b. cocked hat or futtock, c. bilge keelson, rl. side planking, e. strake. f. bottom rib.

footlines, yokes, spar chain straps, cylinder timbers, boiler supporting
beams, kevels, strakes, outriggers, and deck beams, were all constructed of white oak, rough sawn and held in place by common bolts and a
few square cut nails. The main decking, guard planking, and hatch
framing and covers were of white pine, nailed in place and caulked
with pitch and oakum.
The hull was carvel-built, bottom and side planks meeting
!lush at the seams, the construction beginning with bottom planking
varying in thickness of from 2 I /2 to 3 inches. The central keelson,
from stem to stern, was built up of four layers of overlapping oak
beams. I The chines were then set (fig. 76), the cylinder timbers and
hog chain braces installed. followed by side ribs and planking, stringers and their supports, the bulkheads, transom, outriggers and guard,
and finally the main deck. The side and bottom planking and interior
supporting strakes were scarf-jointed at intervals which appear to
have been simply the length of available lumber (fig. 75).
The dead flat area, i.e., the mid-portion of the hull wht;re
water and buttock lines are straight and the bottom flat, appears to
have involved nearly one-third of the length of the boat amidships,
with the bow and stern sheers involving one-third each of the remaining length (fig. 77). This development, contributing in part to the
general trend of decreasing the depth of hold in orderto sustain add1Dimensions of the major structural members of the hull appear in Appendix C, "A
Study to Determine Volume, Weight, and Density of the Hull of the Bertrand."

FJ.gUre 75. Interpretation of the Bertrand lines.

59'-

7'' - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - D e a d

Flat 83'- 6"

Bow S>w 35'- 3"

~

S

I

~---------------------------------------Actual Length 178'-4" -------------~------------~
.
(Exclusive of Wheel)

Figure 77. Longitudinal section; view depicting sheer of vessel and major structural members from main (central) keelson outboard, port side. a. pillow block
(lower section), b. cylinder timber, c. upper rudder assembly, d. balance (master) rudder. e. stern post, f. skeg, g. tum of bilge (stem), h. deck beams, i. side strakes,.
j. top wale strakes !clamp), k. hog chains, I. footilhgs, m. side keelson, n. main (central) ke!!lson, o. rab~ets for deck beams a~d outriggers,_ I'· side rib·, q. boiler
r. yoke assembly, s. spar chain strap (interior), t, stempiece, u. bottom planking, v. bottom ribs, w. cylinder stanchions, x. cylinder supporting rods, y. bulkhead ltr<uls·ver:se).
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Figure 78. Plan of hull bottom; all decking and remnants of superstructure removed. a. outriggers, b. wing (slave) rudder, c. guard, d. hog chain, e. cylinder timber
brace, f. side planking, g. side ribs, h. top wale strake (clamp), i, bilge keelson, j. floor strakes, k. deck stanchion positions, I. main keelson, m. side keelson, n.
footling, o. boiler beams, p. spar chain strap (interior), q. upper yoke assembly, r.lower yoke assembly, s. stem piece, t. hog chains, u. cylinder cradles, v. rudder sto s.
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ed weight with less draft, was well underway by the mid-19th century,
and was typical of steamboats on western rivers (Hunter, 1949 p. 73;
Bates, 1968, fig. 29). The depth of the hold, measured in the dead flat
area from the top of the bottom planking to the underside of the deck
beams, is 5 feet, 2 inches, precisely the measurement recorded on the
certificate of enrollment.2 The width of hold measured from the port
to starboard ins~de planking at deck level is 32 1/2 feet, 3 inches less
than that recorded in the enrollment record. Statute length, measured from stempiece to sternpost abutting the transom, is 162 feet,
slightly greater than the recorded enrollment of 161 feet. These discrepancies may be the result of the contortions the hull has undergone as a result of settling and the pressure of the surrounding soil,
or the difficulty in obtaining precise field measurements of the
warped hull when it was exposed during the summer of 1969. At any
rate, the differences between field measurements and the enrollment
record are so minor as to constitute still further evidence that the
remains of the boat excavated is actually that of the Bertrand.
Running nearly the entire length of the hull, from the transverse bulkhead to the upper bow yoke, is the remains of a single longitudinal bulkhead separating the hold in halves (frontispiece, figs. 1,
78). Both the longitudinal and transverse bulkheads, the latter separating the hold area from the stern bilge, were constructed of white
pine and extended vertically, approximately 5 to 6 inches higher than
the sides, thus resulting in a crowned main deck to afford drainage.
Upon excavation, the guards appeared to extend horizontally and are
so depicted in figure 74, although the guards of many riverboats of
the period exhibited a slight insloping, i.e., upward cant (Bates 1968,
p. 23).
The Bertrand appears to have had at least five hatches on
the main deck leading to the holds in the hull. A single stern bilge
hatch, approximately 2 1/2 by 3 feet, was encountered early in the
excavation period of 1968 (figs. 24, 29). Near this hatch was a square
opening which had been cut into the main deck by early-day salvors.
Three-quarter-inch holes had been drilled into the decking and a
portion of the hatch cover at approximately 5-inch intervals; the
boards were then sawed and torn away, allowing access to the bilge.
While it is uncertain whether the bilge was used to carry cargo, none
was recovered in the area by the salvors of 1968-69. Two main loading
hatches were situated 38 feet forward of the transom and were found
with hatch covers removed. The remains of two forward hatches were
found approximately 33 feet to the rea! of the stempiece. The latter
2Record Group 41, Records of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation.
General Services Administration, National Archives and Record Service; Washington
D.C.
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Other hull features of note included two kevels (wooden
cleats with steel sheaves) at the port and starboard stern quarters, situated on the guards, and used for tie down (figs. 79, 80). Similar kevels
wer~ probably installed at the bow, although no evidence remained
after the activities of the early salvors, which included the chopping
and tearing away of the forecastle.
The reconstruction drawing (fig. 75) depicts the Bertrand
equipped for grasshoppering, a spar and pulley arrangement which
allowed the boat to be levered across sandbars. The spar straps were
still intact in the bow and the remains of the chains were briefly exposed during the excavation period of 1969.
Note should also be made of the heavy beam supporting system, a pair of yokes, in the bow (figs. 78, 81). These yokes, used to
support the powered capstan and timberhead, and to provide additional strength to the bow, were heavy oak timbers attached to the
strakes and keelsons. As with other portions of the driving mechanism, the capstan had long ago been salvaged, although its horizontal
shaft and gear still lay in pillow blocks attached to the longitudinal
bulkhead near the bow.
Considered as a unit, the hull conformed to the ideals of the
time for shallow draft boats designed for upper river navigation. The
vessel's riblines and waterlines (fig. 82), drawn at the time the hull was
exposed, are indicative of the simple construction of such craft. The
Bertrand's hull was flexible, a necessary feature for successful negotiation of sandbars and other low-water hazards. Even as it settled to
the bottom upon sinking and after the salvaging of the hog chain
trussing system, its severe bowing amidships resulted in few splits or
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not made for the Bertrand. But the rna jor developments of the I 850's
and I 860's, which resulted in the light hulls with shallow draft, facilitated primarily by hog chain systems and the use of a good deal of
metal trussing, were incorporated in the Bertrand, thus making her
quite adaptable for upper-river navigation on most waterways in the
Vnited States.

PADDLE WHEEL AND RUDDERS
Although the paddle wheel had been removed from its pillow blocks at the ends of the cylinder timbers, three spare Hanges (fig.
30), and a single arm (fig. 32) were found on the main deck-portions
that allow a reasonable graphic reconstruction of the paddle wheel

Stern Waterlines

1-foot contours

J,.

,1,.

Rib lines
Stern

I\\'--'-------

Figure 82. The Bertrand's waterlines and riblines.

Bow
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itself. The stern wheel was equipped with 13 arms and buckets attached to flanges, the latter of which could be separated in halves for
easy replacement. The wheel shaft on the boat was round, in contrast
to the usual hexagonal shape, and a series of keys kept the flanges
from turning on the shaft. Based on the radial distance from the center of the pillow block to a point approximately 4 inches short of the
stern arc of the rudder, the paddle wheel appears to have been about
18 feet in diameter. Allowing 4 inches of clearance on both sides of
the wheel and the outer cylinder timber and the side of the pillow
block, the wheel ~·ould have been about 28 feet long.
It is of more than ordinary interest that the Bertrand's stern
paddle wheel and support system were typical of those which had
reached a peak of development for western packets a few years later.
For many years, the stern wheels were supported within the lines of
the hull rather than extending beyond the hull as in the case of the
Bertrand, i.e., revolving on pillow blocks mounted at the ends of the
extensions of the cylinder timbers. It is apparent, however, that the
employment of very heavy wheels, extending beyond the hull and
supported by their own truss system, was already a practice of the
boatwrights in the Wheeling-Pittsburgh area by 1865. It must be noted that the four features usually considered to exemplify full development of the stern wheel systems were already a part of the Bertrand's
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STARBOARD RUDDER ASSEMBLY

Side View of Balance (Master) Rudder

Side VIew of Wing (Stave) Rudder

Figure 83. Starboard rudder assembly, top and side views. The balance
(master) rudder on each side extends slightly under both the stern rake of
the hull and the former position of the paddle wheel; a. hog chain and its
heel, b. stern post, c. pintle, d. rudder stops, e. rudder articulating arm, f.
hinges, g. lower (balance) rudder assembly, h. wing (slave) rudder, i. upper
(balance) rudder assembly, j. false transom, k. wheel arc, I. stern post, m.
skeg, n. tiller bar socket, o. stern rake.
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As with many riverboats of the period, the Bertrand was
equipped with a pair of skegs forward of the master rudders, devices
which tended to prevent side slip and to reduce accumulation of drift.
Regrettably, exact measurements of the skegs and their method of
attachment to the turn of the bilge could not be determined inasmuch
as the salvors did not expose those portions of the stern.'~

HOG CHAIN TRUSS SYSTEM
The marked increase of the length-to-breadth ratio which
""as employed by builders of almost all western steamers at the time
the Bertrand was constructed necessitated a rather complex longitudinal truss system of iron rods (hog chains) and braces to support the
relatively heavy ends of the boat. In the case of the Bertrand and other stern wheelers of her size, the braces extended from the keelsons to
a point slightly above the superstructure. While only fragments of the
hog chain system remained in the hull and on the main deck, the appearance and positions of the major elements can be reconstructed
with reasonable accuracy.
Long a central problem in the construction of lightly built
riverboats, means -of adding longitudinal or girder strength to prevent hogging and sagging eventually resulted in a system of long
wooden braces and iron rods which could be tightened or loosened by
turnbuckles (fig. 85). Braces employed in the system were usually
firmly attached to keelsons or other heavy members and extended
through the boiler deck. Both the remains of the bracing timbers and
the opening in the main deck through which they protruded were
carefully mapped as the sand and mud was cleared. The bottom angles of the braces were recorded, allowing the artist to project their
cant above the main deck. Their lengths were based upon photographs of other boats of the same general class as the Bertrand_ Positions of the ends of tie rods and hog chains were also mapped for the
beam and truss arrangement of the paddle wheel, and the entire
scheme is depicted along with the reconstruction of the superstructure in figure 75.

ENGINE REMAINS
Very few parts of the engines were found during the excavation period of 1969. The early day salvors apparently had been quite
3AJthough the salvors had no plans to excavate anywhere outside the periphery of
the holds, upon the author's request they did expose enough of the stern area to measure the rudders and a slight portion of the stern rake. Further excavation in the area,
without elaborate buttressing, was considered dangerous, both to personnel and to the
structure itself.
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Hog Chain Turnbuckle
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Figure 85.

Side View

End View

Detail of typical turnbuckle used to tighten hog chains.

successful in removing nearly everything of value or, at any rate, everything that could be used again in the construction of other boats or
to power sawmills, as was often the practice following the sinking and
recovery of riverboats on the Missouri. The literature on the subject
of salvaging sunken steam vessels in the west is full of references to
the activity of divers primarily intent on recovering the engine parts,
cylinders, pistons, boilers, and camshaft assemblies in particular (King
1863:182, 183: cf. Sen. Ex. Doc. 42, 82nd Cong., I Sess., p. 110).
Evidence seems clear that the engines and possibly other
parts were originally installed in another vessel. Earl Chapin May, in
his Principia to Wheeling (New York, 1945) relates the activities of a
number of steamboat builders and fitters of Wheeling, and in his discussion of A. J. Sweeney, the installer of the Bertrand engines, reports the following:
Wheeling's river traffic developed many legendary figures. There
was a Captain A . .J. Sweeney. of the North Wheeling shipyards,
who built a steamboat bearing his name for Captain Geo/ge Hill of
St. Louis. and which finished her long career on the Cumberland
River by colliding with a pier at Nashville. Although they raised her
machinery. brought it back to Wheeling and installed it in the Berrraur [sic]. that boat sank in the Missouri River and became a total
loss. (May. 1945, p. 159)

There is no record of a steamer Bertraut on the Missouri,
and it appears that the name was either misspelled or misprinted.
E!lorts at tracing the route of the engines after they were salvaged by
the insuror's divers were made without success.
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Despite the activity of the early salvors, those remammg
parts that were recovered cin the deck during the summer of 1969,
and the positions of the auxiliary features associated with the engines,
do allow general statements a~ to th~ir conformity and design. The
coursed firebrick, ask trough, apd m1.1d and steam drums on the main
deck immediately to the rear of the forecastle clearly indicate ~pe
former location of the boilers (fig. 29). During the period whfn ~re
Bertrand was constructed, the boilers were built over the mud drum
and below the steam dru~,· and were fueled and stoked f~q~ the
bow where cords of wood were loaded and stored for immediate use.
While we can be reasonably c~rtain that the boilers were position~d
horizontally, judging from the location of the long ash trough whifr
terminated at the starboard guard trap door, details of constructi<m
such as thickness of plate, length and breadth of boiler, and flue ar:
rangements may never be known. By the 1870's, however, most noncondensing, high pressure engines for western boats constructed in
the Pittsburgh area were served by long, cylindrical boilers with a pair
of internal flues, and with the fireb9x at the bow end (Hodge, 1840;
Wallace, 1865, pp. 103-109).
The cylinders, one on either side of the boat, were firmly attached to the cylinder supporting beams. Unfortunately, we can rely
on only a very few sketches and photographs of engines constructed
as early as 1864. However, the Bertrand's driving mechanism must
certainly have been quite similar to the classic horizontal example
depicted by Paul R. Hodge in 1840 (see also Hunter, 1949, p. 140,
and Tredgold, 1851, vol. II, pt. 1). We can, for example, be reasonably certain that the valve and cam system employed on the Bertrand
included an adjustable eccentric, i.e., cutoff, mounted on the shaft of
the paddle wheel which allowed the engineer to close the steam valve
at any desired point in the stroke (Wallace, 1865, pp. 142-144). This
allowed the use of a full stroke cam to be employed when the boat was
getting underway and whenever maximum power was required, and
of the ad justab1e cutoff, allowing economical use of steam pressure
under ordinary conditions. Both types of cams were found in the excavation, either spares or the original equipment overlooked by the
early salvors. The halves of the full stroke and exhaust cams are depicted in figure 31.

GRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION
As has been noted, the graphic reconstruction of the lines of
the Bertrand was accomplished in large measure by projecting the
remains and fragments of features which survived the activity of early
salvors, and by the use of photographs of boats known to have been
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constructed in a very similar manner. Beginning with the scale drawings and photographs of the hull itself, such vertical members as stanchions extending to the bottom of the boiler deck and the braces running at various angles from the keelsons were drawn in place, positioned on the basis of their stumps, or the holes in the main deck
through which they passed. The survival of a single whole stanchion
or stationary which was found lying on the deck allowed us to determine accurately the height of the boiler deck from the main deck.
The extension of the boiler deck forward was readily determined by the limits of the stanchion sockets and openings in the main
deck through which the stanchions passed. It was found that the boiler deck ended just forward of the stacks, which would have .allowed
reasonably easy access to the forward hatches. The positions of the
stacks and boilers, as previously noted, were based upon the location
of the bottom of the firebox and ash trough.
Sidings (bulkheads) projecting from the main deck were
held in place, at least in part, by quarter-round molding which was
mapped in place before decking was removed and thereby the periphery of the areas enclosed on the main deck could be determined
with some confidence. Thus, the graphic reconstruction of the Bertrand, at least to the level of the boiler deck, proceeded by simple extension of features known to have been a part of the steamer, and a
very general description of her appearance to this point involves few
problems. From this point, however, one must proceed with much
less assurance by relying upon a number of published sources and
photographs of steamers known to have been similar in design. The
cabin area above the boiler deck in the stern was drawn somewhat
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short of the full length of the boiler deck itself, a characteristic of
steamers built for the upper Ohio River trade. The fact that the Bertrand was a packet, i.e., carrying both passengers as well as freight,
would have required that she be able to house a number of persons in
reasonable comfort, in addition to the officers. It is assumed that there
were at least four crew members on board who would have been
housed in quarters separate from other crew members, including the
captain, clerk, and two engineers. In addition, such craft normally
carried a chambermaid' and cook, who were sometimes housed in
the cabin area but were not given staterooms when packets were
carrying a full passenger complement. While we cannot be certain of
the number of first class passengers on board, one newspaper account
mentions the figure of 20 (Sunday Journal and Star, April 12, 1936).
Therefore, the number and size of cabins depicted in figure 86 was
not considered unreasonable. 4 Such considerations as the exact positions of the pilot house, dories and their supporting davits, etc., were
necessarily based upon photographs of similar craft.
Two photographs of contemporary steam vessels were particularly helpful in the graphic reconstruction of certain details of the
superstructure, namely the Deer Lodge (fig.87), and the Lida Norvell
(fig. 88). The Bertrand's cabin was built at Pittsburgh at about the
same time as that of the Deer Lodge (Way, 1950, p.8), a packet which
ran ahead of the Bertrand several days, also enroute to Fort Benton.
The Deer Lodge, with a spoonbill bow, but with superstructure characteristic of the upper Ohio River packets, is v~ry likely to have shared
certain features with the Bertrand, particularly the main stairs running athwartship, the cabin roof extending forward somewhat beyond the cabin itself, the presence of cabin skylights, stanchions, bull
rails, and a full boiler deck.
The only surviving photograph of the Lida Norvell is a poor
one-an enlargement made from a photograph of a number of boats.
She was constructed in 1865 at Portsmouth, Ohio, was used in trade
on the Yazoo, Red and Yalobusha Rivers, measured only 88 tons, and
was 103 feet in length (Lytle, 1952, p. 112), considerably smaller than
the Bertrand. This craft was a very typical packet operating in the
Ohio area. It was constructed with a model bow, guards, overhanging
boiler deck, enclosed engine room, and with no texas-all traits it
most likely shared with the Bertrand.
Perhaps the major point of contention and conjecture regarding the appearance of the superstructure of the Bertrand in4 Figure 86 was prepared following the suggestions and advice of Alan L. Bates, architect and steamboat authority. The drawing is conjectural, but is representative of the
cabin arrangements of Upper Ohio river packets of the time of the Bertrand's manufacture.

Figu re 87. I he f>«r l cxlc:c. tAl 1:-.h"> , wn,trmtt·tlw tht• 'Pt·nht.ollon' ol
tht cJ\\nt'r~olthe li~llt.md.sharecl m.un trau,oftht·l.!lter (Phutotourtc'\
nl \un R 1\atr, I ou•~'tlle. ~.;, )

Fssure 88. rhe onh lno"' n photo~:nph of the l.ida SoneU. talt'n in tht'
summer of I 1'6i; at ( manna II Tht' upper Oluo Rt\C:r \Cs,eJ, ,.hlle <ome·
"h 11 sm.tlkr than tht• Berrmnd, app•·.tr' to ha\e 'hared v.tth her mo\1 of
the out... arcl characren,tic' Comp.ue the pholiiRraph "'llh ftgure 'i5, the
graphic rNon,trucuon of the Ben~nd'5 hnt'" (Photo count'' of 1he Cmc mnau Pubhc Llbran )
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volves the question of whether the boiler deck supported by stationaries extended to a point nearly directly over the edge of the guards
below. Two persistent characteristics of boats built specifically I or the
upper Missouri trade was the lack of guards and the shaping of the
bow into a "spoonbill" form such as that of the Deer Lodge, which
Copelin and Roe had constructed especially for their business between St. Louis and Fort Benton. The Bertrand did have guards and
a straight-sided, upper Ohio River bow. Very limited portions of the
guards were exposed during the excavation, and those portions which
were exposed were helpful in determining the dimensions and limits
of the g~ards and the interval distances of supporting outriggers, but
did not reveal sockets or evidence of the former existence of stationaries. However, all other evidence seems to point to the Bertrand as
having been designed for upper Ohio River work and, therefore, the
graphic reconstructions include stationaries and an overhanging boiler deck (fig. 74). If or when the hull is again exposed and careful
examination of the periphery of the guards is made, it may be found
that stationaries were once positioned along the edges.
Unfortunately, we have no historical description of the Bertrand such as that which is available for the Deer Lodge, a steamer
which shared so many characteristics. The similarities of the vessels
appear remarkable as one reviews the comment of General Phillippe
Regis de Trobriand, who was a passenger on the Deer Lodge in 1867:
The general construction is simple. The hull is flat, almost without a
keel, made to displace as little water as possible. When completely
loaded, it does not draw more than4 feet of water, average.3 to 31/2
ft. Under the first deck, the hun· forms the hold where the merchandise is stacked one half to two thirds the length of the boat, the
forward deck is open. The stern is closed in a room to protect the
engines and serves as a repair shop. The furnaces and boilers are
on the deck, forward of the engines. They pile firewood port, starboard, and forward, leaving a passage for the crew on each side of
it. In front of the furnaces, there is an open stairway which leads up
to the Upper Deck. This deck supported the length of the boat by
castiron columns, encloses a dining room or salon in the center,
from which all cabins open on port and starboard ...Outside the
cabins on both sides there is a gallery onto which each cabin opens
by a glass door. The great paddle board wheel which propels her is
as wide as the stern. The pilot house, which contains the wheel is
located on the upper deck between two high smokestacks and a little astern. She was armed with a field piece and carried both a carpenter and a blacksmith. (Kane, 1951, pp. 24-25)

During that period of time when attempts were being made
to reconstruct graphically the lines of the Bertrand from those ship's
parts and fittings that survived, several authorities on the architecture
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of the western steamboat were consulted by the author. These men
reviewed the initial field drawings, photographs and maps made at
the time of excavation, submitted reports; and corresponded at some
lengthin their deliberations. Their comments excerpted below contain pertinent information on the boat and provide alternative interpretations of structure and history. Their recommendations for
changes in the initial graphic reconstruction were followed, and were
incorporated in the figures included in this work.
THE PROBABLE APPEARANCE
OFTHESTEAMERBERTRAND
by Alan L. Bates5
The aim of this report is to give a general idea of the arrangement
and appearance of the steamer Brdttahd. In the last paragraph of
most such reports it is admitted that they are of limited value. This
one is different: it states so froni the start for, unless and until a
contemporary photograph of tne Bertrand is discovered somewhere, certain aspects of her appearance shall always remain. conjectural.
There is a limited amount of data available on this vessel. Most
important are accurate drawings prepared from measurements
when her hull was exposed, particularly the cabin support members at the main deck level (fig. 29). Enrollment papers list her hull
dimensions and nominal tonnage capacity. Newspaper accounts indicate that she was a very light boat, drawing but 18 inches when
empty, with a plain and unadorned cabin. The accuracy of newspapers is always open to a serious doubt, however, due to reportorial
ignorance, inflated hometown pride, and, frequently, outright
lying on the part of interviewees.
There is much data available about similar contemporary vessels
in the forms given above and also in photographic recording. A
clear photograph of the steamer Deer Lodge is in existence (fig.
87), (Way, 1950, p. 83). It is important for this report because the
Deer Lodge's cabin was built at the same time and place as that of
the Bertrand, albeit specifically for the Fort Benton trade. The
beer Lodge was very nearly the same size as the Bertrand, i.e., 4
feet longer, 3 feet wider, and the same depth. Both vessels were
smaller than those used on other rivers in long distance trades.
The beer Lodge was built for the Montana and Idaho Transportation Line, headed by John J. Roe and John Copelin of St. Louis,
and, thus, certainly incorporated her owners' desired characteristics previously demonstrated by other successful mountain steam5Mr. Bates is an architect and author of articles and books dealing with the construction and appearance of riverboats. His best known work is the Western Rivers Steamboat Cyclopoedium (Hustle Press, Leonia, N.J., 1968). Mr. Ba~es served as the mate of
the Belle of Louisville, and was instrumental in the establishment of the Howard National Steamboat Museum at Jeffersonville, Ind.
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ers. The Bertrand, however, was built for and owned by persons
residing at or near Wheeling, Va. on the upper Ohio River. While
there is little doubt that she was intended for use on very shallow
waters, there is no real indication that she was built for the extreme
conditions of the upper Missouri River. Such bOats were used almost universally on the tributaries of the western rivers sy~tem and
on mainstems during periods of drought (Hunter, 1949, p. 219 et
seq.). Their adaptation to conditions of navigation on the Missouri
was easy. It might be said that the true mountain boat was an evolutionary refinement of these ubiquitous members of the Ohio River
"mosquito fleet."
Three possibilities are suggested by available data: I) the Bertrandwas an ordinary OhioRiver,low-water packet; or 2) she was a
Missouri River mountain steamer; or 3) she was a hybrid with an
Ohio River packet hull and a mountain steamer cabin. The shape of
the bow and the existence of overhanging main deck guards would
appear to eliminate the second possibility, for the fully developed
mountain steamer had a bowl-like, spoonbill bow and no guards.
Neither of these characteristics apply to the Bertrand. If the Bertrand was built for use on the upper Ohio River she would, characteristically, have guards, stationaries, bull rails, and a fully-roofed
boiler deck.
Evidence of her intended use could be inferred from enrollment
documents indicating whether she was bought or chartered by the
Montana and Idaho Transportation Line. A charter would imply
her eventual return to her regular Ohio River trade and, therefore,
no significant changes in her superstructure. An outright sale, especially if it were consummated prior to her completion, would
imply a Missouri River mountain cabin.
The Bertrand was known to have been advertised for her mountain trip several weeks before she was completed in November, 1864
(Jerome E. Petsche, personal communication). This raises the intriguing question of whether she was bought or chartered by the
Montana and Idaho Transportation Line prior to her completion.
If so, there is a strong possibility that her new owners changed the
cabin design after the hull was framed or after it was completed.
One important factor tends to support the position that the Bertrand carried stationaries and bull rails. It would be unusual for a
packet to stow as much freight in the hull as the archeologists
found there unless the main deck was occupied by other freight
such as cattle, horses, or deck passengers that could not be carried
in the hold. Yet the hold was "chock-a-block" full. The presence of
a deckroom is indicated by a pair of quarter-round mouldings
attached to the deck. A temporary bulkhead or corral could be
slipped between the vertical faces of these moldings which were
approximately I 1/2 inches apart. Men could occupy such a deckroom, while cattle or horses were prevented from walking overboard by the bull rails. Or the reverse could have been the case,
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where the cattle would be confined within the corral area, and the
deck passengers protected by the bull rails. Horses and cattle were
certainly in demand in Montana at that time. Additionally, because
of the difficulty of preserving fresh meat, a part of the boat's victuals was often carried on the hoof and slaughtered as needed.
Conclusions
Any conclusion regarding the cabin's appearance must necessarily
involve a good deal of intuitive reasoning. Despite the tantalizing
questions posed above, I believe the Bertrand had a typical Ohio
River low-water packet cabin with stationaries and bull rails around
the main deck. Her cabin was probably short with an open, roofed
gangway aft. Her extremely light draft would tend to indicate that
there was no texas deck.
If research reveals that the Montana and Idaho Transportation
Line did indeed buy the hull and order the cabin to select specification, then a cabin like that of the Deer Lodge was almost certainly
built. The enclosed portion of the cabin would be very short with
the forward promenade unroofed and the after gangway also unroofed. This would be the hybrid possibility described in alternative
3 above.

Following his forrijal report on the probable appearance of
the Bertrand, and after reviewing our preliminary architectural line
reconstructions, Mr. Bates again wrote the author to suggest further
modifications of our interpretations, and to propose a probable cabin
arrangement.
I have red-lined your preliminary side view of the Bertrand and
sketched one possible cabin arrangement (fig. 86) which would
have slept 36 passengers. If the open gangway aft were reduced in
size and the cabin lengthened, capacity would be increased. I have
assumed that there would have been no texas deck, and that the licensed crew would have slept in the forward end of the cabin. The
master would have had the forward stateroom on the starboard
side, and the clerk with his office would have been quartered opposite. Proceeding aft on the captain's side there would be two engineers, the cook and chambermaid, and four male passengers. Aft
of the kitchen and midship gangway would be quartered either
family groups or female passengers. If the male passenger population spilled over into this area, they would be given the forward
staterooms. The ladies' cabin was always furthest aft. Many river
customs and mores were involved here; there was less heat and less
immediate danger of flying skyward in the event of boiler explosions. No unescorted male ever went into the ladies' portion of the
cabin, ever, ever, ever. Aside from being ungallant, there were
scandalous overtones in such a faux pas. On the best vessels, the
gentlemen's cabin was a bare wood deck and the ladies' cabins were
carpeted. No gentleman set foot on that carpet without an invita-
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tion from a lady, with the exception, or course, of husbands travelling with wives and families.
The kitchen-pantry set-up on my proposed arrangement seems
to be a little wasteful of space. The two rooms could be combined
and additional staterooms located along the port side. Four more
paying passengers could thus be accommodated. The pantry could
be either a serving pantry or a kitchen storage space. It's hard to
say.
The chimneys on your reconstruction should be the same diameter all the way up to their tips and should slope aft about oneouarter inch oer foot of rise. From the roof to below the boiler deck
~heat jacket ~as placed around the stacks to protect the woodwork
and the crew and passengers.
The laundry and toilet rooms were frequently located as depicted in figure 86. The toilets were open holes leading down through
the deck over the paddlewheel. Much earthy humor grew about
this regarding wheel repairs while people above were attending to
calls of nature. Often the deckhands only stopped the women just a
trifle too late for modesty but in barely enough time to avoid soiling. They merely cursed the men, of course. Dirty laundry water
went through the same way.
The Bertrand would almost certainly have had a. jackstaff. No
self-respecting boat of that era was without one. It was useful to the
pilot for gauging distances, heights and, with a windvane at its
peak, the wind direction. A flag was even better since it also provided some idea of wind velocity.
The pilothouse should be set somewhat higher than you have
depicted and the skylight deck under it should be at least 2 feet
higher than the roof to allow the fitting of a row of skylight transoms for the center cabin. I won't quarrel with your yawl location,
for they might have the workboat stored almost anywhere.
Your spars and derricks are properly arranged with the exception of the derricks, which would have some sort of base pocket at
their feet to prevent them from kicking away. This might simply
have been ledge timbers spiked to the deck or a fancy cast pocket
built into the deck. Since the 1865 salvors removed that part of the
deck, we shall never know.
The Deer Lodge is the important photograph included with this
message (fig. 87). This boat ran immediately ahead of the Bertrand
in 1865. She is flying a huge banner with the boat's name appliqued
to it from the jackstaff. That banner is probably 20 feet long and 8
feet tall. Since this boat was built at the same time and place as the
Bertrand, there is much likelihood of similarities in cabin construction. The Deer Lodge's roof is cut off at the after end of the cabin.
Her main stairs run 'thwartship. The boilers were so close to the
front of the superstructure that there was no room for them in the
usual direction. She has stanchions and pockets for bull rails, but
the bull rails are missing except those just forward of the engine
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room. They were probably stored in St. Louis. If she were carrying
them and had only removed them for unloading freight, those on
the riverward side would still be in place. The cabin roof starts
somewhat aft of the edge of the boiler deck. Men are standing forward of the roof on the boiler deck. Notice how the hat of the gentleman in black on the right is as high as the roof. The roof was
probably seven feet or less above the boiler deck. This boat has no
headlight. Can you pick out the chair on the roof forward of the
stacks? Good place for the captain or a lookout to perch.
The following letter was written to Alan L. Bates by Captain
Frederick Way Jr.6 following review and study of the field drawings,
photographs and historical information on the Bertrand.
121 River Ave.
Sewickley, Pa. 15143
October 26, 1970
Dear Alan,
One should stand off a bit and see the Bertrand in historical
perspective. She was built in 1864, before the Missouri River type
packet was adopted. What we think of as the typical "mountain
boat" were those that got going in the early 1870's, probably with
the Far West, E. H. Durfee, Esperanza, Nellie Peck, etc. Prior to
that they were using tramp packets built with rugged hulls acceptable to the Missouri River underwriters. Ergo, the Bertrand was
built to carry freight, and her commercial success depended on
hauling a big tonnage of low class stuff, like pig iron, ore, iron
products, and so on. What I'm saying is that packets arriving at
Omaha in 1864 were adaptable to the Arkansas, the Cumberland
and, yes\ even on the Allegheny to Oil City.
The Deer Lodge had some definite ideas incorporated into her
regarding the Missouri. She came along right after the Bertrand. A
contemporary news account of the Deer Lodge says this of her:
"She has no guards on the lower deck, and is built low so as not to
catch the wind." The photo seems to substantiate this. The business
of having "no guards" could throw anybody for a loss if the picture
didn't exist-for she did have stationaries and bull rails.
The Bertrand did have guards, almost 4 feet overhang. No evidence seems to exist at the present time whether or not she had stationaries, but my hunch is that she did have them-most tramp
6Captain Frederick Way, Jr., has had over 30 years of experience working on riverboats, and over 60 years as a historian of rivers and river transportation. He first
worked on steamboats in 1918 on Kanawha River packets as a teenager. He holds pilot's
and master's licenses, is the author of many books and articles on riverboats, and has
one of the largest collections of photographs of North American river craft. His best
known works include The Allegheny (Rivers of America Series), the Log of the Betsy
Ann, a number of directories of packets, and the annual series entitled the Inland River
Record.
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packets of that vintage, unless styled for wintering in the south
carrying cotton, did have them by 1864.
As to whether Bertrand had a texas deck is a puzzle. I don't see
any evidence so far one way or the other. I don't believe any news
account so far says anything about a texas. Maybe something definite will turn up someday to solve that problem.
To say a few words about the questions you raise on details:
About the two quarter-round strips 64 feet back from the stem: I
am not clear as to whether you mean these were thwartship or not,
and will venture no opinion. However, the deck plan (fig. 29) shows
a heavy black line thwartship at that point, as though a bulkhead is
indicated aft the boilers. I cannot conceive of a thwartship bulkhead there. The engineer would have objected strenuously, for one
thing.
The half-round thwartship strip between the cylinder timbers
makes me wonder whether there was any forward bulkhead to the
engine room-apparently not. My guess would be what you suggest, that this was a line marking the engineer's domain, probably
to keep the mate from stowing stuff aft of it.
The row of thwartship stanchions 9 feet forward of the transom
could very well have been a bulkhead, particularly in view of the
possible absence of the one more forward just mentioned. This
would have created a "tiller room" so called, housing paint locker,
et al. I don't think these thwartship stanchions had anything to do
with boiler deck doings.
Yes, you've got an orthodox stern set-up; rudders hung on the
transom, boxed, and a false transom aft of that, and you can bet
your bottom dollar the stern bulkhead thwartship was in line with
the aft end of what you call the "cat walk."
The forecastle having been shaved off is something peculiar; I
can't see the reasoning here. As you say, it may have been done by
the salvors, but looks like a hell of a lot of work to remove a deck.
Hand pumps were common property on boats even in my time,
always aft of the boilers, thwartship, used on boiler day. These also
doubled as fire pumps and as emergency bilge pumps. A donkey
boiler was a luxury on small packets-most of them had none.
I cannot answer with certainty whether steam syphons were in
circulation by 1864. Probably yes. But hand pumps were more
commonly used.
The trough in lieu of an ashwell was ingenious, and until now I
never knew of such a thing.
The evidence of 13 wheel arms wili be helpful in establishing the
diameter of the paddlewheel by rule-of-thumb. I'm amazed at how
the pillow blocks were so far out on the ends of the wheel timbershow come they didn't use long timbers?
Those extra cabin stanchions at 72 and 104 feet aft of the stempiece don't have anything to do with a texas, I don't think. The
weight of freight carried in the cabin would be sufficient reason for
them.
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My judgement, based on evidence so far established, is that Bertrand was a lot like Deer Lodge. The cabin deck may have been
bobtailed a bit (even on Deer Lodge this seems indicated). I'd say
no texas unless evidence arrives to the contrary. Cabin skylights,
yes. Cabin starts aft of the stack jackets. Big diameter chimneys for
her size. A pilothouse a lot wider than it is long. The front steps
were divided.
Fred

Drawing upon many years of research on inland water transportation and riverboats, and upon all available historical information
on the Bertrand, a somewhat different opinion on the appearance of
the boat was provided in the following report to the author by Bert
Fenn.7
The Missouri has been from the beginning, and remains so today,
one of the most trying American rivers to navigate. It is shallow,
muddy, swift, shifty, snaggy and unpredictable. For these reasons
not every western rivers steamboat or even every type of western
rivers steamboat was suitable for successful Missouri River use.
The navigable portion of the Missouri River from the mouth to
Ft. Benton has been characterized as being composed of two distinct geological sections. From the mouth to Cow Island, more than
2,000 miles, is the "Sandy River" which flows through alluvial soil.
The climb from the mouth to Cow Island through this section of
Sandy River averages 8.5 inches per mile. This elevation itself presented no great problems; the hazards of the Sandy River were
shallowness, the many shifting sandbars, and snags-though these
were real enough in themselves.
On the other hand, the final 172 miles from Cow Island to Ft.
Benton were entirely different, and this section has been called the
"Rocky River" because it cuts through solid rock formations. This is
a steep grade averaging 2.07 feet per mile with rapids, loose boulders, and rocky reefs.
There were even more restrictions on the type of boat that could
successfully navigate all the way to Ft. Benton, ;md thus greater
care was required in the design or selection of a Ft. Benton boat
than for a lower Missouri boat.
The development of a special breed of boat was an evolutionary
process of trial and error, not an instantaneous accomplishment.
There were no professional marine architects designing western
river steamboats in the mid-19th century. The process was to build
a boat that seemed to meet the requirements, try her out, improve
7Mr. Fenn, Tell City, Ind,., has conducted historical research on riverboats for over
20 years. He has contributed articles to technical journals, has an extensive file of river
photographs, and holds a riverboat master's license. The memorandum was written following a review and study of field drawings and historical information on the Bertrand
in the archives of the Midwest Archeological Center, National Park Service, Lincoln,
Nebr.
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her deficiencies, try again, etc. All this took years. And perhaps the
only factors that could push the process would have been a demand
for many boats and a prospect for quick profits for the right design.
Until the gold boom in Montana there was no great demand for
steamboat transportation all the way to Ft. Benton. Indeed, it was
not until 1859 that Pierre Chouteau, Jr. built the first boat s_pecifically designed to reach Ft. Benton, the Chippewa. The Chippewa
got within 12 miles of Ft. Benton in 1859 on her first attempt, but it
was not until 1860 that she actually reached there. By 1863 when
the gold boom was beginning, only six boats had actually reached
Ft. Benton. The demand and chance for profit were now present.
But there were only a handful of steamboats which had demonstrated their capability of making it all the way to Ft. Benton, and
perhaps more significantly, only a handful of pilots who had made
the trip and knew the river all the way.
The evolutionary process of developing the ideal Ft. Benton
steamboat, the "spoonbill-bow mountain boat" had started. But as
Chappell says in Transaction of the Kansas State Historical Society,
vol. IX p. 293, "There were but few regular boats on the Missouri
at that time, but others began to crowd in from every stream west of
the Alleghanies, side-wheelers, stern-wheelers, and old tubs." In
1866 there were 31 steamboat arrivals at Ft. Benton.
One characteristic would have been common to all of these
steamboats that reached Ft. Benton between 1860 and 1866: they
necess·arily were shallow boats. But that probably was the only characteristic they shared. Some were "low-water boats" from other
streams of the Mississippi River system that had been designed and
built for those other streams and other trades. Others would be
hybrids, trials in the evolutionary process of developing the ideal
"spoonbill-bow mountain boat." And these evolutionary boats
probably varied a great deal in the early stages.
At this point in my research I cannot pinpoint specifically when
the "spoonbill mountain boat" appeared in near typical form. I do
not believe it was as early as 1864. I have never seen a photo of a
prototype "spoonbill mountain boat" that dates that early. My guess
and opinion is that it was nearer to 1870 that the prototype appeared. As I write this I am looking at photos of the following typical "spoonbill mountain boats," the Far West, built 1870; E. H.
Durfee, built 1871; Western, built 1872; General Meade, built
1875; and F. Y. Batchelor, built 1878.
These above-named steamers constructed between 1870 and
1878, and other "spoonbill mountain boats" whose photos I have
examined, share three characteristics that are not at all typical of
low-water boats from other rivers: I) spoonbill bow, 2) no guards,
and 3) they have only one deck, the boiler deck, above the main,
with a very small cabin atop this.
On the other hand, low-water boats from another tributary
would typically share I) more of a model bow, 2) guards, 3) up-
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rights and bullrails on the guards and 4) a boiler deck cabin with
huricane roof above. If we follow this line of reasoning, there are
only two choices as to the appearance of the Bertrand: I) that it was
a hybrid in the evolutionary development of the prototype "spoonbill mountain boat," or 2) that it was a low-water boat designed and
built for another river.
It is, after all, who built her and for what use that determined the
Bertrand's design. What we do know about the Bertrand:
a) She was built at Wheeling, W. Va., and her initial owners
were two men from Wheeling and three men from Monroe County, Ohio, a neighboring county to Wheeling. This suggests that she
was designed, or built to the specifications of these Upper Ohio
men.
b) The Wheeling Daily Intelligencerof November 26, 1864, in
reporting her maiden voyage, states, "The Bertrand leaves today
on her first trip for St. Louis" (italics mine). If we can take this account literally, the "first" trip suggests that her owners planned
other trips to St. Louis. This does not suggest that they originally
planned to put her in the Missouri River trade and thus that they
designed her for the Missouri.
c) The question of Copelin and Roe ownership of the Bertrand
can only be settled conclusively if the Port of St. Louis enrollment
records could be found. Copelin and Roe ownership would be significant to the appearance of the Bertrand only if they got into the
act early enough to dictate her design. There is an outside possibility that, even if they chartered the Bertrand and didn't own her outright, they might have had some influence on the design-provided that they made their charter offer before she was completed.
However, newspaper ads of the day do not suggest that they entered the picture early enough for this. Thanks to Ruth Ferris of St.
Louis the following ads in the Missouri Republican have come to
my attention. On February 13, 1865, the Bertrand, Yore Master,
was advertised for Fort Benton, to leave on the opening of navigation. "For freight or passage apply to Capt. Jas. A. Yore . . . . Boyd
& Sylvester, Agents." This same ad appeared also on Feb. 22, 23,
25, 26, 27, 28, March l, 2, 5, 6, 11. Copelin, on the other hand,
advertised only the Deer Lodge for Ft. Benton on Jan. 23 and Feb.
5, 1865. On February 14, Copelin, McEntire and Roe advertised
for Ft. Benton, the Deer Lodge, Benton, Yellowstone and Fannie
Ogden. (No mention of the Bertrand as late as February 14.)
Furthermore, the Bertrand was f)Ot sitting idle at St. ·Louis waiting to be purchased or chartered. In the Missouri Republican of
Feb. 15, 1865 is an ad of the Bertrand, Yore Master, to leave Saturday 18 for Boonville, Brunswick, Lexington, Kansas and Leavenworth. The same paper of Feb. 19 reports that the Bertrand departed for Leavenworth Feb. 18. Whenever, or even if, Copelin
and Roe bought or chartered the boat, the above ads do not suggest
that it was early enough to dictate her design.
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d) As to the physical evidence remaining on the Bertrand hull, 1)
she has guards, 2) she has a model bow. Neither of these features
suggest a hybrid.
As to Copelin and Roe, suppose somehow they did get into the
act and had an influence on the design of the Berttand. What was
their ideal for a Ft. Benton boat? Lass, 1962, p. 43 says, "To facilitate the handling of steamboat freight in the immediate Fort Benton area, in 1865 Copelin and Roe had the light-draft steamer Deer
Lodge constructed in Pittsburgh. This boat was kept in the Fort
Union area during the navigation season of 1865 and was used only
between Fort Union and Benton as a lighter for the other boats." A
photo survives of the Deer Lodge which they "had constructed." I
would call her a hybrid. Although the bow of the boat is not entirely
clear in the photo, it appears to be spoonbill in shape. She has no
guards. Her upper works, however, do not at all resemble the later,
more typical "spoonbill mountain boats." She has stanchions and bull
rails, a boiler deck cabin with hurricane roof, and no texas. Her
superstructure, in fact, is typical of an Upper Ohio low-water packet.
Although this chain of reasoning is not entirely backed by ironclad evidence, it is conclusive enough to influence my opinion until
something more definite comes along to dispute it. In my opinion
the Bertrand was an Upper Ohio River, low-water boat. Two speculations occur to me as to how she ended up on the Missouri:
I. She was built by Wheeling area people for some low-water
trade in their area. The owners, before they put her into a regular
local trade, and with local connections to area manufacturers, saw
an opportunity to make quick profits by taking local products to the
booming market at St. Louis which was supplying the gold fields.
Witness the 6,000 kegs of nails on her "first" trip to St. Louis-they
were probably Wheeling made, consigned to St. Louis merchants.
Once in St. Louis, the owners either caught the gold fever themselves and decided to take their Bertrand to Fort Benton for an
even bigger kill, or they received such a handsome offer to sell or
charter that they couldn't pass it up.
2. The Wheeling area owners built the Bertrand specifically to
take a fling at the Fort Benton trade themselves which, if they had
an ear in St. Louis, they had reason to believe would be profitable.
Not being Missouri River people, they built her low-draft in the
only way they knew, and also, as a hedge, in a style that they could
bring back and use in a local trade if they were not successful on the
Missouri or if the trade died out there. Once in St. Louis they ran
into problems because Copelin and Roe had tied up all of the available experienced Fort Benton pilots or had a lock on all the freight,
or some such, so they sold or chartered to them.
In either event, she would have looked like a typical Upper Ohio
low-water boat, probably with no texas. Her superstructure could
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very well have looked about like that of the Deer Lodge, built about
the same time. The cabins for the Bertrand and the Deer Lodge,
incidentally, were both made at Pittsburgh, at approximately the
same time.
Bert Fenn

DATING OF STEAMBOAT HULLS
Students searching for means of dating the remains of early
western steamers found in an archeological context are at a distinct
disadvantage compared to their counterparts with interests in ocean
going craft. The very earliest builders of river steamers left behind
very few hull models, fewer prints and scale drawings, and very little
technical literature. And by the time the photographic record had
begun, the development of the western steamboat was virtually complete. However a comparison of certain features of the Bertrand with
the published descriptions of a few early boatwrights including those
by a member of the firm that installed the Bertrand engines,s make it
possible to elaborate on a few minor changes in structural design
which may eventually prove valuable in dating such craft. Some of
these modifications are known to have occurred over a relatively short
period of time and to have spread rapidly and widely among boatwrights of the western steamboat industry. Careful attention to these
changes would appear potentially valuable in setting up criteria which
might be applied to identify hull remains in time and place of manufacture.
As has been pointed out repeatedly by students of the western river steamer, the structural evolution of these boats was a slow
process in which such features as length-to-breadth-to-depth ratios
fluctuated considerably in various sizes and classes of vessels from the
early to late 19th century (Hunter, 1949, pp. 61-120). In general, it
can be asserted that the hulls were built progressively longer, wider,
and shallower as the need to increase broad bearings were understood. Prior to 1830, the depth of hold of almost all river steamers
measured over 8 feet, and thereafter decreased with the introduction
of rectangular framing and the increased length and breadth of the
vessels. However, builders continually experimented throughout the
steamboat era, and substanial and widespread changes in such ratios
over short periods of time are not in evidence. Thus, the size of craft
BJnstalled by A. J. Sweeney & Son, ironworks and manufacturer of steamboat engines in Wheeling, W. Va. The son, John M. Sweeney, was 3fl active member of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and a contributor of learned papers on the
construction of western riverboats. He is referred to by a contemporary Wheeling historian as a "mechanic of exceptional skill." (See Newton, ed., 1879, pp. 236, 262; Sweeney, 1888, 1894).
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and dimensional ratios are not good indicators of date or place of
.manufacture.
Insofar as most wooden components of supersturcture consisted of flimsy material at best, and the comparative ease with which
they were almost universally removed from sunken craft by salvors,
such parts cannot be expected to have survived except in the most
extraordinary circumstances. Similarly, the engines and driving
mechanism of most sunken steamers, while offering a much better
potential for identification than either hulls or superstructure, rarely
escaped the winches of the insurors' divers (King, 1863, pp. 182, 183;
Cincinnati Gazette, Sept. 30, 1879). As early as 1838 diving bells were
employed in underwater salvage operations, and men such as James
B. Eads of St. Louis were contracting with insurance companies to
recover engines, cargo and even entire vessels with his small fleet of
"bell boats" (Cincinnati Gazette, Nov. 20, 1855). In some instances the
underwriters stood to gain as much as 75 percent of all property they
saved. 9
A more fertile area of research should involve study of
changes in the construction of the hull of western river steamersthat portion of the _vessel most likely to survive the vicissitudes of time,
current, conditions of soil, and the activities of salvors. Scarcely 10
years after the Bertrand was built, certain hull modifications, which at
first glance may seem of little consequence, were incorporated into
many upper-river stern wheelers. One of the more important developments, very shortly after the construction of the Bertrand, was the
introduction of bustles coupled with a long stern rake-in contrast to
the snort or steep rake of the Bertrand and low-water boats built before her. These bustles, or bulges, in the stern resulted when depressions were made in the hull bottom to accept the throw of the forward
portion of the rudder (Sweeney, 1888, p. 651, figs. 266, 268; Bates,
1968, p. 19, fig. 21). The earlier practice of constructing the stern of
these steamers with a short rake was popularly supposed to have increased the bearing of the hull, helped support the driving
mechanism, and induced a lighter draft. But the introduction of the
balance rudders which extended far under the long stern rake was
found to decrease vastly the resistance of water under the hull without substantially affecting draft. In addition, the older method of setting the rudder post and pintle at a 90-degree angle from the keelline, as in the case of the Bertrand, was modified, and the rudder assembly was often set at an angle from the vertical so that the pintle
9 See Eads and Nelson vs. The Steamboat H. D. Bacon, I Newberry 280 (New York,
1857). For an account of the experiences of a salvor active for over 20 years in the recovery of cargo and entire vessels, see Cincinnati Gazette, April ll, 1868.
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and upper rudder assembly tilted toward the bow (cf. fig. 83; Sweeney, 1888, figs. 266, 268).
Another development which occurred about 1875 that
should be useful in the dating of hull remains of western stern wheelers in an archeological context was the switch from what builders referred to as bustles "built on" to those which were "built in." When the
extended balance rudder associated with the long stern rake was first
employed-apparently very shortly after the Bertrand was constructed-movement of the rudder from its neutral position to its extreme
throw to either side resulted in a constantly increasing space between
the upper portion of the blade projecting forward under the stern
rake and the bottom of the boat. This space was considered objectionable by operators inasmuch as it had a tendency to catch drifting objects and diminish the effectiveness of rudder action. The builders
then spiked blocks of wood to the bottom planking along the area of
rudder travel, hung a skeleton rudder in position, and carefully
shaved the blocks down along the travel of the rudder so that the
space remained constant throughout the throw. This was referred to
as "building a bustle on." Sometime in the mid-1870s builders in the
upper Ohio area rapidly accepted a new development in which the
bottoms of the frames and floor of the stern hull were modified into
the required conical shapes to accept the rudder travel and the attached blocks under the stern hull were dispensed with. This change,
which seems to have been diffused very rapidly among builders of
stern wheelers, was referred to as "building a bustle in" (Sweeney,
1888, pp. 650-651).
There must necessarily be exceptions to the structural characteristics of western river steamers and construction periods listed
below, since changes in hull design, engines, and superstructure did
not develop apace among all boatwrights and yards. Although the
devolution of the western steamer involved slight changes over a period of 80 years, the following major features can be identified as having been characteristic of the time frames:
1800-1820: Earliest river steamers were characterized by
deep, well rounded, carve! built hulls with projecting keels
and very marked sheer fore and aft. Double framed hulls
housed engines, boilers, firebox, and cargo. Bowsprits and
figureheads were common and the helm was located aft on
main deck; some vessels retained masts and sails. First engines were of the low pressure, condensing exhaust type featuring walking beams, single vertical cylinder designed to
produce maximum piston thrust on vacuum stroke. Popularity of high pressure engine initiated by Oliver Evans
spread rapidly about 1815. (See House Ex. Doc. 21, 25,
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Cong. 3 Sess., p. 319; Russell, 1841; Allaire and Marestier's
sketches in Hunter, 1949, pp. 134, 135; and Hodge, 1840).
The period of maximum change in which western river steamers achieved classic lines. Rounded hulls gave
way in the middle of the period to rectangular, single framing; the keel was either reduced to a vestige or eliminated in
early part of the period. Central keelsons were built within
the hold; continued employment of marked sheer of as
much as 3 feet fore and aft; introduction and widespread
use of hog chain systems of support; stern wheels were -located in a recess within hull; a trend from rounded to rectangular housings for paddle wheels on side wheelers. The superstructure was characterized as topheavy in appearance, boxlike; most vessels in late portion of period contained three
decks or more including a main, boiler, and hurricane. Preference for high pressure (100 pounds per square inch or
better) engines featuring single or two horizontally bedded
cylinders spread throughout industry in the middle part of
the period, and became standard by end of period. Paired
side wheel engines were introduced around 1825; engine
firebox, and boilers were moved to main deck in early portion of the period.

1821-1840:

Paddle wheels on side wheelers were generally
encased in circular housings; wheels on stern wheelers
moved in late years of the period from a recess to extend
beyond the stern; projecting keel was eliminated; reduction
(but not elimination) of sheer to slight rise of from 1 to 1 1/2
feet fore and aft; practice of constructing short rakes in
stern with sk-egs; near universal adoption of long, horizontal,
cylindrical boilers; reduction in the number of decks, especially on upper-river craft to a main and boiler deck only,
although on larger craft the texas deck became widespread
by 1850. Early in the period the evolvement of the high pressure engine was nearly compiete, characterized by closely
integrated valve mechanism, crosshead guides, valve gear
rods running to paddle wheel shaft.
1861-1880: Further minor modification in hulls were
adopted including long rake of bow and stern with the introduction and widespread acceptance of the bustle, ca. 1870.
Further modification of the bustle ("built in") adopted and
spread widely, ca. 1875; wing rudders nearly eliminated by
1870. Characteristics of the stern wheel, shallow-water
steamer fully developed, inclurling the incorporation of the
1841-1860:
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wheel assembly with the hogchain trussing system and the
use of multiple balance rudders.
To supplement this summary, those faced with the problem
of dating the remains of river boats in an archeological context, exclusive of data that might be obtained from cargo, will do well to consult
the few sources available on the construction of the western steamer.
These ·include Hunter, 1959; Hall, 1884; Sweeney, 1888, 1894; Wallace, 1853; Tredgold, 1851; N.S. Russell, 1861; J.S. Russell, 1841;
Hodge, 1840; King, 1863; Myers, 1952; and the Wheeling Bridge
Case (1851 ). Inasmuch as the boatwrights and manufacturers of engines for river steamers learned their trade by experience and transmitted their knowledge primarily by word of mouth, each builder
developed a few specific techniques while adhering to a body of generally accepted practices. It is obvious from the literature that the
boatwrights thoroughly enjoyed experimentation and were often willing to risk a good deal of time and money on modifications. Even at
the end of the era of the western river steamer, some builders were
still arguing the merits of low and high pressure engines, the optimum shape of the hull below the waterline, and the ratios of lengthto-breadth-to-depth.

CONDITION OF THE HULL
At the Bertrand site in the late fall of 1969, just prior to the
time the well-point system was removed, allowing the water table to
rise to its normal level of approximately 10 feet below ground surface,
concern was expressed on the part of a number of persons intimately
Datum
Water Table ,..........,....

,.-_.._....~-·---·-- ... _.__.:'--------.-..-~-'--__.------------·---·- ··-
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Figure 89. Conformity of Bertrand and its relationship to level of datum
and the water table.
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associated with the project-the author included-that the boat might
suffer considerable damage should attempts be made in the future to
raise it by mechanical means or flotation without exercising extraordinary precautions.
Ray M. Seborg, Consultant in Wood Products for the U.S.
Forest Service and. an eminent authority on the cellular structure of
wood, stated that the apparent extensive checking of the hull would
not substantially increase if the boat were again exposed to the free
oxygen atmosphere, but might suffer considerable damage if the boat
\Vere to be raised by means other than flotation, (personal communi-

cation, see also Appendix B). Furthermore, it was his and others'
opinion that the supporting metal bolts, straps, and other braces holding together the major structural members of the hull were sound,
despite the century and more of submergence. The fears expressed
by archeologists and engineers who examined the structure were related rather to that damage which occurred to the boat as the result of
its sinking in 1865, the activities of the early day salvors and recent
excavation, the lightness and flexibility of the hull, and the removal of
certain portions in 1969 to provide access to the cargo, notably the
decking and supporting carlines or deckbeams.
In 1865, when the insurance company divers removed virtually the entire hog chain truss system along with the superstructure,
the flexible hull settled and the bottom conformed to a depression
(fig. 89). The strain on the major supporting strakes on the interior
sides of the hull at the nadir of this depression forced the strakes and
side planking apart and out of horizontal line (figs. 90, 91). In addition, this placed a considerable strain on the bolts and straps securing
the ribs to the strakes and planking. Should thorough drying of these
timbers occur in the future, the resulting contraction or shrinkage of
the wood will almost certainly loosen the entire hull assembly and
further weaken the structure amidships. Furthermore, should the
hull planking on the bottom near the depression rupture or have a
tendency to return to its original conformity upon drying and the release of pressure, the problem would be further compounded.
Certain other activities of the insuror's divers resulted in
weakening major structural members, the inner port cylinder timber
in particular. Upon excavation, it appeared that they had used a saw
to cut nearly through this massive support at a point about 3 feet from
the transom (fig. 92). During the time cargo was being removed from
this immediate area and under the timber itself, a noticeable loosening of the entire framework of the cylinder supporting system was
observed, the direct result of freeing the timber from the supporting
mud, silt, and cargo. Without the latter support, only a few l-inch
metal rods running vertically from the bottom of the timbers to the
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nied by the creaking strain of the bottom planking, the vibrations of
which could be felt throughout the boat hull. Later in the day, when
the pump had been repaired and was working to reduce the water
table down to its previous level, the depth of the bow below datum was
again recorded with a Gurley transit, and was found to have risen 6
1/2 inches. This experience demonstrated to all concerned that certain portions of the major structural members of the hull are in a very
weakened condition, and no further attempts- at excavating around
the periphery were made.
One more major structural v,reakness should be meQtioned.

Apparently either at the time of sinking, or when the early salvors
removed the paddle wheel from its pillow blocks, much of the weight
of the stern of the boat appears to have rested temporarily on the
master and slave rudders on the port side. At any rate, these two were
broken away from the stern posts and are no longer hinged to the hull
itself.
This account is not intended to discourage a possible plan to
raise the boat mechanically or by flotation should such a decision be
made, but rather it is meant to encourage the employment of some
system to truss or otherwise buttress the entire hull prior to any such
attempt. Whatever form it takes, whether by a hog chain system similar to that originally constructed to afford rigidity, or through the use
of other devices, the need to retain the contorted shape of the boat if
moved as a single unit is patent.

ALTERNATIVES OF PRESERVATlON
In late spring of 1970, anum her of officials of the Bureau of
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the National Park Service, and representatives of construction and salvage firms met in Minneapolis for
the purpose of investigating alternative methods of preserving and
exhibiting the remains of the Bertrand. This meeting, arranged by
the National Planning Team of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
WH~ilife, was considered by all parties as a very preliminary discussion
ih the search for an optimum method of preserving and exhibiting
the boat and the alternatives discussed 1o are summarized very generaliy as follows:
1. Retention of the hull in its present position, pn;serving
the hull in a dry state, enclosed in a below-ground-level
structure with controlled atmosphere.
IOfrom notes compiled by Joseph Knecht, Edward Crozier, and Charles Johnston,
National Planning Team, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Ms on file: Office of
Archeology and Historic Preservation, National Park Service, Washington D.C.
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2. Retention of the hull in its present position, building an
enclosure shell around it, preserving the hull in a dry state
enclosed iri a structure extending above grade with controlled air atmosphere.
3. Raising the hull intact above the existing water table,
building an enclosure shell around it, preserving the hull in
a dry state with controlled air atmosphere.
4. Displaying the hull in its present position encased in a
"swimming pool" enclosure, a controlled water atmosphere
complete with filtering and water treatment devices. Visitor
viewing from under groundwater level room ad jaeent to
boat hull.
5. Displaying the hull in its present position in a partially
controlled, underwater atmosphere, removing all or a portion of sand around hull and the installation of underwater
lighting. Visitor viewing from overhead platform.
6. Raising the hull intact and exhibiting it dry, above water
in an uncontrolled air atmosphere; the construction of a
protective roof over hulk.
7. Dewatering and re-excavating portions of the hull for
removal and use in interpretive display.
A number of problems inherent in exhibiting and preserving the hulk in an underwater atmosphere were brought to the attention of those concerned, not the least of which involves the complexities of maintaining stable water temperature; the use of chemical or
other agents to discourage or eliminate m'icrobes and other organisms, and the possible corrosive action they might have on wood and
metal; filtering systems to ensure water clarity; the possible adverse
oxygination and decomposition of wood fiber that might result from
the use of the above systems, not to speak of costs of installation and
continued maintenance. Despite the dramatic impact underwater
exhibition might have on the visiting public, participants in attendance at the meeting were also cognizant of the above difficulties applicable to alternatives 4 and 5 above.
''Memorandum from Ronald R. Switzer, museum specialist, National Park Service,
to Joseph Knecht, architect, 'National Planning Team, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, May 15, 1970; Ms on file: Midwest Archeological Center, National Park Service, Lincoln, Nebr. Mr. Switzer's memorandum and the opinion of Dr. Seborg (Appendix B) stress the feasibility of stabilizing the wood economically through controlled, slow
drying and the manner in which preservatives might be applied should the decision be
made to remove the boat from the water.
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Given the rna jor options of exhibiting and at the same time
preserving the hulk in a wet or dry state, the consensus of those involved who are most familiar with the conservation of the boat were in
agreement on the feasibility and relative advantages of the latter, i.e.,
the dry preservation.'' Such an alternative as number 6, in which the
boat would be raised and presumably exhibited in an uncontrolled air
atmosphere involves problems of long term wood deterior(ltion, and
number 7, of both quality of preservation and interpretive value.
As discussed above, problems inherent in the raising of the
hulk either by mechanical means or by flotation which would be included in the selection of alternatives l, 2, and 3, involve a weakened
'structure damaged by sinking and early salvaging activity which, even
in its original condition, required a suspension system. Despite such
problems, however, the flotation of long buried craft in fresh water
has been accomplished where some conditions were at least similar to
that in which the Bertrand was found. In 1966, the National Historic
Sites Service of Canada successfully raised a late 18th or early 19th
century British gunboat from Patterson Bay (Brown's Bay), an inlet
on the north shore of the St. Lawrence River. The remains of the
gunboat lay in about 6 feet of water and were nearly covered by sand.
The boat was raised by an underwater archeological team by means of
a large wooden cradle, constructed in such a way that the weakened
remains could be suspended by canvas belts and steel cables, and
floated by means of wooden tanks pumped full of styrofoam pellets
(Zacharchuk and Rick, 1969, pp. 7-11).
While actual methods and details of raising or otherwise exhibiting and preserving the boat are still under study, some consideration has been given to raising the boat mechanically and retaining its
distorted form by means of columns, cables, and a cradle, the former
of which could be used to support a roof.t2

12 See "~tudy Report-Man, Wildlife, and the Missouri River," (n.d.), U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. Washington D.C.
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THE ROLE
OF
THE BERTRAND
ON THE FRONTIER
Nearly half a century had passed from 1817 when the Independence arrived at St. Louis, the first steamboat on the Missouri, and
the time of the Bertrand voyage. During these years, steamboating
grew steadily on the upper river, spurred very early by Major Stephen H. Long's Yellowstone Expedition of 1819. In 1820, under his
command, the famed Western Engineer ascended to the foot of the
lower rapids, a feat of no little consequence for the steamer that is
thought to have been one of the first stern wheelers ever built (Lass,
1962, p. 6; Chittenden, 1903, p. 570). By 1829, regular packet runs
were made to Fort Leavenworth from St. Louis, but it was not until
1846 that steamboating on the upper portion of the river expanded
substantially beyond the activities of the American Fur Company and
a few minor rivals (Briggs, 1929, pp. 159-182; Hunter, 1949, p. 47).
As early as 1833 the coq1pany's Yellowstone reached Fort Union, but
26 more years would pass before the first steamers reached Fort Ben~on in 1859-the Chippewa and Key West-just 6 years before the
Bertrand was scheduled for the trip.
In contrast to the heavy traffic on eastern rivers and the lower
Mississippi, the upper Missouri was a mere hinterland of steamboating. The voyages of the Chippewa and Key West, 3,600 miles above
the mouth of the Missouri to the foothills of the Rockies of western
Montana, and 3,300 feet above sea level, were the culmination of a 40year evolutionary period of-experimentation with basic structural design and maneuvering techniques to negotiate the farthest navigable
reaches of the great. rivers.
By the time of the Bertrand's construction, the classic lines
and mechanics of shallow water steamers were set, combining features and structural elements derived from many sources, including
115
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sea going craft, the flatboat, keelboat, and even the pirogue-the latter two of which were capable of carrying heavy cargo up the shallow
rivers prior to and for a considerable period of time following the introduction of steam powered vessels. Attempts were still being made
by St. Louis and Ohio river boatwrights to lessen the draft of the lowwater steamers with lighter engines and boilers, and straining to the
limits Federal regulations on the size and strength of boiler plate. A
few minor developments in hull design were still underway, including
experimentation in the design of bow shapes, rudder assemblies, and
stern rakes, but the giant strides had been made.
The long, low, flat hull of the Bertrand and others of her day
exemplifies the rule-of-thumb construction at the end of a trial-anderror period which resulted in upper river craft that drew as little as
18 inches empty and little more than 4 feet loaded. Riverboat humorists of the day spoke of floating such craft on "a heavy dew," or in
Arabia, or on the suds of a recently tapped keg of beer. Even the navigation techniques were well developed by the time of the Bertrand,
and would change very little during the remaining period of steamboat activity on the upper Missouri which, for most purposes, ended
shortly after the turn of the century. In retrospect, the ingenuity of
the early mechanics and boatwrights seems all the more remarkable
when one considers that less than 60 years had passed from the time
such classic low-water steamers were constructed in great numbers in
the upper Ohio river areas, and the time of such men as Robert Fulton, Oliver Evans, and John Fitch who first experimented with steam
power and the deep hulled river vessels on the East coast.
Even as the apex in the development of the mountain boats
such as the Bertrand was reached, the demands for their use in the
northwestern frontier was most urgent. In less than a decade, from
1860 to 1867, Fort Benton would experience the beginning, rise, and
peak of its steamboat activity, and thereafter suffer a steady decline in
river traffic in favor of the railroad (Petersen, 1955, pp. 97 -120).
While not all freight and passengers transported to the gold mining
area in 1865 arrived in Fort Benton, a substantial percentage must
have passed through. Joseph LaBarge, an experienced observer of
upper river traffic and a long time riverboat captain, estimated that
about 1,000 passengers and 6,000 tons of merchandise were carried
into the upper Missouri in 1865; a good portion of which passed
through Fort Benton.J Until it sank in the spring of 1865, the Bertrand was destined to participate in this activity and growth of the
frontier at nearly the height of the gold boom.
1 For a discussion of the other important alternative of transportation to Montana
Territory at the time, the overland wagon train, see White, ed., 1966.
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Prior to the discovery of gold in Montana in 1862, the upper
river transportation was limited, in general, to government exploration, activities of the American Fur Company, including its transportation of Indian annuities and government supplies, and the transportation of a few settlers to the Dakota Territory in 1859 when it was
opened (Lass, 1962, pp. 12-15). Immediately following the Civil War,
prospectors, merchants, and adventurers of various persuasions,
spurred by the flash of gold, would increase the number of steamboat
arrivals at Fort Benton to 31 in 1866, 39 in 1867, 35 in 1868, and 24 in
1869. Thereafter, the decline was rapid (ibid., p. 21).
When one compares the size of the ill-fated Bertrand, measuring 251 tons, to the capacities of other steamers operating jn the
upper portion of the Missouri in 1865, the loss to frontier commercial
and trade interests and the intense demand for manufactured goods
are brought into sharp focus.
The following "mountain" steamers reached Fort Benton,
Fort Buford, and Fort Union in 1865. The list, extracted from Larpenteur's journal (Coues, 1962, pp. 423-427) has been cross-checked
with the Lytle list of steamships for tonnage, construction and disposition. Steamers marked with a.n asterisk reached either Fort Benton or
the mouth of the Marias in 1865.2
Yellowstone* (Enr. No. 27519), side wheel, 378 tons, constructed at Cincinnati in 1864; first home port: St. Louis; lost
in 1867 (Lytle, p. 207).
Deer Lodge* (Enr. No. 6228), stern wheel, 493 tons, constructed at Pittsburgh in 1865, first home port: St. Louis;
converted to barge in 1874 (Lytle, pA6).
Benton (Enr. No. 2667), stern wheel, 246 tons, constructed
at McKeesport, Pennsylvania, in 1864; first home port: St.
Louis; lost in 1869 (Lytle, p. 19).
Effie Deans,* stern wheel, 238 tons, constructed at Madison,
Indiana, in 1863; first home port: Louisville, Kentucky; lost
in 1866 (Lytle, p. 54).
St. Johns* (Enr. No. 22644), stern wheel, 309 tons, constructed at Wheeling, West Virginia, in 1864; first home
port: Wheeling, West Virginia; lost in 1875 (Lytle, p. 75).

2See also Anon., "Steamboat Arrivals at Fort Benton, Montana, and Vicinity," Contributions to the Historical Society of Montana, vol. I, Rocky Mountain Publishing Company (Helena, 1876).
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General Grant, stern wheel, 172 tons, constructed at Monon·
gahela, Pennsylvania, in 1863; first home port: Pittsburgh;
lost in 1866 (Lytle, p. 71 ).
Kate Kearney (Enr. No. 14075), stern wheel, 445 tons, con·
structed at Belle Vernon, Pennsylvania, in 1864; first home
port: St. Louis; lost in 1871 (Lytle, p. 106).
Lillie Martin (Enr. No. 14979), stern wheel, 210 tons, constructed at Freedom, Pennsylvania, 1863; first home port:
Pittsburgh:
lost in 1867 {Lvtle.
n. 112) .
.:
V
·
'
'1
I

I

Twilight*, side wheel, 230 tons, constructed at St. Louis in
1865; first home port: St. Louis; lost in 1865 (Lytle, p. 190),
Oronacke (sic?) (no record in Lytle).
fanny Ogden, side wheel, 417 tons, constructed at Madison,
Indiana, in 1862; first home port: St. Louis; lost in 1866
(Lytle, p. 63).
David Watts (Enr. No. 6612), stern wheel, 293 tons, constructed at Paducah, Kentucky; first home port: Paducah;
lostin 1870 (Lytle, p. 46).
Hattie May, stern wheel, 230 tons, constructed at Wheeling,
West Virginia, in 1864; first home port: Wheeling; lost in
1866 (Lytle, p. 82).
Cutter (Enr. No. 5295), side wheel, 92 tons, constructed in
Anoka, Minnesota, in 1863; first home port: St. Paul, Minnesota; lost in 1869 (Lytle, p. 44).
Sam. Gaty(no record in Lytle).
Prairie State (Enr. No. 19775), side wheel, 184 tons, construCted at Wellsville, Ohio, in 1863; first home port: St.
Louis; abandoned in 1872? (Lytle, p. 156).
Converse (no record in Lytle).
Big Horn (Enr. No. 2278), stern wheel, 312 tons, constructed at New Albany,' Indiana, in 1863-; first home port: St.
. Louis; lost in 1873 (Lytle, p. 19).
A very rough estimate of the loss to the northwesl frontier of
foodstuffs, building supplies, etc., can be made by simply computing
the measured tonnage of the Bertrand as a percentage of the total
tonnage of all craft known to have arrived at Fort Benton in 1865.
The measurement of the Bertrand at 251 tons com pared to the total
tonnage of the Yellowstone, Deer Lodge, Effie Deans, St. Johns, and
Twilight would place that figure at approximately 13 percent. When
one considers the fact that the Cora II, another heavily laden vessel
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headed for Fort Benton, was also lost that year, the impact of steamboat disasters in terms of loss of ready made tools, building supplies,
and raw materials must have been felt bv the entire frontier community. As pointed out by Petersen ( 1955, p'. 109), despite the "desperate
need" in the mining area for machinery and merchandise, thrnum-~
ber of steamboat arrivals at Fort Benton in 1865, as compared to the
two recorded in 1863 and the four in 1864, did not appreciably increase. It is difficult to arrive at a reasonable figure of dollar loss of
cargo or transportation fees for the Bertrand short of discov.ering
insurance records, but it should be pointed out that it was not uncommon for steamers to realize the full cost of their construction in one
trip up to Fort Benton. Petersen's research has shown us that the
amount of cargo varied considerably with the size of vessels, and that
certain steamers must have realized, in one trip, much more than
their annual cost of operation in addition to their construction: "In
1866 the average cargo of through freight to Fort Benton was estimated to be 290 tons at $12.50 per hundred pounds. Since cabin fare
cost $300 that year it is not surprising that the 545-ton Peter Balen
showed receipts of $102,690 and a net profit of $70,690, one of the
most profitable trips ever recorded." (Petersen, 1955, p. 111)
In the early 19th century, the cargo capacity of riverboats
(cargo weight) was approximately 50 percent of the number of measured tons (cubic capacity) of the vesseJ.3 But by the 1860's, as pointed
out by an eminent authority on vessel capacity of the period: "The
figures of measured tonnage were customarily increased (from the
early to the mid-19th century) by one-third to one-half to obtain the
approximate capacity of a boat for cargo, giving an increase in capacity over the first vessels of as much as 200 percent. In eHect, the
facilities of steamboat transportation on the western rivers during forty years multiplied not by twelvefold but more than one hundred and
twentyfold . . . ."(Hunter, 1949, p. 34)
While the entire ar~ifact collection has not been weighed,
even at the conservative estimate of an average of 10 pounds of
freight per cubic foot of available space in the hull holds, the weight
of the Bertrand's freight, exclusive of that which might have been
carried on the decks, would have scaled about 210,000 pounds. That
this was only a fraction of the total cargo carried on the boat seems
clear given the evidence that the main deck and guards of most steamers headed for Fort Benton were usually fully loaded. In point of fact,
the hold areas were generally considered less desirable for storage of
3The method of measuring tonnage on western river craft and the relationship of
those figures to actual cargo capacity (by weight) is a highly complex subject. Methods
changed from time to time, and were regulated by Federal law. For a concise review,
see Hunter, 1949, p. 643, or Lyman, 1945, p. 223 If.
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cargo than the main deck. Since the cargo capacity of most steamers
in the 1860's and 1870's was almost double that of the registered tonnage of the vessels, it would appear that the Bertrand might well have
been capable of carrying loads of up to 400 tons. Viewed from this
perspective, it is entirely possible that the insurance company which
first salvaged the steamer may have recovered well over half of the
cargo at the time the superstructure was removed.
The aggressive and speculativ~ spirit which characterized
the West during the steamboat era is nowhere better reflected than in
the anticipated short life span of the typical upper-river steamer in
the middle of the 19th century. Arevie·~ of the. history of those craft
(listed above for which there are reliable records) operating on the
upper Missouri in 1865 reveals that the average life span was slightly
greater than 4 years. This figure is a somewhat better average than
the 2.86 years recorded for all western steamers at about the middle
of the century, and approximately the same as that estimated for all
such craft in the 1860's and 1870's when rigid inspection was mandatory (Hunter, 1949, pp. 100 and 649).
Viewed from a historical perspective, the fate of the Bertrand serves as at} important example of the hazards of river transportation during the early navigation of the upper Missouri. By the
turn of the century, the Missouri River Commission of the U.S. Corps
of Engineers became alarmed when the full impact of these dangers
to shipping were realized. In an attempt to determine the causes of
the many steamboat disasters, Capt. Hiram M. Chittenden of the
Corps queried the oldest and most experienced pilots in 1897, and
was able to account for the loss of 295 steamboats on the Missouri to
that date (Chittenden, 1897). According to his account, the numbers
and causes of wrecks were distributed as follows:
Snags ................................................................................ 193
Ice ...................................................................................... 26
Fire ..................................................................................... 25
Rocks .................................................................................. 11
Bridges ............................................................................... 10
Boiler explosions .................................................................. 6
Sand bars .............................................................................. 4
Storm and wind .................................................................... 2
Bank collisions ..................................................................... I
Vessel collisions .................................................................... I
Overloading ......................................................................... I
Swamped in eddy ................................................................ I
Unknown ........................................................................... 14
Total ................................................................................. 295
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Despite evidence that only a portion of the Bertrand cargo
or the boat itself could have been insured, reflecting a widespread
practice of underwriters who refused to take full risks on any western
steamer (32d Cong., 1st Sess., S. Ex. Doc. 42, p. Ill), the loss to shippers and owners must be viewed in the light that the stakes of the
gamble were high-so high in some cases, that a single such journey,
if successful, paid for the boat with a substantial profit over and above
its cost.
The Montana and Idaho Transportation Line and the individuals who owned the Bertrand were clearly attempting as much of a
trade monopoly to and on the frontier as was possible in a time when
the demands for goods were giving every indication of rocketing
upward; and the men appear more than willing to have taken the risk.
In the first place, it is significant that scarcely over a handful of western river steamers at St. Louis were capable of making the journey all
the way to Fort Benton in 1865, and the line which owned the Bertrand dispatched four that year. At least one of them, the Deer
Lodge, was constructed in Pittsburgh the year before, following Roe
and Copelin's specification for use in the upper Missouri trade (Lass,
1962, p. 43). Although we cannot be certain, the specifications for the
Bertrand may also have been drawn by the two men. The Deer Lodge,
with a tonnage measurement somewhat larger than that of the Bertrand, was made with such a shallow draft that it was used as a lighter
from Cow Island to Fort Benton during the entire navigation season of 1865, and there is no apparent reason why the Bertrand could
not have been used in the same way had she not met such an unfortunate end. Secondly, the Roe and Copelin combine was in an excellent position to anticipate the growing demand for goods and transportation services. These men, with solid connections in the banking,
insurance, and wholesaling businesses in St. Louis, must have carefully planned to take full advantage of the impending rush of men and
supplies to Montana Territory.
While the boat owners and shippers of goods on the Bertrand might not have suffered heavy monetary loss, recouping a portion through insurance and probably profiting considerably from the
successful runs during the season, the plight of the consumer on the
frontier in 1865 was quite a different matter. The initial growth of a
booming frontier community is marked by rising prices and wages,
and by shortages of labor and supplies-particularly when that
growth has been the result of an expectation on the part of the enterprisers that minimal returns of labor may result in maximum capital
gains. Few western boom towns serve as a better example than Virgin:
ia City where a major portion of the Bertrand cargo was to have gone.
Its newspaper editors regularly noted the rising costs of groceries,
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clothing, and building supplies that year, complaining in editorials of
inequalities in the prices of goods and the gold dust economy which
seemed to drive the prices still higher. Among the foodstuffs and
household goods listed in the Montana Post of April 23, 1865, for
example, and carried on the Bertrand included the following:
Flour ....................................................... 90 cents per pound
Candles ... .. .. . . . ... . .. . . .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. . .... . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1 cent each
Fruits ................................................. $25 per case of 24 cans
Raisins ....................................................... $18 per 24 lb. box
Oysters .............................................. $30 per case of 24 cans
Sardines ....................................................... 50 cents per can
Bar Soap ....................................................... 35 cents per bar
Sugar ....................................................... 70 cents per pound
Citizens of the territory were generally aware of the reasons
for the high prices, i.e., the shortages of supplies brought on by the
influx of prospectors in overland wagon trains and from down river,
and certain individuals were in a unique position to cite other factors
which contributed to the inflationary trend. Granville Stuart, one of
the major consignees of the lost Bertrand merchandise and a leading
merchant of the Territory, relates in his journals the loss of several
wagon trains of flour and other foodstuffs from Salt Lake City during
the disasterous winter of 1864-65. The trains were stranded in Beaver
Canyon, a few miles from Virginia City; the oxen perished and the
flour which was to have satisfied a good portion of the needs of the
mining areas was lost (Phillips, ed., 1957, vol. II, p. 28). By February
of 1865, the price of a 100-pound bag of Aour shot up to $150, well
out of reach of those who had not staked productive claims (ibid., p.
27). The problem appeared so serious that residents of Virginia City
feared violence, and newspaper editors suggested that some persons
were hoarding the precious commodity. Stuart was a witness to what
occurred:
On April 18 word came that a large body of men armed and well
organized were marching up from Nevada with the avowed determination to take possession of all the flour in town [Virginia City]
and divide it among the citizens at a reasonable and fair price. This
information was soon verified by the appearance of five hundred
men marching in file, all armed with revolvers and rifles . . . there
was no doubt of their intentions. Within five minutes after their
arrival they commenced at the foot of Wallace street and searched
every store and place where flour could be concealed. About one
hundred twenty-five sacks were found and safely stored away in
Leviathan Hall. The search was orderly but very thorough and disclosed sundry lots of flour concealed under coats, in boxes and barrels and under hay stacks. (ibid., pp. 27 -28)
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Following seizure, the armed men set out to enforce a rule
that merchants were to sell all available flour at no more than $27 to
$30 per hundred pounds, and that it be rationed, 12 pounds to a single man, double for those who were married, and more if there were
children in the family (ibid., p. 28).
It should be of more than passing interest to the economist
or historian of the frontier that, whatever else might have been in the
holds of the Bertrand, she was carrying goods that would have substantially alleviated such food shortages. In reviewing the territorial
newspapers of the period, nearly every issue contained lists of changing prices of goods which were a part of the Bertrand's cargo. In addition to the commodities in short supply mentioned above, Stuatt listed potatoes, bacon, tea, butter, beans and hominy.
Despite the shortages of staple foods such as flour, sugar,
and potatoes-and the deprivation this must have meant for some-it
appears that certain segments of the frontier society could afford to
set rather substantial tables. The array of condiments that was found
as a part of the Bertrand cargo reflects the need to disguise the blandness of the fare, as well as the flavors of foods difficult to preserve at
such a time and place. Included in the cargo were pepper and other
hot sauces, whole and ground pepper, a variety of spices, hot mustard, horseradish, catsup, club and other pungent sauces, most of
which were canned or bottled by eastern or St. Loui's firms. Nevertheless, other products, such as French olive oil, brandied peaches and
cherries, domestic and foreign wines and champagnes, oysters, imported sardines, jellies and a variety of nuts and pie fruits attest to
some sophisticated tastes for occupants of the Montana mining towns,
most of which at that time were only three years old. And while the
majority of dry goods and clothing recovered' in the holds were sturdy
weaves of wool, miners' boots, shirts and trousers, included also were
a number of cases of stylish men's suits and coats and fancy shawls for
women. At least the outward appearances of civilization were not long
com mg.
Just as the variety of foodstuffs aboard the Bertrand was extensive, so too were the consignments of tools and other hardware,
including some metal stock. A cursory examination of the contents
reveal that this consisted mainly of tools and hardware that would
have been difficult if not impossible to manufacture or finish on the
frontier and, as might be expected, to have been made for wood and
leather working. A wide variety of nails, screws, hand cutting tools,
white lead for paint, and tar paper reflect the needs of the new mining towns of Virginia City, Hell Gate, and Deer Lodge. In addition to
the needs of miners for woodworking in limited shaft mining and for
sluices, one of the initial efforts made by prospectors, regardless of
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means, was to move out of tents: caves, and other quite temporary
shelters into wooden structures prior to cold weather (White, 1966,
pp. 221-223). A few highly specialized tools such as pipe and rod
threading equipment, other metal working devices and quite an array
of finished hardware such as locks, oil lamp assemblies, cartridges,
bullet and candle molds, and fulminate of mercury fuses were on
board and were clearly in demand.
Judging from the total contents of the Bertrand, mining was
not the only economic base of the territory in the mid 1860s. Such
devices as large butter churns, cow bells, scythes, potato and hay forks
were present in considerable numbers. Perhaps most remarkable
were the large number of plows and hand cultivators that were removed from the holds. Several of the Blunden Koenig plows, capable
of cutting 18-inch furrows and meant to be harnessed to several
braces of oxen or horses, attest to concerted activity on the part of
some either to supplement mining, or make their living exclusively by
agriculture in the midst of gold fever. More than two dozen plow
blades of various sizes and many more plow and cultivator frames
were recovered.
Unfortunately, an examination of the few passengers known
to have been on the Bertrand is not particularly enlightening in terms
of history or the population make-up of the frontier. A complete list
of passengers has not been found, and what little evidence that can be
brought to bear on the problem, indicates that there were no more
than 20 on board (Sunday Journal and Star, April12, 1936). The persons known to have been on the boat appear to comprise a rather heterogeneous group that one might expect on any trip to the mountains. The Bertrand was essentially a packet, and was quite obviously
intended to carry a maximum amount of freight. Those who are
known by name include a W. Burroughs (an Iowa attorney) and his
daughter and grandchildren, a Mrs. Atchison and children, the
Campbell sisters, daughters of J.B. Campbell who had settled earlier
near Gallatin, a man by the name of Albert Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Bixby and servant, and several other unidentified women (Davenport
Gazette, April 13, 1865; Herndon House Register, April 2, 1865;
Moss, ed., 1963, p. 163).
·
It is possible that one of the more interesting passengers,
possibly the servant mentioned as having put up at the Herndon
House in Omaha the day following the sinking, may have been a
Chinese girl. During the excavation, a small lacquered box was found
in a larger, broken case of personel possessions which could not be
further identified, and on which appeared two Chinese characters in
brushed gold. Transliterated, the characters refer to a girl's name, Yi-
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Shing.4 The box contained fragments of clothing and a few watermelon and other unidentified seeds. Chinese house servants, as well
as considerable numbers of laundresses and laborers had already
moved into the mining towns and, in such places as Last Chance (later
Helena), Chinese enclaves evolved into small towns within larger
communities.
Whatever else may have been the fate of the passengers, the
sinking probably meant little more than a loss of a few personal possessions and an inconvenient delay. The Campbell sisters and several
other women and children simply waited at DeSoto and boarded the
General Grant, a steamer that followed the route of the Bertrand several days. Similar plans were no doubt made by those passengers who
stayed at the Herndon House, the Omaha hotel which catered to river
travellers of the day.
That most intriguing question of who recovered the vast
treasure of mercury may never be certainly known. Short of locating
historical evidence involving insurance or salvage, perhaps the most
reasonable tentative conclusion would be that the underwriters recovered nearly all of it at the same time a few days after the sinking
that their workmen were reported to have removed superstructure
and some cargo. Although there is no direct evidence to support this
position, a number of observations bear upon the question.
The McNeely party search for the Bertrand in 1896 cannot
be altogether eliminated as a possibility, but in view of the publicity
given their attempt at locating the boat (Omaha Weekly Bee, July 22,
1896) and the failure of local newspapers to follow up on such activity
which must have excited the entire local populace, they would appear
to have failed. It is of more than passing interest that the McNeely
account in the Bee article contains certain inconsistencies and inaccuracies, despite the valid information it contained about the approximate location of the boat. When one compares such information in
the Bee article with what is now known concerning the boat and its
cargo, it becomes clear that McNeely, said to be a brother of one of
the divers who worked for the insurance company, was misinformed.
According to the McNeely account, the Bertrand was the
largest steamer that ever attempted the ascent of the river, the cargo
included considerable amounts of whiskey in casks, the mercury was
shipped in lead containers, and only ,·c small portion of cargo was
removed by the insurance company a few days after the sinking.
However, historical and archeological evidence points to quite a dif4The characters were identified by Dr. Dah- Yinn Lee of Iowa State University, and
Dr. Motoko Lee, a linguist at Duke University.
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ferent picture. The Bertrand is known to have been only of average
size and displacement of steamers plying the upper Missouri at the
time. Only two cases of "mixed" spirits known as "Whiskey Cock-tail"
were found in the holds. Furthermore, in view of the fact that the insurors were able to recover entire engines and most of the superstructure, it is quite likely that at least a third of the total cargo, i.e., that on
the main deck, would have been recovered as well.
Other observations might be added in support of the contention that the insuror's divers rather than the McNeely party successfully recovered most of the mercury. At the time the nine remaining
containers were found in 1969, it was noted that only four of the carboys lay directly on the hold floor. With the exception of the one
found in the backdirt (removed inadvertently with the crane bucket)
the others rested in random positions in a matrix of silt from 8 inches
to a foot ahove the floor. It is quite unlikely that even severe water
movement and flooding could have raised them to such a position in
view of the tremendous mass of the mercury and its small containers,
well over 200 pounds per cubic foot. Movement by human agency is
indicated.
At the tirpe the McNeely search was underway in 1896, the
boat was already in much the same position under about the same
amount of silt and depth of water table as it was when found in 1968.
Powerful pumps and other equipment that would have been required
to lower the water table to the levels and over the area achieved by the
Omaha salvors were unavailable i11' 1'896. On the other hand, diving
equipment in 1865 prior to the''tirlie the Bertrand was completely silted over was well enough deve·Jdped that entire engines could be recovered under several feet u(ivater. The removal under water of a
small amount of decking in the. bow to provide access to the mercury
would have been quite possible, since Captain Yore must have known
its precise location. Certainly attempts by the divers must have been
made in view of its value. That they would have overlooked and unsuccessfully grappled for a few containers which remained for over
100 years surrounded by silt does not seem unreasonable.
In retrospect, the question of who recovered the mercury is
of little importance. Of particular and lasting significance is the impact the Bertrand and its interpretation at the DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge will have on future generations of Americans. The recovery of sunken vessels, the time capsules of the archeologist, has a way
of mentally thrusting us back, and forcing us to grapple with that
most persistent element of history-the urge to know in considerable
detail what motivated men of another day. The Bertrand went down
in exciting times, a week before the end of the Civil War, 14 days before Lincoln was shot, and at the height of the gold discoveries in
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Montana. The boat and its cargo serve to bring us a little better understanding of those times, and of men who were willing to risk their
lives and investments in the opening of the frontier.
The steamboat in the history of America assumes a romantic
if not nostalgic role, sometimes to the point of detracting from the
economic nature of its use on the rivers of our country. Thousands of
steamboats were lost in the 80-year history of their use, over 400 on
the Missouri River alone. The Bertrand, as a unique historic site, will
serve as a constant reminder that the opening of the Western rivers to
navigation was not accomplished without losses and temporary setbacks. One can only wonder what must have been on the mind of
Captain Yore when he struck the snag and knew the Bertrand was
lost. Perhaps his feelings are best expressed by Stanley Vestal in his
book, The Missouri, when he wrote that "the trouble with going up
the Missouri River in a boat is that you have to take the boat along."

Figur~ 95.
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APPENDIX A
Preservation
of Bertrand Artifacts:
General Procedures
-Ronald R. Switzeri
The preservation of the cargo of the Bertrand, while a rewarding and challenging experience, has been, at times to say the
least, exasperating. Few if any organizations have been charged with
the responsibility of preserving an American historical and archeological treasure of such magnitude, and the demanding problems that
have arisen during the course of this activity will continue. A number
of specific problems contribute to the difficulty of the preservation
and conservation of Bertrand artifacts, not ~he least of which is the
sheer volume and the broad spectrum of classes of material. Unfortunately, in the early stages of the salvors' excavation, no one could
have known what lay in the holds. Faced with the rights of the salvors
to remove the material expeditiously, yet under supervision of National Park Service archeologists exercising professional controls, optimum conditions of preservation were not possible until adequate
laboratory facilities could be installed at the refuge. Also, in the absence of qualified conservators during the very first stages of. cargo
removal, the safety and integrity of cert4in material could not be insured.

I Mr. Switzer, Superintendent of Mesa Verde National Park, was a museum specialist
with the Midwest Archeological Center, National Park Service, and directed the Bertrand Laboratory at DeSoto Bend National Wildlife Refuge, and the laboratory at the
Midwest Archeological Center.
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The purpose of this appendix is to present a broad outline of
artifacttreatment. Obviously a detailed resume of specific procedures
must wait for future years, when specific problems have been solved.
Major work on the cargo began in October of 1968. Artifacts
removed from the steam!ihip's hold were transported to the headquarters area at DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge where they were
washed, sealed in polyethylene and stored in a vacant garage bay
through the winter. Relative humidity in this temporary storage area
was controlled, within reasonable limits, with the use of moist burlap
bags. In the spring of 1969, when the temperature began to rise, two
window-mounted air conditioners were installed at the mouth of the
garage bay. Textiles were removed to the Midwest Archeological Center in Lincoln, where they were kept under refrigeration prior to
cleaning.
In June, 1969, when work resumed at the excavation site,
enormous amounts of cargo began to fill the maintenance yard at the
Refuge. In order to keep the cargo wet, Refuge personnel immersed
large quantities of artifacts in water-filled canvas tanks ranging in size
from 1,000 to 10,000 gallons. By July, warm summer temperatures
promoted the growth of fungi in the tanks. At the suggestion of Ray
M. Seborg, a consultant from the Forest Products Research Laboratory. Thymol was added to the tanks at the rate of 5 gallons per 1,000
gallons of water to kill the various fungi. Deck planks from the Bertrand, which had been stored with the cargo, were removed from the
tanks and stacked to dry in the maintenance yard.
Removal of cargo from the holds was completed in September, and, by October 7, all but two of the canvas tanks had been emptied and the artifacts removed to storage. Temporary shelves were
constructed inside a six-bay truck garage at Refuge headquarters,
and the walls of three bays were insulated with styrofoam sheets, 4
inches thick. Window air conditioners installed in each of the three
bays and several small space heaters provided temperature control
through the fall and winter.
At the end of Oqober, in a makeshift laboratory in the Refuge office complex, _experimental studies were begun to determine
the most suitable preservation methods for the cargo. Operating with
limited funds, provided by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
and the National Park Service, preservation methods selected were
based on a number of factors, including cost, existing facilities, time,
the availability of personnel, chemicals and apparatus, and reversability. Shortly thereafter, with increased availability of funds, a new artifact conservation laboratory was constructed at the refuge.
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THE LABORATORY
Most, but not all, of the major preservation techniques were
established by the end of June, 1970. However, experimentation to
improve those methods and to deal with new problems which arose
from time to tim_e represented an ongoing activity which will never
fully terminate. In October, 1970, the Bertrand Laboratory staff
moved its chemicals and apparatus to the newly completed facility on
the Refuge, and, with the help of Refuge personnel, moved the cargo
into the permanent storage area in the new building. Atmospheric
conditions in the storage area of the laboratory complex are maintained at 55°F with a relative humidity of 50 percent.
The facility was divided into functional work areas to ease
congestion in dealing with the cargo. The large general laboratory
was equipped with Kemresin sinks and counters mounted on steel
cabinets, a safety shower, fire extinguishers, blackboard and bulletin
board, flexible shaft machines, two industrial airbrasive units with
glove box and dust collector, and a 500-gallon, galvanized steel holding tank. Cataloguing this vast collection was also performed in the
general laboratory where the curator kept a photographic record using a Polaroid MP-3 positive-negative camera. Selected artifacts were
photographed before, during and after processing with .35mm color
film to supplement the record of laboratory activities. In addition, the
Bertrand Conservation Laboratory was equipped for microscopic
studies and micro-photography.
A second smaller laboratory was equipped with a sink, counters, cabinets, hot plates, a large mechanical convection oven, several
ultra-sonic cleaning units, and apparatus for electrolytic reduction.
The laboratory was equipped with blowers to evacuate the atmosphere once every nine minutes.
A third laboratory was equipped for wet chemistry and contains sinks, counters, cupboards, a large fume hood, bunsen burner,
and two types of vacuum apparatus. The atmosphere in this room can
be evacuated once every 12 minutes, or faster, when the fume hood is
in operation.
The fourth and final section of the laboratory complex contains a chemical storage room with modular steel shelving. Light fixtures and blowers in this room are sealed and gasketed, and the concrete floor is depressed 4 inches. The chemical storage room contains
a blower and duct work to evacuate the atmosphere every 9 minutes,
and a water source and floor drain to flush away spilled chemicals.
_ The storage area of the building contains a large, shallow,
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stainless steel sink, air compressors, grit blasting equipment and a
bulb-lit, asbestos insulated drying oven. Floors in the cargo storage
area and in all laboratories contain floor drains. In the opposite end
of the building are located the crew room, lavatories, clerical supply
storage room, physical equipment room, and a small artifact viewing
room.
To reduce the danger of explosion and fire, diethyl ether
and other dangerous chemicals are stored in a ventilated steel shed
located 40 feet north of the main building. A shaded stall was constructured adjacent to the steel shed which was used during the summer months for grit blasting heavy metal objects.

PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES
The preservation techniques employed in the Bertrand Laboratory are, of necessity, quite varied inasmuch as we are treating
many artifacts with unique qualities. Although, for the most part, we
are preserving basic kinds of substances, there were some materials
and specific artifacts that most conservators have never had to treat.
Canned and bottled fruits, preserves, vegetables, shell fish, meats,
sauces, honey and molasses, bitters, liquors, wines, champagne, ales,
inks and tonics certainly presented unique problems. Others involved
butter, soap, salt meat, matches, black powder, candles, tarpaper,
white lead, and wagon grease. In addition, many items w~re composed of more than one material. Multi-component artifacts, in most
cases, had to be disassembled and each material treated separately
before they were reconstructed and catalogued.
An annotated outline of preservation techniques for major
classes of materials is presented in the following pages. Wherever one
method has proved more effective than others, appropriate commentary is provided.

TEXTILES
Nearly I ,600 cubic feet of textiles were recovered from the
Bertrand, most of which are bolt and ready-made goods of wool or
silk; some cotton textiles survived as well. Other items classified as textiles include several varieties of men's hats and at least one type of
rubberized slicker.
So excellent was the condition of the majority of textiles that
no special treatments had to be developed for purposes of cleansing
and preservation. Each bundle was sampled to record the nature of
the fibers, direction of spin of the fibers, type of weave, the presence
of stitches, binding, selvages and applied decoration, fastness of the
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dyes, and the nature and amount of foreign matter present. With the
exception of the dye tests, most of this information was obtained with
the aid of a binocular microscope. Standard dye fastness tests using
detergent, ammonia, acetic acid, and water were run on each fabric
before cleaning. All data were recorded on forms similar to those
used by the Textile Museum in Washington D.C.
All textiles were cleaned using deionized water and non-ionizing detergents. Fabrics were cleaned between Lumite screens in specially constructed fiberglass tanks and were dried on large Lumite
screen drying racks. In many instances, commercial fabric softeners
proved useful in improving the texture and appearance of the textiles, and greatly increased rinsability.
After washing and drying, the textiles were stored flat, in
specially constructed boxes. Individual items are wrapped in or separated by non-acid tissue paper. Each storage box contains a dated vial
of Thymol or paradichlorobenzine.

WOOD
Many artifacts are composed, at least in part, of wood.
Wood artifacts, and wood parts of multicomponent artifacts have
been treated with a variety of chemicals, but the most successful method involved the use of polyethylene glycol.
All but two wood preservation techniques required that the
specimens be stabilized by weight in pure ethyl alcohol. The artifacts
to be stabilized were first washed under running water with soft nylon
brushes. Specimens stabilized in alcohol were placed in dated vats and
weighed every two days until there was no appreciable change. The
final recorded weight on the vat tag served as a base from which preservation absorbtion was calculated.
Some stabilized wood specimens were treated with Gelva V-7
(a nitrocellulose), butyl acetate, propyl acetate, and certain resins. The
use of vacuum apparatus with these materials often improved impregnation of the artifacts. Occasionally, it was helpful to dehydrate
an artifact fully before impregnation. This was accomplished by placing the specimens in successive baths of alcohol, acetone, and diethyl
ether en vacuo. For our purposes, the most successful treatment of
wood has resulted from the use of polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000
and 6000 in an ethyl alcohol medium. Stabilized artifacts of wood
were placed in PEG for various lengths of time, depending on their
size and condition. Upon removal from the PEG, specimens showed a
25 percent increase in weight over that last recorded on the alcohol
vat tag.
Two other techniques have been used on small wood arti-
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facts with varying degrees of success. Neither of these techniques
required that the artifacts be stabilized by weight nor fully dehydrated. Both depended on the process of osmosis for their success.
In the first technique, waterlogged artifacts were immersed
in polymethacrylate or polyvinyl acetate at room temperatureuntil
impregnation was complete. The second method involved immersing
the specimens in a potash-alum-glycerine-water solution maintained
at near boiling until it had fully penetrated the fibers. Usually, when
these techniques had been employed, the artifacts were given several
light coats of Damar resin, thinned Agateen lacquer, or commercia!
matte spray fixative, sometimes followed by a coat of turpentine and
linseed oil mixed in equal amounts.
Some wood artifacts have been left to dry under controlled
conditions and none of these have suffered appreciably. Our records
indicate these artifacts have shown little distortion, dimensional
chahge, cellular collapse, splitting or checking, and in most cases
there was less than 10 percent shrinkage. Controlled drying of additional specimens may have some merit as an inexpensive technique
for broken and nonrestorable materials.

FERROUS METALS
Iron, tinned iron, and steel comprise the next largest class of
basic materials recovered from the Bertrand. It should be noted that
in no tase have artifacts composed of these materials survived without
damage from oxidation and corrosion. Usually a combination of preservation techniques were employed to treat iron and steel artifacts,
owing to excessive deterioration. However, the basic procedures included the initial use of mechanical cleaning aids such as dental picks,
wire wheels and brushes, flexible shaft machines with various attachmerHs, industrial airbrasive units, and grit blasters. Materials and
apparatus used in conjunction with mechanical cleaning aids included
ultra·sonic apparatus, electrolytic reduction tanks, electrolytes for
electrochemical reduction, acids, and commercial rust removers composed tnainly of acids.
The larger artifacts such as plows, and the mud and steam
drums from the Bertrand engine compartment, could not be immersed for lack of tanks of adequate size. These items, many of which
were badly corroded, were grit blasted and coated with commercial
rust removers before they were lacquered for storage.
Smaller specimens were cleaned mechanically, usually with
the help of an industrial airbrasive unit set at between 45 and 80 psi,
emitting 50-micron silicon carbide grit or glass beads. After the heavy
dirt, corrosion, and oxidation had been removed, they were placed in
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one of three tanks for further treatment. Those artifacts which were
in relatively good condition were placed in an ultra-sonic transducer
tank and finished in Fremont 254 rust remover, composed mainly of
sodium hydroxide. Other items were cleaned in one of our electrolytic tanks, or were placed directly into Fremont 254 or CRC rust remover. Items in Fremont 254 or CRC were heated to near the boiling
point and the temperature of the solution was maintained throughout
the process.
Each artifact treated thus had to be removed from solution
from time to time and brushed under running water to remove the
black sludge which accumulated on the surface.
_
All artifacts of iron and steel which had been processed by
electrolysis or in rust removers were given alternate hot and cold water baths to flush the pores before.flrying in acetone. Once dry, artifacts were coated with rust inhibitors and/or sprayed with Agateen
lacquer or a matte spray fixative. The best results on iron and steel
artifacts were produced with Fremont 254 rust remover and mechanical descaling aids.

NON-FERROUS METALS
Non-ferrous metal artifacts from the Bertrand are composed mostly of brass, copper and lead, or alloys of the former such as
britanium or pewter. Several bronze bearing cushions from the boat
itself have also been observed in the collection.

Copper and Brass
Calcium deposits and heavy incrustations of alteration products such as cuprite, malachite and azurite were reduced in
thickness using hardwood picks and glass beads at 65 psi in
an industrial airbrasive unit.
Experiments have been conducted on copper and brass
artifacts using a number of chemicals, including Rochell Salt
and sulphuric acid, nitric acid, sodium hexametaphosphate,
sodium sesquicarbonate, citric acid, and sulphuric acid in
solutions of 5 to 10 percent. The best results were obtained
with sodium hexametaphosphate and sodium sesquicarbonate in 5 percent solutions at room temperature. The major
disadvantage of both products was the slow reaction time,
but many small items could be cleaned simultaneously. Citric
acid in 5 percent solutions has also produced good results.
Brass or copper treated by any of these techniques were
burnished with commercial metal polishes or with whiting
and ammonia, precipitated chalk, or pulverized rottenstone
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and ammonia. Lacquer, spray matte fixative, and microcrystaline waxes were the only fully satisfactory coatings
used on brass and copper in the Bertrand Laboratory.
Other techniques have been used in the treatment of copper and brass, but the results are not wholly satisfactory, and
the necessary materials are expensive. Two of the methods
involved reduction with zinc and caustic soda, and electrolysis in caustic soda. The former was relatively effective, but
the cost of an adequate amount of 20-mesh granulated zinc
metal was prohibitive.
Because· certain brass and copper artifacts were badly
bent, annealing and shaping have been performed on some
items, enabling better cleaning. Occasionally artifacts were
shaped for cosmetic purposes to enhance the overall visual
quality.

Lead and Pewter
Small numbers of lead and pewter artifacts have been processed, but none have suffered extensive damage from oxidation and corrosion. Most are in a good state of repair. For
the most part, objects of lead and pewter have been treated
in hydrochloric acid followed by ammonium acetate. This
technique, coupled with mechanical cleaning, polishing and
sealing with microcrystaline wax are the only methods used
on these items at the present time.

Tin
Cans represented the major items composed at least in part
of tin. The cans, of course, are tinned iron, and are not
composed solely of tin. Ultra-sonic cleaning, electrolysis, and
the acid treatment described for lead and pewter have produced good results. Electrolytic reduction seemed to work
about as well as any method devised in the laboratory, but
the volume of cans in the cargo made its use questionable.
Acids were occasionally used to reduce difficult spots of iron
rust.

Silver
Both sterling and plate have been observed in the cargo.
Reduction with aluminum metal and sodium hydroxide, and
with aluminium metal and sodium carbonate, followed by
polishing with commercial silver cream were the only methods used. Mixtures of sodium carbonate, and cream of tartar
and ammonia did not produce satisfactory results.
Processed silver artifacts were wrapped in acid free tissue
and stored in tightly closed containers. Microcrystaline wax
was the only post cleaning substance used on silver items.
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Britannia
Inasmuch as the small amount of flatware made of this alloy
was in excellent condition, nothing was done except minor
polishing. Some pieces were bent, but straightening presented no major problems.

BOTTLES AND GLASS
Hundreds of bottles of perishables were recovered from the
Bertrand's holds, and at least 30 different shapes and sizes are represented. In addition, the collections include a large number of glass
chimneys, oil fonts and bases for lamps, and no small number of castor sets, candy dishes, salt cellars, mirrors, and glass for picture
frames.
Most of the glass artifacts were in good condition, although
some irridescence and deterioration has been observed. The major
problems which developed with respect to the bottled perishables
involved the contents of the bottles, the corks, seals and labels associated with the containers.
Bottles without contents, corks, seals and labels, and most
other glass items were washed in Super Edisonite, biodegradeable
cleanser for laboratory glassware with a Ph of 8. After cleaning, the
artifacts were rinsed and dried in successive baths of alcohol and acetone. Later, after cataloguing, they were wrapped in soft tissue and
placed in sealed, compartmented boxes built especially for glass storage. The boxes tended to create an excellent stable micro-environment.
Bottles exhibiting good corks and lead seals were treated in
much the same manner, but the integrity of the cork/seal unit was
maintained throughout cleansing. The seals were cleaned mechanically, with glass beads in an airbrasive unit at 65 psi and/or burnished
with a soft steel bristled jeweler's scratch brush. Finally, the tops of the
bottles, including the lead seals, were coated with a specially formulated resin to make the bottles airtight.
Bottles bearing paper labels were handled with great care.
The glass was cleaned to the periphery of the label, and the label itself
brushed lightly with a soft jeweler's brush to remove excess dirt. Most
labels and label fragments did not adhere tightly to the glass; therefore, they were given a thin coat of water soluble polyvinyl acetate to
consolidqte the fragments and to prevent them from peeling away
from the glass. Owing to the nature and condition of the paper, little
could be done to remove stains from the labels.
Bottles with deteriorated corks were washed, but the corks
were removed and a preservative solution was added to their contents. Preservative solutions used included formalin, ethyl alcohol,
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and a commercial fungicide; occasionally, combinations of these were
tried. Finally, these bottles were given new corks which were sealed to
the bottle glass with epoxy.

IRONSTONE AND PORCELAIN
Several barrels of ironstone dinnerware and miscellaneous
pieces of porcelain have been cleaned and preserved in the Bertrand
Conservation Laboratory. With the exception of breakage, most of
these artifacts were in good condition and needed nothing hut washing, drying and storing in a stable atmosphere.
A few pieces exhibiting iron stains were placed in dilute solutions of hydrogen peroxide, and experiments have been conducted
using acids, and Versene Fe-3 with good results.

LEATHER
More than 3,000 leather boots and shoes and an undetermined quantity of book covers, wallets, whips, and harness constitute
the bulk of the leather items recovered from the Bertrand. For the
most part, the leather is in good condition, but such materials as
stitching disintegrated long ago.
Leather artifacts were washed under fresh running water
with medium-stiff bristle brushes to remove caked mud and dirt. After washing, these specimens were placed in a solution three times
their volume of pure ethyl alcohol until their weight stabilized. When
stabilization was complete, the leather was immersed in vats of sulfonated cod oil. emulsified I :5 in water. The artifacts remained in this
leather dressing until their weight again stabilized, at which time they
were removed from the vats and wiped dry. Some items were then
placed in Tanoyl I230-B (a fat liquor) mixed I: I with water until they
were super-saturated with the solution. Other leather artifacts were
brushed with several applications of Tanoyl solution. Following treatment in Tanoyl, the excess solution was blotted with clean, lint free
cotton rags and the artifacts were left to air dry for several days, and
blotted again. Wallets, book covers, and harness, which have at least
one finished side, were treated with carnauba wax and polished with a
soft cloth. Excellent results have been obtained with the alcohol, sulfonated cod oil, and Tanoyl treatment. The leather is flexible and
exhibits a lasting luster and resilience.
Hob nails and scuff plates on the bottoms of boots were
cleaned with dolomite or 27 micron aluminum oxide using the airbrasive units at 80 psi equipped with large orifice nozzles. Subsequent to
this operation, the metal was carefully burnished and coated with
Agateen laquer.
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cases the glass was cleaned as carefully as possible, and some attention
was given to removing mud from the backs of the decals and paper.
Water soluble polyvinyl acetate was brushed onto the backs of the
paper scenes which helped to retain the integrity of the material and
to keep it ·from separating from the glass. The decals were treated
with PV A only if they had begun to show signs of deterioration or
separation.

MISCELLANEOUS
The term miscellaneous encompasses a great variety of Bertrand artifacts. Among the more important items were canned goods,
wagon grease, butter, white lead, sawdust or tow used as packing in
wooden shipping boxes, black powder, salt meat and candles.
The contents of most tin cans have been or will be destroyed,
as the danger of tetanus and botulism is extreme. The butter and salt
meat have already been disposed of for the same reasons. Genus and
species determinations of the animals represented in the salt meat
sample have been made.
The wagon grease acted as a preservative for its tin containers: therefore, very little has been done to this material. The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories at Los Alamos, N .M. is conducting experiments to attempt to determine the provenience of the oil field from
which this petroleum product was obtained.
Black powder presented no problems of preservation. The
potassium nitrate and sulphur components of the powder no longer
exist, and all that remains of the original powder is charcoal dust.
This was dried and stored in polyethylene jars. Sawdust packing material was dried in a like manner and stored in polyethylene bags.
White lead, presumably shipped for use in making house
paint, has become rock hard, and nothing was done to preserve it
other than drying and storing in suitable containers. The lead was not
put back in its original kegs after they were processed and reconstructed.
Tallow candles are the final item to be considered in this section. Most were in good condition and retained their cotton wicks.
They required little processing except soaking in dilute hydrochloric
acid, brushing under running water and drying in acetone.
Only a general statement regarding artifact preservation has
been possible in this appendix. However, as research continues on
preservation methods at the Bertrand <:;onservation Laboratory, the
information accumulated will be compiled as a manual for use by conservators.

APPENDIX B
inspection
of the Bertrand:
A Preliminary Reportt
-Ray M. Seborg
I inspected the wood of the steamboat Bertrand, and some

of the wooden artifacts that had been removed from the boat on Sept.
16 and 17, 1969. I was accompanied by Terry Highley, pathologist,
U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis. The history of the
steamboat, and the work that was being carried on at the excavation
were explained to me by Jerome E. Petsche, archeologist on the site,
Wilfred D. Logan, Chief of the Midwest Archeological Center, and
Carl. Semczak, preservator, all of the National Park Service, and
Wayne Chord, Assistant Manager of the DeSoto National Wildlife
Refuge.
Excavation of the interior of the steamboat was sufficiently
complete to reveal most of the wood structure. The deck had been
removed to allow removal of the cargo, and inspection of the planking and timbers could readily be made. Cargo that had been removed
was carefully wrapped to prevent drying, ·and was stored in a cooled
atmosphere or under water. Most of the cargo that had been removed
consisted of prqducts other than wood. The wood artifacts that I noted were packag~Hg crates, kegs, buckets, and tool handles. Some kegs,
staves from buckets, boards from crates, and shovel handles had been
!Submitted to the Midwest Archeological Center by Ray M. Seborg, Consultant in
Wood Products, Forest Products Laboratory, U.S. Forest Service. Mr. Seborg's preliminary investigation was undertaken prior to complete excavation of the Bertrand to
examine the characteristics of boat and cargo wood, and to advise on means of preservation.
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treated with polyethylene glycol-4000. The treatment, as explained by
Mr. Carl Semczak, was accomplished by soaking the wet wood in alcohol and then immersing the wood in a 50 percent solution of alcoholpolyethylene glycol-4000 maintained at 65° C for various periods of
time, depending on thickness of material, followed by drying to remove solvent.
Boards· or planks of decking that had been removed were
stacked solid in a large pile. Drying was occurring primarily on the
surface of the mpterial. Since the steamboat lies lower than the water
table, it was necessary to lower the water level by a system of wells
which were constantly being pumped. It is obvious that continued
pumping cannot be maintained during winter months. Water will,
therefore, fill the excavation during the winter and completely submerge the steamboat until pumping can again be resumed.
Submersion of the steamboat again in water will not appreciably damage the wooden structure. Repeated wetting and drying of
wood will tend to increase the size of checks or cracks. However,
since checking has already occurred in the surface of the wood that
has been exposed to drying conditions, one additional soaking and
drying period will have only a slight effect on increasing the size of the
checks and the subsequent strength.
The oak beams and planking of the steamboat are quite
sound. There are, however, structural weaknesses in parts of the
major beams that resulted from sinking of the midsection below the
level of the bow and stern. It is my opinion that damage to the boat
will result if it were to be lifted above the water surface by mechanical
means. It does have sufficient structural strength, however, to be
readily moved in water. In other words, if the silt surrounding the
boat were removed and the bottom (primarily the midsection) loosed
from the clay that now binds it, the boat could, with the aid of buoys,
be readily- raised to water level. It has already been experienced that
the bow will rise with a rise in water level. It has also been shown that
most of the water soaked decking, in which no drying occurred, will
float in water. Therefore, the weight to be lifted in water may orlly be
the weight of the soil in the bottom structure of the boat and the metal
fittings. Therefore, raising of the steamboat in water should cause but
little strain in the structure except for that which may be exerted
when the fractured beams (resulting from sinking of the middle section below the bow and stern) tends to straighten when the boat is surfaced.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It was recommended that the decking material be so stacked
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that air would flow between the boards. This hastened drying of the
boards and reduced decomposition. Wood containing less than 20
percent moisture will not support decay. Wood in the Nebraska area
will contain considerably less than 20 percent moisture when in equilibrium with the atmosphere. Therefore, it will not be necessary to
supply wood-preserving chemicals to prevent decay of this material if
the material is properly dried. The top boards of the stack should be
covered, as rapid drying in direct sunlight causes excessive checking.
Treatment of this checking with polyethylene glycol to reduce shrinkage was not recommended. The checks that are now on
the surface of the boards would, no doubt, be partially closed by an
effective treatment; however, it is my opinion that, in general, the
advantages gained by polyethylene glycol would not warrant the cost.
Treatment of wood with polyethylene glycol-4000 carried
out at the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., has shown
that satisfactory results can be obtained by using this chemical in an
aqueous as well as an alcoholic solution. It was recommended. therefore, that tests be made to determine the suitability of water as a solvent for the polyethylene glycol-4000. Considerable savings can be
made by eliminating the cost of the alcohol. It eliminates the fire hazard that exists when alcohol is present. The chief advantage of the
alcohol solution appears to be the reduced time required to dry treated wood, but the cost of alcohol seems to be a high price to pay.
In using polyethylene glycol in an aqueous solution, it is still
necessary to maintain the treating solution at the elevated temperature, as is done with an alcoholic solution. It is necessary to maintain
this elevated temperature in order to reduce the viscosity of the polyethylene glycol-4000. The viscosity is a major factor in determining
the rate of movement of the solution into the wood. At a temperature
of 65° C., the viscosity of polyethylene glycol-4000 is practically the
same as that of polyethylene glycol-! 000 at room tern perature.
The movement of solvent (either alcohol or water) from
treated wood is slow. Solvent remaining in the wood after it is assumed to be dry will tend to keep the wood in a swollen state for a
considerable length of time, and thus give one a false impression of
the effectiveness of the treatment. It is necessary to know the efficiency of the process used in order to be certain that the wood is satisfactorily treated. It was, therefore, recommended that tests be made
to determine the percent reduction in shrinkage that is imparted to
wood by these treatments. By so doing, a comparison of the effectiveness of various treatments can be made. Also, the effectiveness of
material already treated can be determined. In addition, by knowing
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the percent reduction in shrinkage that is imparted by the treatment,
the minimum length of time of treatment can be determined.
It was recommended that should the steamboat be removed
from the water in the future, it should, as soon as practical, be shielded from exposure to direct sunlight and from repeated wetting and
drying to minimize additional surface checking.

DIMENSIONAL
STABILIZATION
The degree of dimensional stabilization of wood by chemical
treatment, such as with polyethylene glycol, phenolic resin, etc., depends on the amount of solids that are deposited in the cell wall structure that remains after drying. Only solids that are deposited in the
cell walls of the wood reduce shrinking; that deposited i~the voids is
of no value. In general, the solids do not react with the wood, but only
act to bulk it. The extent to which solids enter the cell walls depends
on the degree to which the cell walls have been swollen. Chemicals
dissolved in solvents that do not swell wood, such as benzene, cannot
enter t~e cell walls and, therefore, will impart no dimensional stabilization. Polyethylene glycol will not diffuse into dry wood until the
wood is first swollen with the solvent of the treating solution.

TREATMENT WITH
PEG-1000
The treatment of wood in an aqueous solution of polyethylene glycol-1000 will impart a high degree of dimensional stabilization.
This work is described in numerous articles published in technical
journals. The treatment of waterlogged wood from archeological sites
as a means of preservation is described in the article "Conservation of
200-year-old waterlogged boats with polyethylene glycol" by Ray M.
Seborg and Robert B. Inverarity, Studies in Conservation, vol. 7, no.
4, November 1962.
The major disadvantage of using this chemical of lower molecular weight is that the treated wood tends to sweat or bleed at relatively high humidities. This tendency to bleed, however, can be greatly reduced by a surface coating of polyurethane finish (Tranco 542F),
obtainable from Trancoa Chemical Corporation, Reading, Mass. It
may be of interest to compare the percent reduction in the shrinkage
of wood when treated with polyethylene glycol-1 000 with that obtained for comparable wood samples treated with polyethylene glycol4000.
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CALCULATION OF
SHRINKAGE
Percent reduction in shrinkage can be readily determined by
cutting cross-sections from comparable samples of treated and untreated boards, and measuring changes in dimensions from wet to airdry conditions. To obtain an average value, cross-sections 1/8-inch to
1/4-inch thick should be cut from at least five different boards. The
length of the cross-sections should pe approximately the same for
ease of measurement. LenQ"ths of 1- to 1 1/2-inches are quite easy to
measure. The height of th~sample is the board thickness: The length
of the wet-untreated, and wet-treated cross-sections should be determined directly after cutting, that is, before drying of the sections occur, or stored under nondrying conditions until measurements can be
made. Measurements should be made preferably with a dial gage
reading to 1/1000th of an inch. The samples should then be air-dried
to constant weight and again measured. Drying of the cross-sections
can be accomplished quite readily if the samples are placed on a
screen and air is allowed to circulate over both faces with use of a fan.
The percent reduction in shrinkage due to the treatment is computed
by the formula:

= 1- -st

X 100
Sc
Where: Pis the percent reduction in shrinkage; St is the percent shrinkage of the treated wood; Sc is the percent shrinkage of the
control (untreated) wood.
When treating wet or water-soaked wood, the percen~ ,of
polyethylene glycol in the solution will change because of the diffusion of water from the wood into the treating solution. It is, therefore,
desirable to determine the concentration of polyethylene glycol in the
solution. This can be done by determining the specific gravity of the
treating solution by use of a hydrometer and then referring to the
manufacturer's chart to find the percent of polyethylene glycol. Although this chart has been computed for polyethylene glycol-200, it
can be used for other polyethylene glycols in aqueous solutions; the
density of polyethylene glycols with molecular weights of 200, 1,000,
and 4,000 are only slightly different. This chart cannot be used for
determining the concentration of polyethylene glycols in an alcohol
solution.
Samples of wood taken from the steamboat were submitted
to Dr. B. F. Kukachka, Specialist, Wood Identification, U.S. Forest
Products Laboratory, for identification of species. Samples taken
from the large structural beams (cylinder timbers) and from the 2inch-thick planking on the sides of the boat were identified as white
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oak. Samples taken from the bulkheads, decking, crates, and staves
from a wood container were all identified as white pine.
There \s generally some decay and darkenjpg of the wood in
areas around iron spikes and bolts in the oak pl£lpking and beams.
This is the result of the chemical reaction that occurs between the iron
and tannin~ and, possibly, o'!h.er extractives in th~ wood, especially
in oak This reaction decreases as the wood is dried. This effect is, of
course, ~(little .. jmp~rta~c~ in i'h~ overall problem of salvaging the
boat, and nothing qm b~ don~ iJ:qout it. I mention it merely in event
that some questiqn is r~ised ill future years regarding this discoloration around ti1e met~l fastening~.
In my opinion jt woyld be desirable to retain several dried
samples of each of the yarious wood artifacts without chemical treatment. Such samplt;~ wpHid show the difference in the treated and
untreated wood and ~mph?~jze the effectiveness of such treatments.
The untreated wood, sqould be dried slowly (not in an oven or in direct sunlight), preferably in 'l cool room, and stacked in order that
drying occurs equally on aJI faces to prevent !=Upping. Slow drying will
minimize checking qf t}1e woqd.

RAISING THJ: BOAT
It is not within the ~cope of this report to advise on means of
raising this steamboat. SH!=h an Hnd~rtaking, ng doubt, will be carried
out only after consultif1g wi~h ~ngineers 'lml scientific personnel
versed in this field of wor~. Ji~nr~v~·r. since ir1 my opinion this steamboat would be damaged py me!=h'lrical Iifring 1 I would like to comment favorably on the m~thod qf flpafing the RP1H to different levels
in the manner in which ~hip~ flr~ r;:tis~d, in cflm~!~ from one level to
another. The water table of th~ ~~qmH~~ 8i~ rjses H> within 10 feet of
the land surface. Tq~refpr~~ if i!n ;:tqja~:em ~XfiJ.Yfltion or ditch is
made of sufficient size ang d~ptp (20 feet) to qojq ~h(! poat, the water
would fill the ditch to a q~p~~ pf 10 feet (estimate~ f!ffift of the boat).
The boat could then ~~ fgw~q into the ditch; th~ ~rd of the ditch
could then be blocked, IW il girt fillirg: This ditch ~auld now be comparable to a "Jock" in i:l, C~f!f!!: ~y fiJjjpg f}'lis ~it~h with Water, the
boat could be again rai~~ft: H ~m emqap~rlJf:lflt Hmld be made ~r(:n.inq
the ditch and aroun{l 4 ~round, level ;trea, the boat couJp be 'floared
into this area for perrri~p.ent displ;t~. Thi~ @rocedure~ P.f course,
would depend on the abiltfY of th(l ~oil to hq!d water. P.o~s1pjy some
surface coating could be sprayed on the s4rface of the uP,per levels to
make it less pervious to water. If such a process proved ~u~cessful,
probably the only damage that would occur would be that resulting
from the straightening of those parts of the beams that were bent and
already somewhat damaged.
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TREATMENT OF THE BOAT
The type and extent of treatment to be given to the timbers
and planking in the steamboat, should it be raised in the future, is a
difficult decision. Certainly, consultation should first be made with
various organizations, government agencies, and individuals. One
factor to be considered would be the cost of the various treatments
that may be proposed and availability of funds. Another factor would
be the effectiveness of such treatments, if necessary. If treatments to
reduce decay are required, they can probably be made by surface
coating the wood with wood-preserving chemicals. Information on
types of preservatives and methods of application are available from
the American Wood Preservers Association, 1012 14th Street, Washington, D.C., or from the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory, P.O. Box
5130, Madison, Wis.
Treatment to reduce further surface checking can be accomplished by the application of several surface coatings of polyethylene
glycol; a small section of the bulkhead has already had one coating.
Some reduction in surface checking was observed, although the effect
is quite minor. To be effective, multiple coatings would have to be
applied. Such coatings are chiefly effective if applied to the wood surface before any appreciable drying of the wood surface occurs.
Treatment to dimensionally stabilize the wood, to prevent
the wood from shrinking, is difficult to achieve in beams and planking. In addition, it is especially difficult if the material cannot be immersed in the treating solution such as can be done with small artifacts. Penetration of polyethylene glycol in the outer regions of the
wood structure will not significantly reduce shrinking of the beams or
planking; untreated wood in the central areas will still shrink upon ·
drying. This drying will be slow and, for the thick beams, may occur
over a period of many years. It is doubtful that sufficient stabilization
can be obtained by any practical treatment to prevent a m'ajor fraction
of the shrinking of these thick wood structures.
Therefore, if adequate dimensional stabilization of the wood
is not atta~ned, and if the boat is not kept at high moisture levels after
it is removed from the water, it can be expected that the 2-inch planks
will slowly shrink, leaving cracks or gaps between the planks. These
openings can be subsequently caulked if desired. The large oak beams
will also shrink over a period of years, and will result in the ends of
the bolts protruding above the wood. The bolts can be rethreaded
and tightened. It is my opinion that such shrinkage can be accepted,
and should not detract from the beauty or value of such a potentially
fine museum relic.

APPENDIX C
A Study of the Volume, Weight,
and Density of the Bertrand Hull
-Pamela Hengeveld
This study was undertaken to obtain a rough estimate of the
total volume and weight of the emptied hull of the Bertrand, and to
calculate density as a means of determining the degree of buoyancy of
the hull as a single unit after a given length of time of exposure to the
atmosphere.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
The hull, as of September, 1969, consisted solely of wooden
parts and a small but not negligible quantity of metal. All cargo, decking, engine parts, and remnants of superstructure had been removed.
Volume data for both wood and metal were determined by measurement of representative component parts with the use of chain and
ruler to tolerances of l/4th inch. Weights of wooden components
were calculated by removing small, representative samples with a
Swedish increment bore of 3/16th-inch diameter, and by a 1.1 inch
drill bit. The core samples were weighed on a Mettler Analytical Balance to within l/1 O,OOOth of a gram. Reduction of density figures in
grams per cubic inch to pounds per cubic foot was accomplished with
an Olivetti Programma 101 computer.!
Saf\lple cores were removed from 17 representative components of the hull, each of which had been exposed to the air for approximately four and a half months. Immediately upon removal, the
I The use of the computer and analytical balance was generously offered by the Departments of Mathematics and Chemistry, Dana College, Blair, Nebr.
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core samples artd shavings from a drill pit s~mple of the bottom hull
were seale~ jf} polyethylene bags and r~pif:?ved to the labqratory for
weighing.
TP.e major components thus s'!mpled include the following:
a portiqn ()fan exemplary upper rudd~r ~sseml:!ly, tlw transom, an
exempla~y inner and outer cylinder timp~r, the k~eJspn, an exemplary hofi?-ontal (hull floor) and vertical (!n.)}l ~~d~) rib, side bracing
memQ~f~. an exemplary side hull mefTll:!~r (strake), an exemplary
staq~hipn for cylinder supporting timbn, n~dder supporting beam,
th~ h1..1l! planking; the guards, boiler supporting p~ams, a bottom hull
member, and a bulkhead.
·'
·
' ·''. . The remaining metal parts qf the hull were entirely of
wro~ght iron. As in the case of the wooden components, the dimens,ioqs 'of metal parts, with the exception pf c4t nails, were rec~rded
ap~ ~h~ computer was programmed fqr th~ standard den'sity of
wrqllgh.t ~n:m, i.e., 128.80 grams per ClJpi~ inch. An area equal to
}/80th ~p~ total area of the hull surfac~ Wfl~ m;:J.rked off and all nails
w~r.e rrwqy~g, weighed, then replaceq. The res4!t was multiplied by
~p tg p~rnp).lte total weight of all nails in the h41!: J\mong the major
fl1fti'!l p~rfs m~aS.tHed-and remaining on the lwll-w~re a c:apstan
~h~ft ~nd ge~r 1 ~fmke bolts, nuts and wash~rs, supporting rogs and
ho~ chains qf va[!Q4§ diameters and lengths? pjllpw blocks, ~nq U981~5,1 br~~kets 1 F!e~~s, rhe bow ice shield, miscell~neous met~! straps,
imP s,~¥~ral !ar~e mrrhH£kles.

WQQD

&~~PLE

DATA

A:

~~!"~
!Jp,p,er rudder assembly, (starboard side). Volume ~nP w~igH~ data doubled to include port side. Volume:
}2' 3" ~
~·'tp" (x2); ·weight of bore: 3.1945 gm. Bore: 3/

HW
Hr' pi~m: ~· JP"
lp~.fcu.
J; r,-:··'--'!

or,
43.98
1'1:
I
. .

length. Bore density: 11.5694 gm./cu. in.,
ft.

!l~fe ~:

Trampm plank. Volume: 5" xI' 9" x 30'; Weight
pf ~we: ~·~~~§ &lll· B?re: 3/16" diam. x 5" length. Bore
denmr: ~:9,~~5. ~fll./cu. m. or 33.96lbs./cu. ft.

!Jqre €:

~nn~r cylinder timber (starbof!rd side; volume
data dp~bkd t9 include port side). Volyme: 2' 6" x 7" x 46"
(x 2); Weight qf gore: 2.0719 gm. Bore: 3/l6" di~m. x 7"
length~ ~pre d~nsity: 10.7196 gm./c4, in. or 40, 7~ lb&,/cu. ft.

Bor~ :P: Keelson. Volume: 160' x 5" ?' 12"; Weight of
bor~: 4.8580 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 12" length, Bore den-

sity: 14.6647 gm./cu. in or 55.75Ibs./cu. ft.
Bore E: Ribs (vertical). Volume data multiplied by 220 to
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include all vertical ribs (starboard and port sides). Volume:
(mean) 3" x 4" x 5' (x 220); Weight of bore: 1.3424 gm.
Bore: 3/16" diam. x 4" length. Bore density: 12.1543 gm./cu.
in. or 46.21lbs./cu. ft.

Bore F:

Ribs (hull floor, horizontal). Volume data multiplied by 110 to include all horizontal ribs. Volume: 3" x 6" x
30' (x 110); Weight of bore: 1.7360 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x
6" length. Bore density: 10.4787 gm./cu. in. or 39.84lbs./cu.
ft.

Bore G:

Side bracing members, port side. Volume data
doubled to include starboard side. Volume: 2" x 2' x 160' (x
2); Weight of bore: .6587 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 2" length.
Bore density: 11.9280 gm./cu. in. or 45.35lbs./cu. ft.

Bore H:

Side hull members, port side. Volume data doubled to include starboard side. Volume: 2" x 5' x 160' (x 2);
Weight of bore: .3714 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 2" length.
Bore density: .3714 gm./cu. in or 25.57 lbs./cu. ft.

Bore I: Outer cylinder timber, starboard side. Volume
data doubled to include port side. Volume: 6 1/4" x 2' x 23'
(x 2); Weight of bore: 2.1181 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 6 1/4"
length. Density of bore: 12.2737 gm./cu. in. or 46.66 lbs./cu.
ft.

J: Port hog frame supporting beam (small keelson).
Volume data doubled to include starboard side. Volume: 8"
x 1' x 41' (x 2); Weight of bore: 3.3531 gm. Bore: 3/16"
diam. x 8" length. Density of bore: 15.1798 gm./cu. in or
57.71lbs./cu. ft.
Bore

BoreK: Remaining bulkhead. Volume: 1 3/4" x 2' x 160';
Weight of bore: .2023 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 1 3/4" length.
Density of bore: 4.1867 gm./cu. in. or 15.92lbs./cu. ft.

Bore L:

Rudder supporting beams, starboard side. Volume data doubled to include port side. Volume: 1' 6" x 8" x
5' 2" (x 2); Weight of bore: 1.8656 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x
6" length. Density of bore: 11.2610 gm./cu. in. or 42.81 lbs./
cu. ft.

Bore M:

Stanchions for cylinder supporting beams and
bulkhead supporting beams. Volume: 3" x 3" x 240'; Weight
of bore: .9908 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 6" length. Bore density: 12.0167 gm./cu. in or 45.68lbs./cu. ft.

BoreN:

Hull planking. Volume: 2" x 23' x 320'; Weight
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of bore: .8874 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 3" length. Bore density: 10.7127 gm./cu. in. or 40.73 lbs./cu. ft.

Bore 0: Guard: Volume: 3' 8" x 2 l/2' x 142'; Weight of
bore: .9843 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 3" length. Bore density:
11.8827 gm./cu. in. or 45.171bs./cu. ft.
BoreP: Boiler supporting beams (gunwale to gunwale).
Volume: 9" X 9" X 30' + 13" X 9" X 30' + 7" X 4" X 20' + 7" X
4" X 14' + 7" X 4" X 8' + 7" X 4" X 9' + 6" X 10" X 10'; Weight
of bore: 1.7499 gm. Bore: 3/16" diam. x 6". Bore density:
10.5626 gm./cu. in. or 40.15 ibs./cu. ft.
Bore Q: Bottom hull members. Volume: 3" x 30' x 160';
Weight of bore: (mean weight of 4 sample bores) 46.8597
gm. Bore: 1.1" diam. x 3" length. Bore density: 16.4363 gm./
cu. in. or 62.48lbs./cu. ft.
For purposes of calculation, the wood and metal parts were
categorized by simple geometric shape. Most wooden parts were simple rectangular solids; therefore, the volume was determined simply
by multiplying the dimensions of length by width by thickness. The
cores used to determine the density of the representative parts were
cylinders whose volumes were determined by multiplying the area of
the circular base by the height of the core. The computer was programmed to accept volume data of the metal for a variety of geometric forms. For example, a bolt was classed as a cylinder, and its
head, as a rectangular solid. The nut was classed as a rectangular solid
with a cylindrical void, and a washer, or a pipe, as cylindrical solids
with cylindrical voids. In the programming process, the outer dimensions of the object was fed to the computer and, where applicable, the
void to be subtracted.

RESULTS
Each sample removed from the 17 representative wooden
components of the hull was found to be of a different density. The
total volume of the wood was calculated at 3,888 cubic feet, and the
weight at 182,795 pounds, i.e., a density of approximately 47.0
pounds per cubic foot. The volume of the metal was calculated at just
short of 20 cubic feet. Using the standard figure of 128.80 grams per
cubic inch as the average density of wrought iron, the total weight of
the metal was calculated at 9,837 pounds, or almost 5 tons. The total
weight of wood and metal, 192,632 pounds, divided by the total volume of 3,908 cubic feet, .produces a figure of 49.3 pounds per cubic
foot (overall density), considerably less than the density of fresh water, i.e., 62.4 pounds per cubic foot.

-~
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CONCLUSIONS
Wood densities varied from sample to sample, ranging from
14.92 pounds per cubic foot, to 62.48 pounds per cubic foot. The latter figure was derived from the weight and volume data taken from
the slightly nonbuoyant bottom hull planks which were often awash
during the months of exposure, and only the tops (or one plane surface) -of which were exposed to the air at any time. This appears to
substantiate the empirical judgement of the archeologist on the site
who noted that the white oak objects (as opposed to those of white
pine) which were removed from the water always sank when placed
back unless allowed to dry for a few hours. While no study was made
t<? determine the exact amount of time a given volume and surface of
the white oak would have to be exposed before it would float, given
the manner in which the boat was excavated, it would appear that
buoyancy of even the most massive components would be assured in a
matter of a few days exposure to the open air.
Major criticism that can be made of this study involves the
number and size of the sample. While the Swedish increment bore is a
reasonably accurate tool, the sam pie bore diameter of 3/l6th inch, in
view of the enormous volume of the boatwood, involves an uncomfortably great range of error.

APPENDIX D
A Study of Wood Drying Rates
and Water Content
in the Bertrand Hull
-Pamela Hengeveld
The major objective of this study was to obtain data on the
rate at which selected wooden components were drying for a range of
times of exposure to the atmosphere. The study was also designed to
determine percentages of water weight in the wood at various depths
from component surfaces, and to determine that ratio of water to cellulose weight which would result in buoyancy. The study was initiated
in anticipation of the possibility that the boat hull might, in the future,
be preserved in a dry state. Inasmuch as the long term condition of
the boatwood will depend upon rates of drying and the effectiveness
of temperature and humidity controls, acquisition of information
regarding drying rates, where component parts were exposed to the
natural, open air environment for varying periods of time, seemed
advisable.
Early in the 1969 period of excavation of the Bertrand it was
noted that surface checking of the wood occurreq wi~hin a day of
exposure. After several weeks, fissures as deep as 1/2 inch. developed
in major structural supporting components. However, the rate of
-.majority of the components tested in this study were exposed to similar weather
conditions, i.e., somewhat below normal temperatures and somewhat higher precipitation than in previous years for the months of May through October. Mean daily high
for the period: 76.2°; mean daily low: 54.4°; deviation of precipitation from normal:
+ 2.6 inches. Data compiled by U.S. Weather Bureau Station, Blair, Nebr.; Climatological
Data, vol. 74, nos. 5-10, U.S. Department of Commerce, Environmental Science Services Administration, Lincoln, Nebr.
I The
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checking of the white oak-the predominant type of wood comprising the major supporting members-appeared, on simple visual
inspection, to level off after approximately six weeks exposure to the
air. I
It was also noted that certain wooden components re.moved
from the boat were buoyant, and others non-buoyant. Approximately
95 percent of the white pine decking, for example, ftoaieq when
placed in tanks of water-most of which was exposed to the ~ir from
only one to two hours. Still others, such as fragments of white oak
stanchions, sank immediately when placed in the same tanks. Wlieh
exposed to the air for several hours, however, these same white oak
members became buoyant.
In this study small sections of cores of wood were subjected
to a simple sink-float test, and companion samples takeh from very
near the same point were tested in the laboratory to determine ~ctuaJ
percentage of water by weight. By these means it was hoped that liinit;
ed information might be obtained on the rate of drying at varibus
depths from component surfaces where the elapsed time of exposure
was known.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Sample cores were obtained with a Swedish increment bore,
3/16th inch in diameter. Samples were taken of various white oak
members of the boat, consideration given to obtaining samples from
components varying in the amount of time their surface (or surfaces)
were exposed to the air, but away from the direct rays of the sun, and
representing a variety of structural shapes and sizes. The greatest
exposure time represented is six months; the least, three weeks.
At each of the 11 sample points, two cores were taken approximateiy 1 inch apart and to the same depth, i.e., to that point
most distant from an exposed surface-presumably that point which
would be expected to retain the greatest percentage of water. For
example, in the case of the side hull, where only one plane surface was
exposed to the air, the sample was taken from the exposed surface all
the way through the member to the outboard surface (immediately
adjacent to the wet sand). The samples from the upper rudder assembly, exposed to the air on four sides, were taken from one surface to
that point most distant from the four sides.
The cores were identified with a prefix number indicating
the source or point of sampling, followed either by the letter A, used
to designate core sections subjected to the sink-float test, or by B, the
core sections rerrioved to the laboratory to determine water by weight.
At each sampie point, core A was cut in 1 centimeter sections and
numbered consecutively from the exposed surface inward. Each cen-
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timeter section was immediately dropped into a glass of water to observe buoyancy. "Floaters" were recorded with the plus sign (+ ), and
"sinkers" with a negative sign(-).
The second core, B, was taken from within an inch of core A,
immediately cut into one centimeter lengths, numbered consecutively
from exposed surface inward, and placed in 1 1/2-inch lengths of
small plastic tubes. The ends of the sections were sealed with plastic
tape to eliminate evaporation. The B core sections were taken to the
laboratory where their weights were recorded to within 1/10,000th of
a gram on a Mettler analytical balance. After the sections were placed
.in an oven for 48 hours at 110 degrees F., their weights were again
recorded. Differences between their weights when wet and when dry
were determined, and percentages of water by weight for sections of
the B core series were computed and charted.

OVEN TIME CONTROL
Minimal oven time for the elimination of water from the B
core series was determined in the following manner: A centimeter
section of white oak, 3/l6th inch in diameter, from the Bertrand with
a density greater than water at room temperature (initial weight of
0.1630 gram) was placed in a small vacuum flask containing tap water.
The pressure was reduced to 18 mm. with an ordinary laboratory aspirator. Following a 10 minute exposure to these conditions at a temperature of 22° C., atmospheric pressure was restored (barometer
uncorrected at 726 mm. with the sample under water). The sample
was permitted to remain under water for several minutes, was then
removed from the flask and excess surface water was removed by gently roiiing the small cylinder on paper toweling. The weight at this
point was 0.1800 gram, a gain of 10.4 percent over the initial weight.
·During exposure to the low pressure, copious bubbling occurred at
many points over the surface of the sample. This may have been due
to the evolution of air from the interstices of the sample and/or various points on the surface acting as nucleii for boiling. After two additional cycles under analogous conditions, the sample weight had increased to 0.1840 gram, a gain of 12.9 percent.
At this point the sample was again placed in tap water at
room temperature and pressure where it was allowed to remain for 40
hours, after which the sample weighed 0.1898 gram. Processing
through an additional aqueous vacuum cycle reduced the weight to
0.1879 gram. Replacing the sample in water at room temperature and
pressure for eight hours increased its weight to 0.1897 gram. Drying
the sample in an oven at 110° C. for 18 hours reduced its weight to
0.0960 gram, a decrease of 49.4 percent of its maximum net weight.
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After an additional oven drying period of 30 hours, the sample
weight was recorded at 0.0954 gram. Exposure of the sample to dry
vacuum conditions for 22 hours (25° C. at 6 mm. pressure) did not
significantly affect its weight (0.0959 gram). Based on these observations, it seems reasonable to conclude that the maximum amount of
water that the white oak members of the Bertrand can contain (absorbed and interstitial water) approximates 98 percent of its dry
weight.2

DATA SUMMARY
The results of the A and B core series appear below and in
graphs 1 through 1I (fig. 97).
Cores 1-A, 1-B: Location: upper portion of starboard rudder assembly; exposure time: six months; material: white
oak. Core series A(+): float; (-): sink. Percentages of water
by weight given for sections of B core series. Centimeter sections I (outside) through I3 (inside): 1.+, 12.1; 2.+, 16.0;
3.+, 22,3; 4.+, 37.6; 5.+, 33.8; 6.+, 35.5; 7.+, 36.6; 8.+,
40.4; 9.-, 41.4; 10.-, 39.9; II.-, 40.6; 12.-, 45.6; 13.-, 48.0.
Cores 2-A, 2-B: Location: lower portion of starboard rudder assembly; exposure time: three months; material: white
oak. Core series A(+): float;(-): sink. Percentages of water
by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections 1 (outside) through 13 (inside): 1.+, I2.6; 2.+, 20.8;
3. +, 3l. 7; 4. +, 36. 7; 5.-, 42.3;6.-,46.0; 7.-, 44.8; 8.-, 46.5; 9.-,
~
45.8; 10.-. 45.8; 11.-, 47.4; 12.-, 44.8; I3.-, 40.7.
Cores 3-A, 3-B: Location:.rib,_port side,midship; exposure
time: three weeks; material: white oak. Core series A(+):
float;(-): sink. Percentages of water by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections I (outside)
through 10 (inside): 1.-, 48.1; 2.-, 5 1.3; 3.-, 49.7; 4.-, 48.5; 5.-,
47.3; 6.-, 47.6; 7.-, 47.3; 8.-, 48.6; 9.-, 48.4; IO.-, 47.8.
Cores 4-A, 4-B: Location: forward longitudinal center
brace; exposure time: three and one-half months; material:
white oak. Core series A(+): float;(-): sink. Percentages of
water by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections I (outside) through IO (inside): 1.+, I9.6; 2.+,
30.0; 3.+, 33.7; 4.+, 35.9; 5.+, 38.0; 6.+, 40.6; 7.+, 39.9;
8.+, 37.8; 9.-, 34.8; 10.-, 36.7.
2The portion of this study directed to the determination of minimal oven time for the
elimination of water in the B core series was conducted by Frank Hengeveld, Chairman, Department of Chemistry, Dana College, Blair, Nebr.
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Cores 5-A, 5-B: Location: port side stern cleat; exposure
time: five weeks; material: white oak. Core series A (+ ):
float; (-): sink. Percentages of water by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections 1 (outside)
through 8 (inside: 1.+, 23.4; 2.+, 34.1; 3.+, 37.6; 4.-, 42.2;
5.-, 41.4; 6.-, 40.6; 7 .-, 43.6; 8.-, 46.0.
Cores 6-A, 6-B: Location: keelson, stern; exposure time:
two and one-half months; material; white oak, Core series
A(+): float;(-): sink. Percentages of water by weight given
for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections 1 (outside

through 8 (inside): 1.+, 26.1; 2.+, 42.0; 3.-, 50.1; 4.-, 52.2;
5.-, 50.8; 6.-, 51.2; 7.-, 51.2; 8.-, 48.9.
Cores 7-A, 7-B: Location; inner face, stanchion for supporting beam for piston; exposure time: five months; material: white oak. Core series A (+):float;(-): sink. Percentages
of water by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections 1 (outside) through 8 (inside): 1.+, 12.2; 2.+,
15.3; 3.+, 23.0; 4.+, 27.4; 5.+, 26.4; 6.+, 28.4; 7.+, 29.6;
8.+, 25.9.
Cores 8-A, 8-B: Location: bow rib, port side, 15th rib from
stempiece; exposure time: three months; material: white
oak. Core series A(+); float; (-): sink. Percentages of water
by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections I (outside) through 7 (inside):,!.+, 11.4; 2.+, 22.8; 3.+,
30.7; 4.+, 36.4; 5.+, 40.7; 6.-, 40.2; 7.-, 39.9.
Cores 9-A, 9-B: Location: bow rib, port side, 34th rib from
stempiece; exposure time: three months; material: white
oak. Core series A (+): float; (-): sink. Percentages of water
by weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections\ I (outside) through 9 (inside): 1.+, 19.4; 2.+, 30.9; 3.-t,
p9.3; 4.+,' 39.7; 5.+,, 39.7; 6.+, 36.0; 7.+, 32.2·; 8.+, 35.t;
9.+, 36.5.
'
Cores 10-A, 10-B: Location: vertical round post; exposure
time: four months; material: undetermined wood variety.
Core series A (+): float;(-): sink. Percentages of water by
weight given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sections I (outside) through 5 (inside): 1.+, 37.7; 2.+, 38.0; 3.+i,
40.0: 4.+, 43.0: 5.+, 50.4.
Cores 11-A, 11-B: Location: vertical round post; exposure
time: seven days; material: undetermined wood variety.
Core Series A(+): float;(-): sink. Percentages of water by
weigl\t_given for sections of core series B. Centimeter sec-
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tions I (outside) through 5 (inside): I.+, I9.0; 2. +. I3.I; 3. +,
I5.I;4.+, I4.5;5.+, I9.3.

RESULTS
The results of the sink-float test (A core series) were reasonably consistent. In each case the sections either sank or floated; none
appeared to suspend in water. Three types of cores were noted, those
in which all sections floated, those in which all sections sank, and those
in which one or more of the outside sections floated, followed by those
which sank. In only one case was a sequence noted in which some
segments floated, followed by some that sank, followed by inside sections that floated. It was subsequently discovered that this core was
taken from a component which had cracked, resulting in an additional drying surface and a core dryer on both ends than in the middle.
This core was discarded, and another taken from a neighboring rib.
Percentages of water by weight in the B core series ranged
from about II to over 50 percent. In cores I-B, 2-B, and 4-B through
IO-B, the water content was lower at the outside surface, and rose
gradually in successively deeper centimeter segments. Core 3-B
was taken from a rib that had been exposed for three weeks, but
which had been submerged each day for several hours, a result of the
failure of the well point system to bring the water table completely
below the hull bottom. In this case, the wood remained very wet
throughout, the percentage of water falling near the 50 percent line.
Cores IO-B and II-B (graphs IO,II) were taken from a vertical round
post near the keelson approximately 35 feet to the rear of the bow.
The type of wood is not identified, although from casual inspection it
is strikingly unlike the white oak, being much softer and lighter in
weight. These two cores and 3-B (the sample from the rib subjected to
daily submergence) are eliminated in mean calculations of water by
weight and exposure times in this study.
The transition of buoyancy to non-buoyancy appears remarkably consistent, i.e., at approximately 40 percent of water by
weight. The average maximum percentage of water by weight for
which a centimeter section remains buoyant is calculated at 39.0 percent; the average lowest percentage of water by weight resulting in a
non-buoyant section of core is 41.5 percent. To clarify the general
trend apparent in graph 12 in which all cores are plotted (fig. 98),
the water·content figures were averaged for graph 13 (fig. 99). Cores
3-B, IO-B, and I1-B were eliminated for reasons cited above. All first
centimeter section percentages were averaged, all second centimeter
sections were averaged, etc. This graph indicates that the drying occurs, on the average, quite rapidly in the first four sections, but levels
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off quite sharply thereafter to approximately 40 percent water by
weight. The mean exposure time of the cores represented on this
graph is 3.4 months.

CONCLUSIONS
While this study of wood drying rates and water content
must be considered rudimentary, two general conclusions appear
warranted: I) that the rate of drying of the remaining major structural members of the Bertrand wili reduce sharpiy after an exposure of
from three to six months of average summer and fall, open-air atmospheric conditions at DeSoto Bend; and, 2) that buoyancy of these
same major structural members of white oak can be expected by reducing the water by weight to 39.0 percent. The feasibility of allowing
the hull to dry unprotected and in the open air at the site appears
quite questionable if the optimum conditions of reducing water by
weight to 20 percent to minimize activity of fungi and bacteria is desired. Even should the boat eventually be exposed to the air on all
sides, a substantial percentage of the volume of certain major supporting members -such as keelsons and hull bottom (without some attempt at increasing the rate of drying) will remain heavily saturated
with water and a target for bacteria for years.
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INDEX
Acetates, in preservation, 133, 134,
1)6, 137' 140
Acids, in preservation: acetic, 133;
citric, 135; hydrochloric, 136,
140; nitric, 135; sulphuric, 135
Act for the Preservation of American Antiquities, 2
Advisory Board on National Parks,
Historic Sites, Buildings, and
Monuments, 2
Agricultural supplies (cargo): axler.
grease 68; garden and hay forks,
68; harness, 69; hoes, 69; plows,
cultivators and parts, 69; scythes,
69
Agriculture, in Montana Territory,

124
Alcohol, in preservation, 133, 137,
138, 143
Allegheny City, Pa., 6-n
Alum, in preservation, 134
Aluminum oxide, in preservation,

138
American Fur Company, 115, 117
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 101-n
American Wood Preservers Association, 148
Ammonia, in preservation, 133, 135
Anderson, Reese, 14
Antiquities Act. See Act for the
Preservation of American Antiquities
Architecture, 75-112
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, 56
Artifacts: cataloguing, 131: estimated number and volume, 3: photography, 131; preservation, 129141. See also Cargo
Atchison family, 9, 35, 71, 124

Bates, Alan L., 88-n 91, 93,95
Beaverhead Valley, 14
Belle of Louisville (steamboat), 91
Benetsee Creek, 14
Benton (steamboat), 7, 99, 117
Bertrand: administration of responsibilities, 2-3; advertisements, 8,
114; aerial search, 27; aerial views
of site, 31; alignment, 30; appearance, 91-101; architecture, 75112; backfilling, 41; cabins, 93;
cargo capacity, 118-119; consignees, 8, 11-18; construction, 6;
contemporary accounts, 5, 8, II,
125-126; crew members, 5, 11, 93;
decking, 38; departure from St.
Louis, 9; design, 90, 100; detected
by magnetometer, 28; discovery,
21-30; economic loss, 123-124;
engines and driving mechanism,
84-86; enrollment, 5-n, 7, 77,9192; excavation, 30-35,37, 39-42;
graphic reconstruction, 86- 1()1;
hull components, 150-152; hull
conformity, 105; identification, I,
35, 77; insurors, 23, 25, 27, 120;
interpretation, 112; lines, 76; location, 26, 29; maiden voyage, 57, 99; mapping of parts, 87; measurement, 7; ownership, 6-7, 99;
passengers,9-10,35, 124-125;
preservation of hull, 110-112;
reconstruction of decking, 40;
recovery alternatives, 105-107,
147; recovery attempts in 1865,
126; role on the frontier, 115-127;
route, 6; salvage in 1865, 17;
search in 1896, 22-25; ~inking, 911; site before excavation, 30;
structural damage, 143; tonnage,
118-119; value, 11; value of cargo,
171
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I, 10; volume, weight, and density of hull, 149-153; voyage to Fort
Benton, 5-7; wood drying rates,
154-163; wood inspection, 142148
Bertrand Bend, 21. See also DeSoto
Bend
Big Horn (steamboat), 118
Bitter Root Valley, 12, 14
Bitters: advertisments; 52-53; varieties in cargo, 50-51; shipped to
consignee, 16. See also Liquor
Bixby, H.E., 11, 124
Boilers: explosions, 120; Federal
regulations, 116; position of on
Bertrand, 86. See also Engines
Boots: in cargo, 60-62; preservation, 138
Bottles: preservation, 137-138. See
also Cargo; Artifacts
Brass. See Metals
Britannia. See Metals
Building supplies. See Hardware
Bulkheads: positions in Bertrand,
77; volume, 151
Buoyancy: studies of wood, 154163; based on water by weight,
161
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, 110, 130
Burns, J.C., 11
Burrows, W., 9, 124

Cabins: construction in Pittsburgh,
88; graphic reconstruction, 87;
removal by early salvors, 10
Calhoun, Nebr., 27-n
Campbell, Annie, 10, 124
Campbell, Fannie, 10, 35-36, 124
Campbell, J.B., 10-n, 35, 124
Campbell, Robert, 71
Cams, engine, 39
Candles, preservation, 140. See also
Household goods
Cans, preservation, 140
Cargo: archeological reports, 48;
cataloguing, 131 ; cubic capacity,
43; description, 50-73; mapping,
40; preservation, 129-141; recording, 43; removal methods, 40-41;
storage, 42; volume, 3; weight,
119. See also Foodstuffs; Liquor;
Bitters; Textiles; Household

goods; Mining supplies; Hardware; Agricultural supplies
Chemicals: reaction with hull timbers, 147; use in dimensional stabilization of wood, 145; in preservation of artifacts, 133-140; in
preservation of hull, 148
China, ironstone, 64 ·
Chippewa (steamboat), 98, 115
Chittenden, Hiram M., 17, 120
Chouteau, Pierre Jr., 98
Cincinnati Gazette, 102
Cochran, Jeremiah, 6. See also
Jerry Cochrane
Cochran, Lewis W., 6
Cochrane, Jerry, 5, 7
Consignees, of cargo, 45-46
Consumer, plight on frontier, 121123
Converse (steamboat), 9, 118
Copelin, John G.: as part owner of
Bertrand, 17,90,99, 100, 121;as
part owner of Deer Lodge, 91;
and Montana and Idaho Transportation Line, 7-8
Copper. See Metals
Cora II(steamboat), 17, 23, 27, 37,
118-119
Corbino, Sam, I, 25,30
Council Bluffs, Ia., 21
Council Bluffs Non Pareil, 9
Cow Island, 97, 121
Cutter (steamboat), 118
Cylinder timbers, 78, 150

Daily Missouri Democrat (St.
Louis), 7, 9, 11

Daily Missouri Republican (St.
Louis), 8, 99
Dakota Territory, 117
Dana College, Blair, Nebr., 149, 157
Datum, establishment and position,
28
Daughty, C.E., 17-n, 24
Davenport Gazette (Iowa), 9, II,
124
David Watts (steamboat), 118
Decalcomania. See Paper
Decking: of Bertrand, 38; drying to
prevent decay, 144; reconstruction, 40; of western steamboats,
104-105
Deer Lodge (steamboat), 7, 11, 99;

Index
at Fort Benton, 117, 121; similarity to Bertrand, 88-89,91,93-95,
97; use as lighter, 100; view of in
1865,89
Deer Lodge, Mont. Terr., 12, 14, 123
DeSoto, Nebr., 10, 21, 37, 125
DeSoto Bend: atmospheric conditions, 41, 162; Bertrand sunk in,
I, II, 21, 29; channel stabilized,
17; early map, 22
DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge, I,
3, 30, 126, 129-n, 130
Detergents, in preservation, 133
Dolomite, in preservation, 138
Dorris, G.P., 9, 12, 14, 48
Eads, James B., 102
Economy: of frontier during gold
rush, 100, 121; inflation in Montana Territory, 122-123
Ettie Deans (steamboat), 117
E. H. Durfee, (steamboat), 95, 98
Electrolysis, in preservation, 134
Engineer, on Bertrand, 37, 96
Engines: cams, 39; conformity and
design, 86; cylinders, 78, 86; parts
recovered, 37, 84-85; preserva-.
tion of parts, 134; recovery from
sunken steamboats by insurors,
85; removal of parts, 40
Esperanza (stea-mboat), 95
Ether, in preservation, 133
Evans, Oliver, 103, 116
Excavation: backfilling operations,
41; damage caused by, 107-108;
establishment of datum, 39; field
controls, 39-41; general procedures, 30-35; limits, 37; pumps
used, 32-33, 109; recovery of hull,
147; removal of clay, 43; sumping
operation, 33; use of drag line, 32;
use of well points, 32, 38-39

Fanny Ogden (steamboat), 7, 99
Far West(steamboat), 95,98
Feller, George, 6
Fenn, Bert, 97
Ferris, Ruth, 99
Fitch, John, 116
Flatboats, 80. See also Steamboats
Flour, cargo, 53; shortage on frontier, 122-123
Foodstuffs (cargo): butter, 51; can-
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dy, 51; condiments, sauces, jellies, syrups, 51, 54-57, 59-60; cod
liver oil, 53; coffee, 53; fish, 52,
55-56, 58; flour, 53; fruit, 52-54,
57-58; lard, 55; meat, 55-56; nuts,
56; spices, flavorings, extracts,
53-57, 59-60; soda crackers, 58;
vegetables, 52, 57, 59
Formalin, in preservation, 137
Fort Calhoun, Nebr., 17, 21
Fort Benton, Mont. Terr., I, 5, 12,
90, 100, 121; sketch in 1869, 4;
steamboat activity, 116; steamboat arrivals, 117-119; terminus
of steamboat travel on Missouri,
97, 98; wharf in 1860's, 16
Fort Buford, Dak. Terr., 117
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., 115
Fort Union, Dak. Terr., 100, 115,
117
Freeze drying, in preservation of
paper, 139
Freight, fees on Missouri River,
119. See also Cargo
Fulton, Robert, 116
Fungicides, in preservation, 130,
137-138
F. Y. Batchelor (steamboat), 98
Gallaher, William H., 10
Gallatin City, Mont. Terr., 14, 124
Genera/ Grant (steamboat), 118, 125
General Meade (steamboat), 98
General Services Administration, 2,
77-n. See also National Archives
and Record Service
Glass. See Bottles
Glycerine, in preservation, 134
Goeser, Mrs. Alvin H., 10-n
Gold: discovery in Montana, 117;
economy of on frontier, 121-123;
rumors of on Bertrand, I. See
also Treasure trove
Gold Creek, 12
Goodwin, Ben, 5, 7
Greater Omaha Historical Society,
10-n
Grey, Ford W., 26
Grover, A.J., 17-n, 24
Guards, 77, 90, 92; volume, 152
Gullet, Isaac, 6-n
Gunpowder, in cargo, 70, 71; preservation, 140
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Hardware, needs on frontier, 123124; in cargo: axes and parts, 69;
lead bar stock, 70; mauls, 70;
nails, 70; steel bar stock, 71; tar
paper, 71; tools, 69-70; white
lead, 70
Hatches, 34, 77
Hats. SeeTextiles
Hattie May (steamboat), 118
H. D. Bacon (steamboat), 102-n
Helena, Mont. Terr., 16, 125
He!! Gate, Mont. Terr., 12, 13, 123
Hengeveld, Frank, 157-n
Hengeveld, Pamela, 149, 154
Herndon House, Omaha, Nebr., 10,
124-125
Higgins, Christopher P., 12
Highley, Terry, 142
Historic Sites Act of 1935, 2
Hog chains: reconstruction, 75, 84;
turnbuckles, 85; trussing system,
79, 84; use on river boats, 81; volume, 151
Hollingsworth, F., 1'7-n, 24
Household goods (cargo): brooms,
63; candles, 63; candle molds, 63;
clocks and parts, 64; combs, 64;
cooking utensils, 64; churns, 65;
dye, 65; eating utensils and dishes, 65, 67; ink, 65; lamps and
parts, 66; matches, 66; mirrors,
66; soap, 67; starch, 67; stoves
and parts, 67; washboards and
tubs, 67; writing supplies, 68
Howitzer ammunition, 71, 75
Hull: bustles, 102-104; components,
75-76, 78-79, 80, 150-152; condition, 150-152; condition, 105-110;
conformity, 105; construction,
76-78; depth of hold, 77; drying
rates, 154-163; evolution in western steam boats, 101-107; interior
side views, 106; measurement of
parts, 150-152; preservation, 148;
view of bottom, 109; volume,
weight and density, 149-153
Hydrogen peroxide, in preservation, 138
Independence (steamboat), 115
Insurance of steamboats on western
rivers, 95, 121
Insurors: of Bertrand, 3~, 126-127;

recover mercury, 126; use of divers, 37, 102, 107. See also Salvors
Inverarity, Robert B., 145
Ironstone, cargo, 64; preservation,
138
John J. Roe and Co., 17
Kanawha River, 95-n
Kate Keatney(steamboat), 118
Keelson; drying rates, 160; volume
and measurement, 150. See also

Hull
I<.evels, 19
Key West (steamboat), 115
Kingmart and Co., 12
Kukachka, B.F., 146
LaBarge, Joseph, 116
Labels: reconstructions, 54-55, 66;
preservation, 137
Laboratory, preservation; 130-132
Laing, George, 6
Larpefiteur, Charles, 117
Last Chance. See Helena
Lead. See Metals
Leather, preservation, 139
Lewis, Clifford M., 6-n
Lida Norvell (steamboat), 88-89
Lillie Martin (steamboat), 118
Lincoln, Abraham, 126
Liquor (cargo): ale, 50; Brandy
Cock-Tail, 51; Bourbon Whiskey
Cock-Tail, 51; champagne, 59-60;
Gin Cock-Tall, 53; schnapps, 58;
wine, 59-60. See also Bitters
Logan, Wilfred D., 3, i42
Long, Stephen 1-1., 115
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories,
140
McNeely, F.M., 17,24-25
McNeely party, 125
Macomb, John N., 21, 22,24
Madison, B.F., 17-n, 24 •
Magnetometer; snlvors' use at Bertrand site, 1, 28-29; surface readouts, 29; in archeological surveys,
28
Marias River, 117
Markel, Jacob E., 24, 26
May, Earl Chapin, 85

Index
Measurement: of Bertrand displacement, 7; of hull components, 149153; of steamboats on western
rivers, 119
Meek, Jake, 14
Mercury: in Bertrand, 18, 68, 126;
recovery by insurors, 125; reported on Bertrand, 1, 14-15, 17, 2324. See also Treasure trove
Metal, volume and density of fittings, 152
Metals, preservation: britannia, 137;
copper and bniss, 135:136; iron,
134-135; lead and pewter, 136;
silver, 136; tin, 136
Midwest Archeological Center, 2,
29, 40-n, 48, 97-n, 129-n, 130. See
also National Park Service
Millard, Mrs., 9
Miner (steamboat), 21, 22, 30
Mining, in Montana Territory, 1, 5,
123-124
Mining supplies (cargo): black powder, 68; mercury, 68; mortars and
pestles, 68; pickaxes and parts,
68; shovels, 68
Minneapolis, Minn., 110
Mississippi River, 7
Missoula, Mont. Terr., 12, 16
Missouri River: changes in course,
24, 26; course at DeSoto Bend,
27, 30; design of steamboats, 80,
90; first steamboats 115; loss of
steamboats, 23, 127; navigation,
97; physical condition, 97; sketch
near DeSoto in 1867, 22; trade in
upper river, 7-8
Missouri River Commission, 17.
See also U.S. Corps of Engineers
M. Kingman and Co., 48
Monroe County, Ohio, 99
Montana and Idaho Transportation
Line, 7-9, 17,91-93, 121
Montana Post (Virginia City), .S, 9,
14,17,35
Montana Territory, 7, 93
Murphy and Nee! Co., 15
Murphy, John T., 12, 16,48
National Archives and Record Service, 22, 77-n
National Historic Sites Service of
Canada, 112
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National Park Service, 2, 30, 110,
129, 130
Navigation, techniques on Missouri
River, 116
Nebraska Advertiser (Brownsville),
17
Nebraska State Historical Society,
27
Nel/ie Peck (steamboat), 95
Nitrocellulose, in preservation, 133
Office of Archeology and Historic
Preservation, 110-n. See also National Park Service
Ohio River, 7, 88-n, 92
Oils, in preservation: sulfinated cod,
138; Tanoyi1230-B, 138
Omaha, Nebr., 5, 10, 21,95
Omaha Nebraskian, 27-n
Omaha Weekly Bee, 17, 22, 26, 37,
125
Oronacke (steamboat), 118
Ovens, in wood drying studies, 156
Owens, Thomas, 11
Paddle wheel: arms, 41; design by
Wheeling boatwrights, 82-84;
flanges, 38; measurements, 82;
parts recovered, 37; reconstruction, 81-82, 96; on western steamboats, 103-105
Paper: labels, 54, 58; preservation,
139-140
Paradichlorobenzine, in preservation, 133
Passengers: on Bertrand, 9-10, 124;
estimated number, 88; to gold
fields on steamboats, 116
Patent medicines. See Bitters
Personal possessions (cargo), 71
Petersen, William J ., 119
Petsche, Jerome E., 142
Pewter. See Metals
Pipes, smoking (cargo), 72
Pittsburgh, Pa., 80, 88, 100
Plows, in cargo, 69; preservation,
134
Polyethylene glycol, in preservation
of wood, 133, 143-144, 145, 147
Polymethacrylate, in preservation,
134
Polyurethane, in preservation, 145.
See also Waxes
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Porcelain, preservation, 138
Portage La Force, 5, 21. See also
DeSoto Bend
Potash, in preservation, 134
Prairie State (steamboat), 118
Preservation, of cargo: bottles and
glass, 137-138; ferrous metals,
134-135; non-ferrous metals, 135137; ironstone and porcelain, 138;
leather, 138; paper and decalcomania, 139-140; textiles, 132;
wood, 133-134
Preservation, of food on frontier,
123
Preservation procedures: airbrasive
treatments, 136; alternatives for
hull, 110-112, 148; chemicals, 133140, 145; control of fungi, 130,
137-138; control of temperature
and humidity, 130-131; electrolysis, 134; general procedures,
132; laboratory installation, 130132; waterlogged artifacts, 134;
ultra-sonic cleaning, 136
Pumps: on Bertrand, 40, 96; use in
excavation, 32-33, 39; malfunction, 109
Pursell, Jesse, I, 25,30
Reed, Thomas, H., 6
Regis de Trobriand, Phillippe, 90
Resins, in preservation, 133, 137
Ribiines, 81. See also Architecture
Ribs: drying rates, 157, 160; volume, 150-151
Roe, John J., 7-8, 90, 91, 99, 101,
121
Rowe, Albert, 11, 124
Rudders: design and placement on
Bertrand, 83; drying rates, 157;
evolution on western steamboats,
83, 102; top and side views, 82-83;
volume, 151
Rust remover, in preservation, 134135
Ryan, Thomas, 8-n, 17

St. Johns (steamboat), 9, 10, 117
Saint Lawrence River, 112
Saint Louis, Mo., departure point of
Bertrand, 1, 5, 90; enrollment
records at, 99; wharf in 1865, 4;
market supplying gold fields, 100;

headquarters of Montana and
Idaho Transportation Line, 121
Salt Lake City, Utah, 122
Salvors: activity in 1865,23,77, 94,
96, 108; early use of diving bells,
102; search for Bertrand in 1896,
22-25; seek contract for salvage,
1-2, 1-n; use of auger in Bertrand
discovery, 28; use of grids with
magnetometer, 28; use of maps in
search for Bertrand, 21-22, 27.
See aiso Excavation
Sam Gaty (steamboat), 118
Seborg, Ray M., 107, 130, 145
Semczak, Carl, 142, 143
Shoes, in cargo, 60-62; preservation, 139; supplies for repair, 73
Silver. See Metals
Smithsonian Institution, 139
Snags, and loss of Bertrand, 10; in
Missouri River near DeSoto, 11,
30; and steamboat disasters on
the Missouri, 120
Soda, caustic, in preservation, 136
Sodium, in preservation: carbonate,
136; hexametaphosphate, 135;
hydroxide, 135, 136; hypochlorite, 139; sesquicarbonate, 135
Stabilization. See Preservation
Stanchions: drying rates, 160; reconstruction on Bertrand, 88;
volume, 151
Stannard (steamboat), 27-n
Steamboats: builders, 105; built for
upper Ohio River trade, 88; customs, 93; dating in archeological
context, 101-107; early arrivals at
Fort Benton, 98; earliest on Missouri River, 115-116; evolution,
97; Federal regulations, 116; hazards on Missouri, 120; lifespan,
120; loss to frontier, 119; profits,
119
Stevens, Isaac 1., 12
Stewart, James, 18-n
Stuart and Co., 12,48
Stuart, Granville, 4, 11, 14-15,122,
123
Stuart, King and Gillette Co., 17
Sunday Journal and Star (Lincoln,
Nebr.), 17,88
Sweeney, A. J., 85, 101-n
Sweeney, A. J. and Son, 6-n

Index
Sweeney, John M., 101-n
Switzer, Ronald R., 48, 129
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27,28,29
Waterlines, 81. See also Architecture
Water table: depth at DeSoto Bend,
29, 147; fluctuation, 109-110; lowering in excavation, 34-36; results
in bank slumping, 32; view at Bertrand site; 33. See also Excavation
Waxes, in preservation, 136, 138,
145
Way, Frederick Jr., 95
Wearing apparel. See Textiles
Western (steamboat), 98
Western Engineer (steamboat)', 115
Wheeling, W.Va., 5, 7, 80, 92, 99,
100

Textile Museum, Washington,
D.C., 133
Textiles: in cargo, 49, 62-64; preservation, 132-133
Thymo~, in preservation, 130
Tilden, Norman, 18-n
Tin. See Metals
Tobacco, in cargo, 73
Tonnage: displacement of Bertrand,
7; measurement of western
steamboats, 119-120
Tools. See Hardware
Trancoa Chemical Corporation, 145
Transom. See Hull
Transportation: demands during
gold rush, 121; hazards of steamboats, 120; on Missouri River,
116; in Montana Territory, 16-17;
monopolistic interests, 121
Treasure trove, 1, 5-6, 14-18,23
Tri-Weekly Missouri Democrat (Sl.
Louis), 8
Turpentine, in preservation, 135
Twilight(steamboat), 118

Wheeling Daily Intelligencer, 5, 6,

U.S. Corps of Engineers: mapping
of DeSoto Bend, 21, 24; report of
steamboat disasters on Missouri
River, 120; stabilize channel in
DeSoto Bend, 17-18, 26-27, 29
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory,
142-143, 146, 148
U.S. Forest Service, 107
U.S. Grant(steamboat), 9, 10
U.S. Weather Bureau, 154-n

99
Whiskey, 17,23, 126. Seealso
Treasure trove
Wood: buoyancy study, 40, calculation of shrinkage, 146; checking,
107, 143; dimensional stabilization, 145, 148; drying to prevent
decay, 144; drying rates, 40, 154163; identification of hull timbers,
146-147; inspection of hull, 142148; preservation of artifacts,
133-134; preservation of hull, 148;
treatment when waterlogged, 145;
treatment with polyethylene glycol, 133, 143-144, 145, 147; types
used in Bertrand construction, 80;
volume, weight and density stud-'
ies, 149-153
Worden and Co., 8-n, 12, 17,48
Worden, Francis L., 11-13

Vanmeter, Abel, 11
Vestal, Stanley, 127
Virginia City, Mont. Terr., 8, 12, 15,
121-123
Vivian and Simpson, 12, 48

Yel/owstone(steamboat), 7, 99, 117
Yellowstone Expedition, 115
Yore, James A., 9-11, 30, 99, 126127

Washington County, Nebr., 21,26-

Zinc, in preservation, 136
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